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DEBT INDICATORS AND CRITERIA

I FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF CALIFORNIA'SOUTSTANDING PUBLIC DEBT

I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I How good is the fiscal health of America's state and local governments? The signals are
mixed at best. Certainly, the outward signs point to greatly improved fiscal health since the 1970s,
when there were well-publicized financial crises in New York and Cleveland and when many other

I American cities seemed poised on the edge of fiscal difficulties of their own. On the other hand,some experts fear trouble may lie ahead. The next New York-style financial emergency may only
be as far away as the next national recession.

I One special source of concern is the growth of state and local debt. Since the early 1970s,
there has been a dramatic increase in state and local debt outstanding. Between 1973 and 1987, for

i example, total debt outstanding for state and local governments grew from $188 billion to $719billion, representing an average growth of 10 percent annually. In California, state and local
government debt outstanding grew from $19 billion in 1973 to $72 billion in 1987--also equal to
about a 10 percent yearly growth rate.

I In part, this debt has been issued to meet growing commitments for school, roads, prisons,
and other public services. But other forces have been at work as well. The growth in debt has been

i spurred by significant reductions in federal aid to state and local governments--a condition whichshows no signs of being reversed--and by the public's resistance to new or increased taxes which
makes debt financing an increasingly attractive option.

I Against this backdrop, interest in the measurement of the fiscal condition of state and localgovernment has grown significantly, assuming particular urgency since New York's problems
came to light. Prior to that time, analysis of government fiscal health was largely the province of

I the bond rating agencies, Moody's and Standard and Poor's, which provide investors withevaluations and ratings of the f'mancial instruments issued by thousands of governmental units
nationally each year. However, the rating agencies' methodologies periodically have been criticized

i as overly subjective. Moreover, critics argue that the bond ratings, focused as they are on theprobability of default, are not sufficient to evaluate the complexities of modem govemment
finance.

II In recent years, a number of anMysts have employed more quantitative approaches to the
II analysis of government debt capacity and fiscal health, using a range of economic and financial

measures and increasingly sophisticated statistical techniques. While these methods have yielded

i much valuable insight into the fiscal health of governments, to date no set of theories has emergedwhich identifies the measures of fiscal condition which are most critical as indicators of fiscal
health. Nonetheless, the past two decades have seen significant progress in the development of
indicators which encompass not only govemment's capacity to issue and support bonded debt but

I also its broader fiscal condition--its ability to provide what has been characterized as "a reasonablelevel of services at a reasonable sacrifice."

I Despite the lack of consensus on which indicators are most important--or perhaps becauseof it--experts in the field generally agree on the need to continue working to develop the indicator
methodology. The need to develop improved techniques for analyzing the overall fiscal condition
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I of state and local governments is widely recognized, both for use by government managers and byothers who monitor--or are affected by--the financial condition of government.

I With these concerns in mind, the California Debt Advisory Commission (CDAC) askedKPMG Peat Marwick to take a comprehensive look at the literature surrounding government credit
ratings and the measurement of the fiscal health of state and local governments. The goals of this

i project were to clearly identify the major developments in this area and to develop a potentialmethodology for using these indicators to assess the overall financial condition and debt position of
California state and local governments.

I In addition to this executive summary, the final report on the project has two parts: (1) areview of the literature surrounding the use of fiscal indicators for financial and credit analysis; and
(2) the description of a theoretical framework and recommended set of indicators for potential use

I by the State of California in assessing the level of total outstanding debt of California state andlocal governments. Based on the literature review, the theoretical framework, and the associated
indicators developed, a set of recommendations is presented in the second part of the report.

I Literature Review

I The systematic study of state and local government finances probably began with the firstbond ratings prepared by Moody's beginning _n 1919. These analyses were not particularly
sophisticated, and a large number of govemment defaults during the Great Depression of the 1930s
led to significant improvements in bond rating techniques during the three decades following

II World War II.

Still, many analysts continue to raise questions about the subjectivity of bond ratings and

I about their fundamental usefulness as comprehensive indicators of the fiscal condition of state andlocal governments. This was not a particularly large public policy concern in the 1940s and 1950s.
Government fiscal conditions were generally very good during this period, and there were no
defaults (or near defaults) by state or local governments--and certainly nothing of the magnitude

I that was the rule during the Depression.

Interest in improving and expanding on the bond ratings became increasingly intense

I during the 1960s and 1970s, however, as many U.S. cities began to experience serious economicand social problems, and these problems began to be reflected in their fiscal condition. The
problems with the current understanding of state and local finances became most obvious in the

I face of the near default by New York on a portion of its debt in 1975.
In response to these developments, three major strands of research and analysis have

=,, emerged in this area: (1) the development of statistical models to replicate or predict the credit! ratings assigned by the credit rating agencies; (2) the use of indicators to analyze the fiscal health or
fiscal strain faced by government (and particularly local government); and (3) the development of
guidebooks for use by government managers and policy makers in gauging the fiscal health and

I credit condition of their jurisdictions.
The first of these strands--the prediction of credit ratings--began to develop in the 1960s. In

I these studies, analysts specify a number of fiscal and economic indicators that are hypothesized tomatch the factors used by Moody's and Standard and Poor's. These indicators are used in
statistical models to either predict credit ratings or to explain differences in the interest rate yields
on various governments' bonded debt.

I These studies demonstrate varying degrees of accuracy in predicting bond ratings and
interest rate yields, with reported accuracy ranging from about 50 percent to over 80 percent of the

I
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cases analyzed. One problem area in many of the analyses is the prediction of non-investment [I
grade issues. While these studies have identified a wide range of potential indicators of government I!1
fiscal condition and debt position, they have limitations for use in the current study since they do
not use indicators to assess fiscal condition. Instead, the indicators are used to predict the m
assessments of fiscal condition developed by others--the bond rating agencies or investors. l

The second--and more important--strand in the literature is the measurement of government
fiscal condition using various economic and fiscal indicators. These studies frequently focus on the •
level of fiscal stress or distress being experienced by the governments being analyzed. Although l
the fn'st important work in this segment of the literature ftrst appeared in 1973, the major impetus

for work in this area has come since the New York fiscal crisis. •

While they are much closer in content and goals to the current study than the bond rating
analyses, these studies differ from the work undertaken in this project in important ways. First,
they generally are concerned with the overall fiscal health of the governments being analyzed. This n
study is concerned with government fiscal health as it affects the capacity of California
governments to maintain a given level of outstanding debt. Second, these studies have mainly
focused on the fiscal health of major U.S. cities, as opposed to smaller cities, other types of •
jurisdictions, or governments in aggregate. In large part, this characteristic is a function of the fact II
that analysts view the major problems with state and local finances as involving cities. Certainly,
this has been the experience of the past 15 years. Moreover, there is more likely to be data for !11

analyzing fiscal condition for major cities, while data on other types of jurisdictions, with the •
exception of state governments, tend to be more fragmented and much less uniform.

I

Despite these limitations, the fiscal health indicator studies are the area of greatest research n
activity today, and it is the area where the most important breakthroughs in the use of indicators is II
likely to occur in coming years.

The final strand in the literature also is largely a product of the late 1970s. in these studies, I

i

the theories underlying the bond rating analyses and the fiscal health analyses have been assembled
into guidebooks to allow public officials and others to assess their individual jurisdiction's fiscal
condition. The most familiar example of this type of work is the earlier work done for the n
Commission to develop an indicator set for use by local governments

These studies employ many of the techniques--and indeed, many of the indicators-- •
developed in the fiscal health indicator analyses. A major difference is that they take a more l
mieroeconomic approach and are designed to be applicable primarily to specific units of
government--again, mainly cities. They normally examine a broad range of fiscal and economic I

variables and provide government managers with a consistent methodology for collecting, •
maintaining, and analyzing economic and financial data over time. m

Although a significant amount of work has been done in all three of these areas of research, n
there is no set theory which identifies the best indicators of government fiscal condition. The l
indicators identified as part of the literature review vary widely in the types of data they examine.
In part, this is a result of a lack of consistent data for state and local governments and, to a more •
limited degree, state and local economies. However, it also is a product of the general lack of a set lof standards for what constitutes fiscal health or strain.

Future research in this area will, in all likelihood, continue to elevate the level of II
sophistication in analysis, pointing toward some generally accepted set of standards for assessing II
fiscal health. Certainly, the probable uncertainties faced by state and local governments in the years

ahead should make continued work on indicators a vital concern of government decision makers, n
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I A Theoretical Framework

The second phase of the project involved the development of a theoretical framework and

I model set of ideal indicators for the assessment of the outstanding public debt of California stateand local governments in aggregate. The framework and indicator selection described in this phase
of the study draw heavily from the body of the literature reviewed in the the first part of the study.

Based on the f'trst phase of the study, several important general characteristics of any
assessment system were identified. These include:

I (1) First, there must be a recognition that no single statistical measure will providean accurate assessment of the implications of a given level of outstanding debt--
a number of indicators will have to be developed and applied through a single

i analyticalframework.
(2) The measures that are used in this analytical framework should be assessed over

time, since economic and fiscal conditions can change dramatically in a relatively
II short period of time, and often trends are the most important indicators of future
II fiscal or credit condition.

(3) Assessment of the level of debt outstanding cannot be separated from assess-ment of governments' overall fiscal condition and the larger economic environment
in which the governments must operate.

I (4) Some measures of comparability are desirable since no consistent set of performancestandards have been identified. A familiar example of this comparisons data is the
development of interstate comparisons.

I (5) Finally, it is important to recognize the limitations imposed by the availability of
data. This is particularly a problem in this case, since a large number of local

i jurisdictions are involved, each with its own reporting standards and definitions.
With these general issues in mind, a theoretical framework was next developed. It is shown

in Exhibit ES-1. The framework is essentially a process for assessing the level of implications of

I the level of debt outstanding and for monitoring it over time.
The framework envisions the use of three types of fiscal indicators: (1) indicators of debt

i position; (2) economic base indicators; and (3) fiscal base indicators.
The first of these involve various measures of the level and composition of government debt

outstanding. This would include the total amount of debt outstanding, the types of debt outstanding

(general obligation, revenue bond, special assessment, etc.), and the burden the debt imposes oncurrent government expenditures in the form of debt service obligations.

I The second set of factors is intended to reflect the economic conditions in which governmentmust operate. These indicators are important because economic conditions both increase the
demands for government services and may limit the government's ability to support debt by

i reducing current revenue flows or increasing expenditures.
The third set of indicators are measures of the fiscal performance of government--primarily

its revenue and expenditure position and how these two sides of the fiscal equation combine to

I form an overall operating position.
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FIGURE ES-1
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I As the model shows, two sets of factors arc viewed as important in the assessment processbut do not lend themselves to the use of fiscal indicators. The fn'st of these includes general

environmental factors--such as the political culture of the governments under analysis or the level

i of infrastructure needs that may drive the issuance of debt in the first place. The second isorganizational factors, such as management practices and legal constraints. These factors are
indirectly measured by the general economic and fiscal indicators discussed above but arc not
separately specified in the framework. An important example of this in California is the

I constitutional constraints on governmental finances. These is no single measure of theseconstraints, but measures of fiscal capacity can be adjusted to reflect the effects of these limitations
on potential revenues.

!
Indicator Selection

I Using this general framework and a list of indicators developed from the literature review, amodel of set of indicators were next developed. A final set of 40 indicators was chosen for use in
the assessment framework. Exhibit ES-2 shows how the indicators fit into the framework. As the

I exhibit shows, the indicators reflect debt position, economic base factors, and fiscal base factors.The main report discusses the definitions of these indicators and how they fit into the framework.

The indicators were selected based on how well they fit into the theoretical framework. In

"ideal" offactorsfor thelevelofdebtoutstandingand
this sense, they represent an set monitoring
its implications. However, the analysis shows that there are important limitations on the availability
of information to create a number of these indicators, particularly on a statewide aggregate basis.

I Often the data needed to create a given indicator exist for some levels of government, but often notfor all levels of government. There also are definitional differences among levels of government
even when the information does exist, and the data that are available generally will lag up to two

years behind the fiscal year in which they occur.
One other important issue related to the indicators is the overlap between the recommended

indicator set and the indicators identified for use in the Commission's Handbook, which is

currently in development. Between the two studies, a total of 52 different measures are specifiedwith precise matches on only six indicators: debt outstanding, debt outstanding (trend), per capita
income, per capita revenue, per capita expenditures, and fund balance (operating position). Many

I of the other indicators used in the studies are similar but are different in their specification. Forexample, the Handbook includes as an indicator a measure of-population, while the current study
recommends the use of population change over time. These differences are primarily a result of the

i different emphasis of the two reports. The Handbook is geared to specific local applications, whilethe current study attempts to develop indicators with a more broad-based applicability.

I Recommendations
From the two parts of the study, a series of conclusions and recommendations are developed

i relative to the potential future use of indicators by the Commission. These recommendations aredivided into general conclusions and recommendations data base issues, and recommendations
relative to the development of indicators.

I The general conclusion of the study is that a set of indicators for assessing the outstandingpublic debt of California state and local governments can be developed, but the indicators would
have a number of significant inherent limitations. There are problems with available data and

I particularly with the comparability of information for different types of California government.Moreover, no set of general indicators can be expected to reflect current and future capital needs of
California governments adequately, which is a key factor in determining the level of debt that will

!
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I be required. Because of these limitations, the indicator set would reflect useful information aboutthe overall debt condition of California governments, but it would lack the detail to provide a

precise answers to the questions of what the debt capacity of California governments is, how much
of the government's debt capacity is current being used and how much is available for future use.

I More useful applications of such an indicator might be the analysis of the debt levels of
system

individual governments or homogeneous groups of governments (e.g., the State, cities or
counties) or as one analytical tool in a larger capital budgeting process.

I Despite these limitations, it is recommended that, given the availability of resources, the
Commission would be well served to develop more information on the debt position of California

I state and local government, including a comprehensive indicator set. Such information would notbe intended as a way of limiting or otherwise restricting the use of debt by any level of government
but could provide a more detailed and comprehensive base of information for state and local
decision makers than is currently available. It would also provide a useful basis for CDAC's

I ongoing assessment of the debt situation which should be a central input to future State decisionmaking on the use of debt financing.

I Specific recommendations presented in the study are as follows:
General Conclusions and Recommendations

(1) It is possible to construct a basic set of measures to aid in the evaluation of the creditcondition of California state and local governments. These measures would work best if applied to
individual units of government or to homogeneous groups of governments (e.g., the State,

I counties, cities). The application of an indicator set to the task of assessing the overall level of debtin the State would provide government analysts and decisions makers with useful information, but
as a broad, free-standing analytical tool the indicator approach alone wouM be problematic for

i several reasons. First, some of the data simply are not available to create needed indicators for allof the diverse types of government in California. The report indicates that data do not exist for a
number of the variables in the ideal indicator list. Second, even if data for individual governments
are available for a given indicator, its analytical powers are likely to be weakened by the process of

I aggregation. Moreover, there also would be significant problems with the aggregation of data fromdissimilar units of government in any case. Third--and most importantly--by themselves, indicators
can tell only part of the story of government credit condition. To be most useful, they should be

i related to the capital spending demands likely to face government--that is, it is necessary not onlyto evaluate government's debt capacity and its current utilization of debt but also to examine in
detail what forces may affect its use of debt over time. While most governments in California have
capital planning processes, there needs to be further development of information in the area.

I (2) Because of the limitations on the use of an indicator system as an isolated analytical
tool, one important alternative application of the indicators would be as one analytical tool in a

I comprehensive capital budgeting process for individual units of government. In this context, theindicator set would not be expected to provide definitive answers concerning credit condition but
could provide insights into the trends and composition of debt for use by policy makers and
analysts in managing and planning capital expenditure programs. The process would provide a

consistent, orderly method of maintaining and analyzing economic and financial informationrelevant to the credit condition of state and local government. Used in this way, the indicator
system would be valuable both to local governments and to the State, which is currently

I considering the creation of its own formal capital budgeting process.
(3) At the State government level, the indicators by themselves could also play an important

I role in the ongoing monitoring and analysis of government debt in California that is part ofCDAC' s basic mission. In this regard, we recommend that the Commission, if it does develop this
process, prepare for the Treasurer and publish an annual status report on the condition of
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outstanding debt in California, using information currently available to it and information
developed through the indicator process. Several valuable reports have been prepared on this topic •
for the Commission and the General Assembly in the past, hut they quickly become dated. These
data should be routinely available, and an annual report would appear to offer the appropriate •
vehicle for the presentation of this information.

(4) At the local government level, it is recommended that the Commission continue to
pursue its plans tOprovide training to local governments in the use of indicators. Taking into I
account points (1) and (2) above, this training might profitably be combined with training for local
governments on capital budgeting and the use of indicators in a comprehensive capital budgeting

process, i
(5) It should, however, clearly be recognized that the further development of these

recommendations by CDAC would require considerable resources to accumulate data, to develop
new sources of data where necessary, to maintain the data once created, and to produce on-going
analysis. From the standpoint of the Commission, these costs should certainly be weighed
carefully against other programmatic commitments.

el

(6) It should be carefully delineated that the purpose of this process wouldnot be to attempt I
to establish limits on the use of debt by state or local governments. Rather, its purpose should be to
provide a central source of information on debt issued and outstanding that can be studied by n
policy makers, and which can help guide their decisions on future policies regarding the use of |
debt financing. Governments publish annual financial reports not as a means of limiting
expenditures but because the collection and presentation of financial information is a key to

understanding how government is functioning. This same spirit should guide this process. I

Data Base Issues l]

(1) While the assessment process outlined in this report should not be expected to provide
definitive answers to the complex issues of credit condition and fiscal health, it can provide
important benchmarks that will point to the deterioration of key factors influencing the credit 11
condition of California governments. In this regard, the indicator list developed for this study
represents a reasonable starting place for any analysis of this type; however, if the Commission
elected to go forward with the development of an assessment framework, it should do so with the •
understanding that significant further work needs to be done on the identification of data to be used II
in the analysis.

(2) In this regard, we recommend that a further step in the current evaluation process I
should be an assessment of the information currently available on local government finances. This n

could be done through an evaluation of a sample of local reports submitted to the Controller. This
sample would be drawn from all types of local governments reporting to the Controller, since there l]
are important differences in the forms on which information is collected for the various units of
government. Information reported to the Controller should be compared with actual_financial report
data and internal information on the sample jurisdictions. Sources of problems should be identified []
and procedures developed for eliminating all but simple errors. It should be recognized that it is lunlikely that data for several thousand governments will be completely pure, but major problems
could be eliminated with the cooperation of the Controller.

(3) It is recommend that attention be given as well to data available through other sources, I
although a survey of potential sources indicates that these alternatives are likely to be limited. One
possible source of such data is California Municipal Statistics (CMS), a private ftrm Which •
maintains a data base of debt information on California units of government. Exploration of this II
issue could be part of the evaluation process recommended in recommendation (2) above.

!
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(4) Because improvements in existing data sources seem workable--and again assuming

the Commission wants to pursue this process--we would recommend against the Commission

i seeking authority to develop its own information requirements for state and local government. Thisis true because such an effort would be likely to share many of the same problems as the current
data sources and would impose an unwelcome new reporting requirement on local governments. In
fact, given constitutional requirements dealing with state mandates, it might involve local costs that

might require State reimbursement.
(5) Although the Commission shouM not undertake its own, separate data gathering effort,

I the Commission should develop its own data base if it pursues the indicator process. TheCommission already maintains information on new debt issues and related information, so this
would be a natural extension of that data collections process. It is further recommended that the
Commission work with the Controller and other sources to get information prior to itsformal

I publication to insure the timeliness of information available for assessment.

(6) If this data base is developed, consideration should be given to possible other uses for it

I in addition to the assessment of outstanding debt. For example, it could eventually be used tomaintain detailed information on par values, interest coupons, "true" and "net" interest costs, call
provisions, refunding provisions, and other features of the California credit market that would be
useful to government policy makers and analysts alike. Clearly, a plan would be needed for the

overall of the data base accommodate efficientexpansionof its use.design to a logical,

I Indicators
(1) It should be clearly recognized that the model indicators in this study are only a starting

I point in the range of analytical approaches given a consolidated data base of debt and otherfinancial information. Other indicators along the same lines clearly are possible and would be
relevant to various types of analysis.

I (2) In this regard, an important step once a data base is developed would be to applystatistical techniques to the indicators in theframework and other potential indicators to test their
usefulness. This testing procedure should be an continuing part of the assessment process. A f'wst

I step in this direction would be to conduct correlation analysis on the indicators to determine theinterrelationships among them. Another statistical approach would be to use factor analysis to

explore the interrelationships among sets of indicators. (Factor analysis is designed to group large
number of variables into "factors representing similar or like behavior. In this case, it can be used

I to sort through the variables, select the variances that are quantitatively important.)systematically
Finally, for time series, regression analysis could be used to analyze the statistical relationships
between the various indicators and a single dependent variable--such as the level of aggregate debt

I in the state. The issue in this final analysis would be the degree to which the various indicators"explain" a given level of debt outstanding statewide (or alternately, for an individual government).

(3) We recommend that the Commission--if it decides to continue developing an indicatorprocess--should eventually work toward the development of data for substate jurisdictions or
aggregations as well as for the statewide aggregate. While the emphasis clearly should be on
developing aggregate indicators, some time and analysis should be taken to understand the detail

I underlying the statewide trends. This means distinguishing among governments of various sizesand types. This need not be an immediate goal of the process, but it clearly is important to work
toward disaggregation as an important resource for government policy makers.

I (4) It is also important that any indicators developed by the Commission in the future focus
on time trends, as well as static indicators of credit condition at a given point in time. This is
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especially important since there are few standards for measuring performance. Thus, trends over •
time--deterioration or improvement--are particularly important. I

(5) In this regard, we recommend that over time the Commission consider developing an I

economic model to project indicators into the future based on different assumptions about the •
general condition of the state and national economies. Not only will this help better explain how u

and why credit conditions change, but it will allow sensitivity analysis to see how California
government's credit strength would hold up assuming various paths for the state economy. This •
same sort of analytical treatment should also be applied to the capital planning process described in
earlier conclusions.

I(6) Finally, we would recommend that a part of the _ndicator effort be the' development of
interstate comparisons for state-level data, probably using Census data as a base. (The
development of interstate comparisons for substate data is possible but is considerably more
problematic and expensive potentially for very limited results.) The value of state-level . II
comparisons is to provide decision makers with a frame of reference for evaluating the level of
debt. It is perhaps not the best available standard of measure. However, it is a familiar one, and
one in which decision makers often have an interest. Given the availability of resources, it is •
preferable to do interstate comparisons for all 50 states. Obviously, not all states mirror the size II
and complexity of California, but it is often difficult to gauge which subset of states is most
important (e.g., 10 largest, 10 industrial, Sunbelt states, Western states), and a complete data set II

for all states would insure that the Commission would have the information to meet changing •
needs. Ul

II
For the most part, state and local governments in the United States have enjoyed a number

of years of relative fiscal ease; however, there is no guarantee that economic conditions will •
continue to perform well, and in fact, history suggests that any economic expansion is eventually |
followed by a slowdown. The State of California has an opportunity to begin to put intb place a
process for analyzing and detecting changes in the credit and general fiscal conditions of its

governments.This is an appropriatetime to begin suchan undertaking. I
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DEBT INDICATORS AND CRITERIA I
FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF CALIFORNIA'S Ill

TOTAL OUTSTANDING PUBLIC DEBT: i

Part 1: Review of the Literature i

INTRODUCTION I

How good is the fiscal health of America's state and local governments?The signals are
mixed at best. Certainly, the outward signs point to greatly improved fiscal health since the 1970s,
when there were well-publicized financial crises in New York and Cleveland and when many other
American cities seemed poised on the edge of fiscal difficulties of their own. On the other hand, •
some experts fear trouble may lie ahead. The next New York-style financial emergency may only be l
as far away as the next national recession. For example, in their recent book on the condition of
American cities, John Yinger and Helen Ladd present a hard-edged scenario for some local

governments: i
[S]ome central cities may be caught in a vicious circleof fiscal and economic
decline. Deteriorating city fiscal healthforces service cuts or tax increases, i
which may drive away high-income taxpayers. The loss of high-income
taxpayers undercuts revenue-raising capacity and boosts service costs,

therebycausingyetfurtherdeclinesincityfiscalhealth,t •

One special source of concern is the growth of state and local debt. Since the early 1970s,
there has been a dramatic increase in state and local debt outstanding. Between 1973 and 1987, for
example, total debt outstanding for state and local governments grew from $188 billion to $719 •
billion, representing an average growth of 10 percent annually. In California, state and local
government debt outstanding grew from $19 billion in 1973 to $72 billion in 1987r-alsoabout a 10

percentyearlygrowthrate. i

In part, this debt has been issued to meet growing commitments for school, roads, prisons,
and other public services. But other forces have been at work as well. The growth in debt has been
spurred by significant reductions in federal aid to state and local governments--a condition which i
shows no signs of being reversed--and by the public's resistance to new or increased taxes which U
makes debt financing an increasingly attractive option.

n

Against this backdrop, interest in the measurementof the fiscal condition of state and local I
government has grown significantly, assuming particular urgency since New York's problems came
to light. Prior to that time, analysis of government fiscal health was largely the province of the bond
rating agencies, Moody's and Standard and Poor's, which provide investors with evaluations and i
ratings of the bonds issued by thousands of governmental units nationally each year. However, the
rating agencies' methodologies periodically have been criticized as overly subjective. Moreover,
critics argue that the bond ratings, focused as they are on the probability of default, are not sufficient i
to evaluate thecomplexities of modem governmentfinance.

I
1 Helen F. Ladd and John Yinger, America's Ailing Cities: Fiscal Health and the Design of Urban Policy (Baltimore:

The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989), p. 291. I
i
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I In recent years, a number of analysts have employed more quantitative approaches to theanalysis of government debt capacity and fiscal health, using a range of economic and financial

measures and increasingly sophisticated statistical techniques. While these methods have yielded

I much valuable insight into the fiscal health of governments, to date no set of theories has emergedwhich comprehensively explains which measures of fiscal condition are most critical as indicators of
fiscal health. Nonetheless, the past two decades have seen significant progress in the development of
indicators which encompass not only government's capacity to issue and support bonded debt but

also its broader fiscal condition--its ability to provide what one writer has characterized as "areasonable level of services at a reasonable sacrifice. ''2

I Despite the lack of consensus on which indicators are most important--or perhaps because ofit--experts in the field generally agree on the need to continue working to develop the indicator
methodology:

I The need to develop improved techniques for monitoring the overall fiscal conditionsof local governments is widely recognized, particularly in view of the fiscal crisis
faced by major cities in recent years. Fiscal indicators.., are needed by government

I officials for effective city management and for design of tax and grant programs.Private individuals also need such information, since their economic well-being
depends on the fiscal health of the cities in which they reside. 3

With these concerns in mind, the California Debt Advisory Commission asked KPMG Peat
Marwick to take a comprehensive look at the literature surrounding government credit ratings and the
measurement of the fiscal health of state and local governments. The goal of this project is to clearly

I identify the major developments in this area and to develop a methodology for using these indicatorsto monitor the financial condition and debt position of California state and local governments.

This report reflects the first stage of the project. It traces the development of variousindicators and methods of evaluating of government debt condition and fiscal health, examining
three major branches of research in this area: (1) studies which are designed to evaluate and rate
government creditworthiness; (2) those that examine the broader issue of government fiscal health

I through various economic and financial indicators; and (3) studies which are prepared as guidebooksfor government officials to analyze the credit standing and general fiscal health of their jurisdictions.
The discussion begins with perhaps the oldest and most widely known indicators of government

I fiscal health: the bond ratings published by Moody's and Standard and Poor's.

DEBT ANALYSIS
II

•R State and local governments in the United States began to borrow long before they began to
issue bonded debt. New York City, for example, received several loans in the eighteenth century

I and at least one dating back to the 1600s. As government began to expand in the United States,
initial ca4Pital expenditures were financed by loans, sales of public land, donations, lotteries andtaxation. Ultimately, though, these approaches proved inadequate, and by the early nineteenth

I century, government bond issues made their appearance.Almost from the first, there were problems with some of this debt. At the state level, many

I of the early debt issues were used to finance canals, railroads, and banks. Some of these issues
2 KatherineBradbury,"FiscalDistressin LargeU.S.Cities,"NewEnglandEconomicReview(November/December

I 1982),p.34. ,,3 J. Richard Aronson, "Municipal Fiscal Indicators, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Urban
Corsortium Information Bulletin (Washington, D.C., 1980), p. iii.
4 Albert M. Hillhouse,MunicipalBonds:A Centuryof Experience(NewYork:Prentice-Hall,Inc., 1936),p. 31.
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eventuaJly defaulted because the projects they supported were ill-conceived, poorly managed, or in i
the case of canals, quickly became obsolete. Following the depression of 1837, nine states defaulted

on paysment of interest on their bonds during the 1840s and did not resume payments for severalyears. A second wave of state defaults came in the years following the Civil War. In part, these •
occurred in southern states impoverished by the War and Reconstruction, but fiscal difficulties also i
extended to states caught by the financial panic in 1893 and subsequent depression.

Municipal governments followed a similar course. A number of municipalities defaulted in H
the 1840s and 1850s, a period when municipal finances were affected by volatile economic i

conditions and rising demands for services. There was also an upswing in municipal defaults in the
1870s for many of the same reasons as the state defaults in the period. According to one estimate, as •
much as one-fifth of the indebtedness of all municipal governments was in defaultlat some point in
the 1870s. 6 Although less widespread, there was another round of municipal defaults following the
panic and depression of 1893.

Despite these periodic bouts of serious financial difficulty there was not a systematic i
resource for evaluating the creditworthiness of government debt--much less the general condition of
government finances--until a century after the ftrst state and local bonds were issued. Moody's
began rating municipal bonds in 1919 as an outgrowth of the corporate bond rating service it
pioneered in 1909. Although it issued so-called letter ratings before World War II; Standard and

Poor's did not begin its formal rating system until 1949.7 i

While they provided the flu'st indicators of creditworthiness--and by extension fiscal health--
these early ratings proved to be of limited value as predictors of financial difficulty_owing to their

lack of sophistication and to the inadequacy of infom_ation available on governmental finances: !

During this period municipal rating was characterized by superficiality and
inexperience. The staff at Moody's did not exceed four people at any time between •
1920 and 1935, and available information was skimpy. A continuing problem II
was the poor quality of governmental financial reporting procedures. 8

In those early days,virtually all bond issues were rated either Aaa or Aa, Moody's top two ratings. H
According to one commentator, "... the rule of thumb was the number of railroads passing through I

a town. One railroad called for a single A, two for Aa and so forth. ''9
i

This system began to unravel in 1929 with the onset of the Great Depression. As was the i
case in the 1800s, severe economic distress led to serious fiscal problems fo_"many state and local
governments, and a wave of defaults followed. One study found that among local governments in I
the 1930s, there were 4,770 recorded defaults, compared with only 185 during the 1920s and less |
than a hundred during the 1940s; 10The total number of local governments with debt in default at
one time peaked at 3,251 in mid-1935, declining thereafter and virtually disappearing during the

relatively prosperous, fiscally constrained years of World War II. Significantly, of the rated bonds i

5 Paul Studensky, Public Borrowing (New York City: National Municipal League, 1930), p. 40. _ I
6 Hillhouse, p. 39.
7 James F. Reilly, "Municipal Bond Ratings," in U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on
Economic Progress, State and Local Public Facility Needs and Financing, Volume 2--Public Facility Financing •
(Washington, D.C.: 89th Congress, 2d Session, 1966), p. 231; Brenton W. l-larries, "Standard and Poor's Corporation U

New Policy on Rating Municipal Bonds," Financial Analysts Journal, Vol. 24, No. 3 (May-June 1968), p. 68.
8 John E. Petersen, The Rating Game (New York: The Twentieth Century Fund, 1974), p. 52. •
9 Reilly, p. 232. I
10 U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernment_al Relations, City Financial Emergencies (Washington, D.C,,

Report A-42, July 1973), p, 16. i
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I which plunged into default in the 1930s, almost half had been rated Aaa in 1929, and almost 80percent were rated Aa or better, it

i Learning from these problems, Moody's greatly upgraded its rating procedures and expandedits staff. It also became, according to some analysts, considerably more conservative in assigning
ratings on issues where there was the chance of future economic instability or in cases where issues
were to be financed in unusual ways. 12 As a result, many major revenue bond issues in the post-

I War period were simply not rated. (This policy was later modified to allow provisional ratingssubject to construction risks or other uncertainties.)

I During this same period, major changes were also occurring in the nation's economicstructure. There was a marked increase in knowledge of how the economy works and in the tools
available to smooth the business cycle. The nation thus became less vulnerable to sharp economic-
swings, and from the 1940s to the 1960s, this led to greatly improved fiscal health for state and local

I governments nationally.

In this environment, actual defaults or other major payment difficulties by state and local

I jurisdictions became much rarer. There were only 431 defaults among local governments from 1945through 1969, and almost three out of four of those involved small governmental units and small
amounts of money. 13As the specter of widespread default receded, the emphasis of bond ratings

i underwent a subtle change, focusing not only on the possibility of default but also on the relativequality of various debt issues. The emphasis on quality necessitated an increasingly sophisticated
approach to credit analysis on the part of the rating agencies.

I In developing their ratings today, Moody's and Standard and Poor's apparently employsimilar procedures and work from the same basic information based on their published comments on
the process. When an issue is to be rated, they gather or update financial and economic information

I on the issuing government and also accumulate information on the project for which the bonds arebeing issued, lncluded among the basic sources are financial reports, various economic indicators,
and information on the project such as engineering reports and legal opinions. There may also be
meetings with and presentations by representatives of the issuing government and, less frequently,

I the government by rating agency staff. From this process, a rating is developed by the twovisits,to
firms internal rating committees, and a rating is assigned (Table 1). Finally, the issuing government
is notified, and the firms publish their ratings in various regular reports.

I Although the outlines of the process are well understood, a major complaint about the rating
• process is that neither bond issuers nor those who use the ratings to make investment decisions are

fully informed about the specific factors that go into a particular rating, much less about the relative

of individualfactorsin the Theinformationtheagenciesprovideon theirimportance rating process.
methods tends to be fairly general. In it publication, Debt Rating Criteria, for example, Standard and
Poor's says that four factors are central to its ratings. These include:

I 1. Economic factors, such as the income and employment mix of the
governments citizens and the diversity of its economic base;

I 2. Debt factors, including the type of security being pledged to debt
repayment, overall debt burden, debt history and trend;

I 3. Administrative factors, such as the formof government issuing thedebt and its ability to implement its plans and meet its legal requirements;

I Petersen,p.51.
l l

12 Ibid., p. 52.
13 City Financial Emergencies, p. 16.
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TABLE 1

RATINGS USED BY MOODY'S AND STANDARD AND POOR'S •
TO RATE STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTDEBT i I

Standard I
Moody's & Poor's
Rating* Rating* Description

I

Aua AAA Bonds of the best quality, carrying the small degree of investment I
risk. Capacity to pay principal and interest is extremely strong.

!Aa AA Bonds have a su-ongcapacity for repayment by all standards. Vary from

the higher gradebonds only by a small degree.

A A Have a strong capacity to repay principal and interest, although the •
are considered more susceptible to the adverse effects of changes in S
"circumstances and economic conditions" than debt in the higher

Baa BBB Bonds are considered to be medium grade obligations. They are
considered to have adequate capacity to repay obligations, but are

more likely to be affected by adverse conditions. I

Ba BB Bonds are judged to have speculative element_. This is the lowest

level of speculation. Uncertainty of position is a characteristic •
of bonds in thisclass, I

B B These bonds generally lack the characteristics of a desirable investment. m

More highly speculative than higher grade bends. •
g

Caa CCC Bonds of generally poor standing. Such issues may be in default

or there may be danger of default under Mcx_dy'sapproach. !
Ill

Ca CC Bonds are speculative in a high degee.

C Issues are considered to have extremely poor prospects of ever !C

attaining any real investment standing. Standardand Ponr's g

reserves this category for income bonds on which no interest is

beingpaid. I
- D Debt is in default, and payment of interest and/or repayment of

principal is in arrears.

Con .(...) Bonds for which the security depends upon the completion of some
act or the fuWdlment of some condition-rated conditionally.

I1

Source: Moody's Investor Services,Moody's on Municipals (New York: Moody's, 1989); I
Standard and Pcor's, Debt Rating Criteria: Municipal Overview (New Yoxk: Standard

and Ponr's, 1986). I

* Both firms further subdivide these categories. Bonds in the Aa, A, Baa, Ba, end B groups_ which
Moody's believes possess the strongest investment atuibutes are designated Aal, A1, Baal, Bal, i

and B1. In Standard and Poor's system, ratings from A.A to B can be modified by the addition of a plus •
or minus sign to show relative standing within the major categories.

I
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I 4. Fiscal factors, including the government's financial performance versus
its budget, its balance sheet position and fund balances. 14

I These factors are supported by a detailed discussion of analytical factors influencing a rating,
but nowhere is there an indication of how these factors are used to differentiate between, for

i example, a AAA bond and one that is rated A. In fact, a managing director of Standard and Poor'swas quoted in 1985 as saying that "there isn't as much objective criteria as one would like, and even
objective criteria arc open to interpretation. ''15 The article in which this observation appeared
included the comment that among the variables Standard and Poor's factors into a rating are the

I number of construction cranes "silhouetted on the skyline" and the lunchtime bustle of a city'sdowntown business district.

I In a 1988 speech, Claire Cohen, vice president for state ratings at Moody's, sketched asimilar list of rating factors, suggesting that her firm also focuses on four sets of factors:

1. Debt, including the amount of tax-supported debt involved and the

I structureof outstandingdebtobligations;

2. Financial operations, meaning tile same sorts of financial operating

characteristics that interests Standard and Poor's--fund balances (andparticularly free surplus balances), spending responsibilities, available
revenue sources and their diversity, and growth trends in both spending
and revenues,

I 3. Administrative/government factors, which indicate how well a government
is set up to perfoma the functions, such as the quality and timeliness of its

I financialreporting;and
4. Economic and social characteristics, which help to identify and analyze the

sources of wealth available to the government. 16I
Despite these broad similarities, it is possible to discern some differences of focus between

the two agencies. Standard and Poor's, for example, places a greater emphasis on economic base

I factors, while Moody's generally pays greater attention to the financial condition of the government.
Not surprisingly, the vagueness of the bond rating process and the lack of clear information

I on what factors are important in determining ratings have given rise to a body of literature analyzinggovernment creditworthiness and looking beyond the ratings to the larger problem of gauging.
government fiscal health. As Alan Rabinowitz wrote in 1969: "The more one considers the rating
problem, the more one realizes how intimately connected it is with our inabili,t,y 1odate as a nation to

I withthe 'urban todefineadequatelya 'goodcity.' 17
come tO grips problem' or

In the area of analyzing creditworthiness, the studies that have appeared can be divided into

I two types. The fin'stare efforts by some analysts to find numerical systems that would arrive atclearly definable quantitative ratings of government debt--an improvement on the techniques of

I 14 Standard and Poor's Corporation, Debt Rating Crt erza: Municipal Overview (New York Standard and Poor s,
1986), p. 23.
15 James R. Ramscy and Merlin M. Hackbart, "State and Local Debt Capacity: An Index Measure," Municipal

I Finance Journal, Vol. 9, No, 1 (Winter 1988), p. 10.16 Claire Cohen, "Demystifying the State Bond Rat'ng Process,' The Ftscal Letter, Vol X,, No. 2 (March/Apr'l
1988), p. 2.
17 Alan Rabinowitz, Municipal Bond Finance andAdministration (New York: Wiley-Interscicnce, 1969), p. 89.I
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Moody's and Standard and Poor's. The second type includes research aimed at attempting to •
explain, using statistical models, the ratings being assigned by the rating agencies or, in a variation, I
the bond yields associated wit h the ratings.

i

The Search for an Objective Rating System I

One of the earliest efforts to develop an alternative method of analyzing creditworthiness was •
a project organized by James E. McCabe at the Maxwell School of Syracuse University and first I
reported in 1941.18 In his evaluation of the existing rating system, McCabe found a "lack of
uniform, accurately weighted universally accepted standards for credit appraisal purposes." I

He set about formulating an alternative set of standards by presenting an extended list of •
possible rating factors to a group of municipal credit experts and asking them to rate the factors'
importance in determining creditworthiness. From this ranking, a smaller, weighted list was I
developed. This list included factors that turn up again and again in later studies: debt factors, tax
factors, quality of administration, economic and social stability of the government, and the stability
of its current operations. After using the list to rate issues from 25 cities, McCabe found that the •
results were strikingly similar to Moody's ratings. I

During the fiscally serene years t'rom the end of World War II to the early 1960s, there was
scant interest in the bond rating issue, and a review of the literature unearthed few developments in U
this period. In fact, there was little open criticism of the rating agencies' work during this period
since, with one minor exception, all of the bonds that defaulted in the period were unrated by the

agencies.19 i
Interest in the accuracy of the firms' ratings was rekindled in the 1960s as the nation became

increasingly--and painfully--aware of the growing problems in its urban areas. In this period, the a
bond ratings of a number of large cities began to slide, while interest rates were rising, creating a I
difficult fiscal dilemma for many municipal governments. One result was a new round of criticism of
the rating agencies and their methods.

i

Responding at least inpart to this criticism, Congress held a series of hearings in 1967 and i
1968 on the rating agencies' methods and their impact on the government debt market. At about the
same time, a special ratings study committee of the Investment Bankers Association was formed to •
study the rating process and, while generally praising Moody's and Standard and poor's, it l
nevertheless faulted their efforts on several points, including "their failure to establish and publish
explicit standards and norms. ''20

The new round of criticism generated several new efforts to find a quantitative alternative for I
analyzing debt. One system was developed by Thomas Morris in 1966. 2t Morris' system was
designed to numerically grade municipal bonds. Under this system, governments were penalized or •
rewarded according to measured values. For example, the system penalized an area for having more I
than a third of its total employment in service industries, largely because the service sector
represented an unproductive activity in Morris' view. In his analysis he graded 28 communities, and Ill

likeMcCabe,he foundrelativelyclose conformitywith the ratingagencies. I

I
18 Ibid., p. 85.
19 Petersen, p. 53.

_ Ibid., p. 55. IThomas E. Morris, "Municipal Bond Ratings--Perspective, Evaluation, and Improvements" (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania, Institute of Investment Banking, 1966).

I
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I quantitativeratingsystem sameperiodwasdevelopedby

A better-known from this Walter
Tyler. Tyler was long associated with Standard and Poor's. He headed its municipal bond
department and was instrumental in creating the firm's rating system. In 1966, he set up his own

rating service which used a numerical rating system. 22 Under Tyler's approach, each governmentwas graded on a scale from 00 to 100, with 00 being the best rating. According to Tyler: "We favor
the numerical system, since it instantly reflects even a slight change, and since it facilitates a
comparison of yields at which bonds are offered. ''23 More than two dozen factors entered into the

I calculation(Table2).

Tyler's rating started with a debt-wealth index of his own creation. It was a single figure

I designed to reflect a debt issuer's ability to pay. As its title indicates, the index has two majorcomponents--wealth and debt.

I The index's wealth aspect was composed from three separate measures: property value,income, and a percentage of the jurisdiction's median home value. The property value figure was a
per capita measure which Tyler based on local assessed values adjusted to more accurately reflect
full market value. (Governments often assess property at a fraction of full market value, and the

I assessments to adjusted comparability to underestimatinga jurisdiction's
had be for and avoid

wealth.) The income factor was measured by per capita income, while the home value amount was
equal to one fourth of tile median value of homes, a figure taken from tile federal Census of

I Housing. The heavy emphasis on property value measures reflects the overwhelming reliance onproperty taxes by local governments 20 years ago.

i Tyler's debt measure was calculated by deducting a jurisdiction's debt covered by sinkingfunds and utility earnings from its overall debt level. To the remainder, he added the overlapping
debt of other jurisdictions, including state government, which would be borne by the same
taxpayers. The debt figure was also expressed on a per capita basis to allow for interjurisdictional

I comparisons.
After calculating the debt figure, Tyler expressed it as a percentage of the "per capita wealth"

I factor computed from his three wealth measures. This ratio became the basic debt-wealth index, andthis value was adjusted up or down by 30 other factors which, Tyler believed, indicated "the
stability, growth, future prospects, management and legal position" of the jurisdiction being rated.24

m A cursory review of Tyler's quantitative procedure raises almost as many questions as them rating agencies' methods, the major problem being the rationale for the measures selected and their
weighting. Nonetheless,Tyler's approach has been praised by some analysts as an important effort

I toward quantification of the rating process and for the open disclosure of the factors which underliea given rating. Perhaps as importantly, it was one of the first uses of a multiple factor index to reflect
in a single figure a range of-information about government fiscal condition. Later, such indexes

i became fairly common in the literature of governmerlt fiscal analysis.

Replicating the Rating Agency Ratings

I Tyler's main purpose in developing his rating system was to produce a rating service to
compete with Moody's and Standard and Poor's; however, at about the same time, other researchers

I were taking an interest in statistically replicating the existing ratings for other purposes. One of thesepurposes was interest on the part of banks, insurance companies, and the Federal Deposit Insurance

I 22WalterH. Tyler,"HowAreThoseMunicipalBondsRated?"InstitutionalInvestor,Vol.II, No. 5 (May1968),
I

.79.
_3 Ibid.

i 24Ibid.
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TABLE 2 IFACTORS CONSIDERED IN THE TYLER BOND RATING SYSTEM

Factor Factor I

Debt/Wealth Index* Management
• Maturityscheduleof debtoutstanding •

Indicators of Stability . Currentoperations 1
• Size--communityandarea • Tax collections
• Economicdiversification • Plantcondition

Unemployment • Planning •
• Prefan'edemployment • Reporting 1

• College Enrollment • Revenueexploitation
• Financingneeds

Legal Factors • Any irregtdarpractic_.s
• Tax ratelimits

• Tax priorities Growth Indicators 1
' • Revenue priorities • Retailsales trend I
•Other legal quirks • Incometrend

•Long-termpopulationtrend i

"Intangibles" . Short-termpopulationtrend •
• Miliuu-ypopulationof thearea • Long-termpayrolltrend
• Non-white population • Near-termpayrolltrend
• Incomedistribution •
• Educationalauainment l
•Percentageofsoundhousing
• Other factors(a largeutility plant, II

propensityfor earthquakes,era.) 1
Source:Walter H. Tyler. "HowAreThoseMunicipalBondsRated?"InstitutionalInvestor,

vo,.No.,< y I
1

• The debVwealthindex is the startingpoint for the ratingsystem. The wealth portionof the
indexiscomposedof threemeasures:propertyvalue,income, andmedianhomevalues for 1

the jurisdiction.The debtmeasureis calculatedby deductingajurisdiction'sdebtcoveredby Isinking funds and utility earningsfrom its overalldebt level. The debt amountis then
expressedasa percentof the a "percapitawealth" amountcalc,,!_tedfromthe threewealth
measures.Otherfactorsareusedto adjustthis figureup or down to achieve a final 1
numericalrating, I

I
I
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I Corporation (FDIC) in better understanding the quality of government securities held for investmentpurposes.

There were several important reasons for these groups to be interested in bond ratings. Most

I banksheld amountof municipalsecurities--about40 of alloutstandingimportantly, a large percent
debt in the late 1960s when the first rating studies were produced--making the quality of these
securities of obvious concern not only to bankers but to the FDIC because of its bank regulatory

I function.
In this connection, m 1969, the FDIC supported research by William Carleton and Eugene

i Lemer to develop a statistical scoring system to duplicate Moody's ratings. 25 They employed astatistical analysis of aboot 500 bonds to estimate equations which would classify bonds into the
grades used by Moody's. Although Carleton and Lerner's approach was novel for municipal debt, it
was not entirely new. Analysts had been producing similar studies for corporate bonds at least since

the 1950s. 26

Table 3 summarizes the key variables used in the Carleton and Lemer study, as well as a

number of other major studies in this area. The indicators in the table are categorized into three majordivisions, including (1) those factors reflecting the economic base of the jurisdiction under
consideration; (2) those factors reflecting the jt risd'ct'on s revenue and spending patterns; and (3)

I those factors representing debt capacity and u!ilization.
Following on Carleton and Lemer's work in the same year was a similar scoring system

developed by Joseph Horton, who worked for the FDIC. 27Horton's work was an extension of the

I Carleton and Lerner study but used a larger number of non-investment grade bonds (Ba) bonds in itssample and an expanded list of variables as predictors, including more measures of income and debt
and a special indicator for water and sewer bonds, presumably because of rating problems with
them. Horton also mclt ded variables dtsttngu_shmg between so-called better and poorer states, a
subdivision based on his analysis of the state's positive or negative economic and social
characteristics and how they were likely to affect the credit rating of their local governments.

I studiesin the similarvein preparedby DanielRubinfeldin 1973,T.Subsequent were
Gregory Morton in 1976, Allen Michel in 1977, Jerome Osteryoung and Dallas Blevins in 1978,
Duane Stock and Terry Robertson in 1981, and Stephen Willson in 1986.28

i Rubinfeld's study was different from the earlier examinations because he looked at the
impact of credit ratings on debt yield as well as attempting to predict the ratings themselves. His

I 25 William T. Carleton and Eugene M. Lerner, "Statistical Credit Scoring of Municipal Bonds," Journal of Money,
Credit and Banking, Vol. 1, No, 4 (November 1969), pp. 750.764.

26 See, for example, W. Braddock Hickman, Corporate Bonds: Quality andlnvestment Performance (New York:National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., 1958); and Lawrc_nceFisher, "Determinants of Risk Premiums on
CorporateBonds,"TheJournalof PoliticalEconomy(June1959).
27JosephJ. Horton,Jr., "RatingIndexforMunicipalBonds,"FinancialAnalystsJournal,Vol.25,No.2 (March-

I April1969),pp.72-75.(Althoughthepublicationof the HortonarticlepredatestheCarletonandLerncrstudy,Horton'sworkis basedon theCarletonandLernerstudy.)
28DanielL. Rubinfeld,"CreditRatingsandthe MarketforGeneralObligationMunicipalBonds,"NationalTax.
Journal,Vol.26,No. 1 (March1973),pp. 17-27;T. GregoryMorton,"A ComparativeAnalysisof Moody'sand

I StandardandPoor's MunicipalBondRatings,"Reviewof Businessand EconomicResearch,Vol.XI,No. 2 (Winter1975-76),pp. 74-81;AllenJ. Michel,"MunicipalBondRatings:A DiscriminantAnalysisApproach,"Journalof
Financial and Quantitative Analysis, Vol. XII, No. 4 (November 1977), pp. 587-598; Jerome S. Osteryoung and

I DallasR. Blevins,"State GeneralObligationBondCreditRatings,"Growthand Change,Vol.9, No.3 (July 1978),pp. 29-35; Duane Stock and Terry Robertson, "Improved Techniques for Predicting Municipal Credit Ratings," Journal
of Bank Research, Vol. 12, No. 3 (Autumn 1981), pp. 153-160; Stephen R. Willson, "Credit Ratings and General
ObligationBonds:A StatisticalAnalysis,"GovernmentFinanceReview, Vol.,2, No. 3 (June1986),pp. 19-22.
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TABLE 3
VAR|ABLF_ USED IN SELECTED BOND RATING AND "fI_l,D ANALYSIS fflUDIES*

Browne

Cirleton & Syr*n Osteryoung Stock & . Ramsay

& Lamer l|orlon Bahl llaslle Rubinfeld Morton++ " Michel (1977 & & BlevlrrJ Robertson Wiilson & llackbart

Factor (1969) ' (1969) (1971) , II972) (1973) (l_75-761 (1977) 1979) (1978) (19_1) fl9_6) (19gg)

Economic Base Factorl

• F_Ip_t inDmabtc Goods

• Emp[_ Orm_ Tnmd x
• FZa'C¢I[nD0t3_ X

• Ilz_._iL_lxin Jm";¢a;_ti'_ •
. Inccmc-Actml _d Per C_ta S x

• Income 'l'm_ds-Aat_l and Per Capita x
• lndmtfial Diversification** x x
• Lmd A_a x

• Large_ Taxpay_ as a Percefxt of
the Tax Base x

• MCdhlnFm_r_ly l_m_ x x
• P_ c._l _,_% ,_ m Black populafioa S
• pe_e_t of Po_latian Col Ic_e StLaJc_ds a

• P_ccm of Population Non-While x
• p_ _a d Population Below

Pave_w Level x

• p_ of _t._ Housing x
• Population x x M x x

• Population _ • x x
'-" • State of Origin+ x x S

• Tm Lmlp_ Taxply_s _ e Pe_cem
ofTsxBaSe x

• Toad RUralIHiKhwayMiles x
. Toeri_ Op,_.,_. m"Economy M/S

• U_mplo'm,,_t Rate x •
- Value of M_ Pr"a''';_ x

Reveuue aM Spemd_u F_-"Io_

. Ave_'ak,c cm'r,a_mx cofl_on mm

. _m_ for Pe_somdSo:trices
as a Percent of Toud Rev_ x

• FullValue of Prope_y I_" Ot_ta x
• PimsiotlFund Obligationsas •

Pcmml of Total A_¢_ x

• Pcmion Fund Obligafiom as•
P_,_n et_TotaJR_mnc x

• * p.., ,...,,,_of Om-m_ F.xpend_tin'as

• PcrcemofLocalSchoNsExpcnditm_

by _e Sta_e _t x
• pc_:em_ Wdf_,e Faymmtx by

Sta_eGovcs"/ms_mt •

. p.,.,,,.,'_yTaxes a_ • P..,_,t of Local

• Rev_ue Per Calm x
• Ratioof _ Val_c m Tm_

_laA_) V*lue •

i I I i I I I i. _ I i I I I M M i i I
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TABLE 3--Continned
VARIABLF_ USED IN SELECTED BONI) RATING AND YIEI.D ANALYSIS STUDIES*

Browne

Carlelon & Syron Osleryoung Slock & Ramsey
& Lern©r Ilorton Bahl Ilastle Rubinfcld Morton++ Michel (1977 & & Bl©vins ReberlsoA Willsoa÷ & linckbart

Factor (|969) 11969) 11971) 11972) 11973"9 (1975-76) ([1977) ]079) 1107g) 11981) (19R6) 119118)

Revenue rand )pending Fm_ors--eont'd.
• R_in ofG_ Ba_

to Tra* P, _t)' Vatu_ M
• Tex_ Per $1.000 of A_._._d Vak_e M

•T_I Tax I_

• Wdfarc Payment, as • lxen:e_ of
Total Reve_e_s x

Debt Factors
• Block Si2e of hsms x
• I)cbt a_ a pt=omt of P_onal [rw_mle x x

- Debt :eta p_c_t of Tree Property
Value • x

• Debt/#._..'l Value Ratio x x • M • x

• D_cti(P_ (L_m_tl x M x x x
• _ .qc_is_asa _ ofR¢_¢

• Debt Se_ine as • I_tr_t of Total x

• Dcbt/I'n_ I_y We M/S x
• Dcbt_cakh _ x

• Dcfauh History •

__j * F.edtral m_l S_tte Aid _ a lx_ .._ ,t
of Debt Scrvlc* a

• Mattwity Term of Om_ndin_ Debt x
• Ovedat,#_ D_t Per Capita •
•Ov_btpptng l)cbt msa P_,x_a of

• Ov_lapplug De_ m mPer_'_ of

Full Vatne of P,_,_,"
• Past C.*_ Rathlfi x
• Revonue o mPtrcc_ of Debt

Stance •
• School District Bond Issue? x

• Shert-Term De_ asa I_.._ of
Total Revenue x

• Short-Tt_n Debt Pc*Capita x

Sotu_ Wil [ironT. Car]eton _md Eugene M. l.crmx. "Statistical Ctt_t Scoring of Municipal B_dsd' Journal of Money Credit and [k_king. VOI. I • No. 4 (Nevembct 1969). pp. 750-764; Jmeph J. ] Iortat_ "Rating Index for
Municipal Bonds." F-mm]ctal ._ttly_ Journal* Vol. 25, N_ 2 (Ma_ch-fq_rll 1969)' pp. 72.75; Roy BahL _Mcasamng the Credit_ of Stat_ and Local C,o=_._,_t: Municipal B_nd Ratings- Natinrml
Tax A_cint]on. Preceedlngs (September 1971). pp. 600_22; K. Larry Ilastie. "Determinants of Manicipal Ronti Yidds," Jou_utI offFtmmcinl and Qumttltatlve Analysis (Juste 1972). pp. 1729-1'748; Danid L Rubiofd d,
"C.n_ t Ratiaga and the Manet for _ Obtigatlon Mmticipal Bonds," Natinral Tax Jomnal, VoL 26. No. I (Match 1973), pp. 17-27; T. Grt.gtry Minion. "A _ve A_lysLs of Moody*s ra_dStandm_ amd

Poor's Mtmiclpal BOnd Rathags." Review of Bumess and Economic Re.torch. Vol. X]; No. 2 (winter 1975-76), pp. 74-81; Alien J. MicbaL "Mtmislpal Be_d Ratings: A _inant Analysis Appmech." J_l of
F'tmm_al tnd Quanti_t•lye _ VeL X_. No. 4 (Novembat 1977). pp. 587-598; LyemE1Bro_e and Richard F. Syron. "Big City Bonds At're*New York." Nc_ Fugland Ec_ttm_c Review (July/August 1977).

pp. 3-15; Brmm© mid Symn. "The Mmtit_l Market Since the N_v York City CrL_is."Nc_v England Eomr_min Rcvi_v (Jury/Angst 1979), pp. I 1-26; Jerom_ S. _ arid DaBas R. Dlevimk "State C_.I
Obligation Bond Crcdlt P.atiog_" Gtow_ end C]umge. Vol. 9. No. 3 (July 1978), pp. 29-35; Dmme Stock tnd Tczry R_¢r t._n. "h_,e*_ed Tedmiques for Prtdictlng Mtmlclpai Credit Rathxs." Jc_'ml of Bank Restmrd_
V_. 12. No. 3 (Autumn 1981). pp. 153-160;, Stcph_m R. WiIison. "Crcdh Rating• _md Gct_ral Obligation _: A Statistical Avatlysis. _ Gty_ermrtc_ F'tmmce Re_iew• V_. 2. No. 3 (Ju_ 19f_). pp. 19-22; Jtm_ R.

Ratmcy tnd Merlin M. Hack_ "State lind Local Debt Capacity: An lndez Mc_rc," Mtmisipa} Ftrmw.e Re¢icw. VoL 9. No. I (Wirltcr 1988). pp. 7-18.

• Several _udit.'; evaluated the t_ffu.tnera of a _ of otht_ factoe_. Ov.ly vaffiablc* k'lthe tetra I •r_alytlcal equttioea are included in thh tabl_
• * Rased on • *_m_ t_l_ire_mm_ =el_ _ch." which evaltutt_ the ic_xmlwerk force i_ • jutir_ictmn in v_om in(_al

+ Covets It_v_l tpprnacba* to distlngui_ing smmg v_rlott_ _tc_ t_mlly on the basis of sixut'wlde_momin difference.
++ S = Sumdard tnd Poor's; M = Moody'L Morton develop• _tate •raly_s fe* the tw_ f-trm's ralmgs.
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study was also based on a sample limited to communities in the New England states, and he []
indicates that there may be some problems generalizing from such a narrow geographical sample. l

Morton's work followed much the same pattern as his predecessors, but it examined both mm

Moody's and Standard and Poor's ratings. Interestingly, he found that the statistical variables which []
best predicted the two ratings were significantly different, as Table 3 shows. By cross tabulating

n

cities rated by both firms, he found that Standard and Poor's ratings tended to be higher. 29
[]

In his 1977 study, Michel used more variables than in most of the earlier studies and also []
examined the prediction of ratings over time. Osteryoung and Blevins followed many of the
procedures of the earlier studies, but in contrast to those studies, their focus was on state general []
obligation bond ratings, their reasoning being that there were significant differences underlying state II
and local bond issues: "(1) the tax bases supporting the debt are different (for example, income

versus property taxes), and (2) the legal recourse available to bondholders is different. ''3° []
lIn their study, Stock and Robertson added the wrinkle of performing separate analyses for

different types of bonds, finding that this approach improved their predictive capabilities. For
example, city-issued debt would be analyzed separately from school district debt. Except for studies n
which examined state debt only, most earlier analyses had made distinctions only between general []
obligation and revenue bond debt, ignoring differences in the types of jurisdictions. Stock and
Robertson argued that differences in sources of revenues available to various types of government []
and differing legal restrictions make differentiation critical to developing an accurate predictive Imodel.

Finally, in 1986, Stephen Willson looked at a very detailed list of variables, seeking those m
that did the best job predicting Moody's ratings. He concluded that only economic factors--including
the largest taxpayers as a percentage of the tax base and the unemployment rate--had any real ability
to capture differences in ratings among jurisdictions, thus indicating in his view that Moody's must []
consider economic factors of greatest consequence in assigning its ratings. II

Although the various studies in this area came to a range of conclusions and used a variety of mml

indicators, there clearly are some factors which turn up repeatedly in the analyses. Among the •
economic base indicators shown in Table 3, for example, the one factor most commonly used is a 10

population measure, turning up in five of the 12 studies summarized. As might be expected, the
larger the population of the government being analyzed, the higher the credit rating. The analysts •
speculate this might best be viewed as a measure of the economic potential of the government and, in
a more narrow sense, the marketability of its debt. That is, the debt of larger--and generally better
known--jurisdictions could be viewed as more desirable and presumably receive a higher credit i
rating. I

Another relatively common measure is state or local income, although therewas variation in
the actual measure chosen. Stock and Robertson, for example, use average per capita income, noting n
that this data is not specifically available for many local governments. Rubinfeld uses median family
income, while Osteryoung and Blevins use a value for farm income, finding that in the case of state
general obligation bond ratings, states with large farm incomes tend to have the highest ratings. II

[]
An interesting form of variable used by Horton, Rubinfeld and Morton in predicting

Standard and Poor's ratings is labeled "state of origin" in the table. In reality, these three analyses m

use somewhat different indicators in an attempt to recognize the differential rating impact of a •
jurisdiction's geographical location.

29Morton,p.81. U

m

30 Osteryoung and Blevins, p. 29.
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I Horton's measure, for example, discriminates between "better" states and "poorer" states--

the implication being that because of their state's history of economic poverty or fiscal problems,
some jurisdictions may be penalized with lower ratings. Horton finds this especially the case for

I municipalities in the Southeast, although he also includes Minnesota and cities and school districts inNew Jersey in the measure because of limitations in those states on taxing and assessing powers.
The other group, the "better" states, includes states mainly in the Northeast and Midwest, who

Horton said had demonstrated strong economic and social factors and fiscal responsibility overmany decades. Ironically, this group included states like New York and Ohio, in which major cities
were to have major problems with their credit in only a few years. Horton's division between poorer
and better states left a third group in the middle without either particularly good or bad records.

I In contrast, Rubinfeld's state of origin variable was designed to distinguish Massachusetts
governments from other New England governments in the study and so performed a much more

I limited role than Horton's indicator. Similarly, Morton found that a New England indicator wasuseful in his analysis of the Standard and Poor's rating, with New England jurisdictions generally
receiving higher credit ratings than similar jurisdictions in other parts of the country.

I Among measures classified as representing revenue capacity or spending
either

responsibilities in Table 3, one factor, average tax collection rate, is found in some form in five of
the studies. In this case, the tax collection rate is viewed as indicative of the government's and its

I citizen's willingness to carry its debt and meet its debt obligations. A high bond rating would beexpected to be connected to a high level of tax compliance. In a similar vein, the variable could also
be viewed as an indicator of the management capability of the government. Property tax collection

I rates in excess of 80 or 90 percent are not uncommon at the local level, but really high rates ofcompliance (i.e., 97 percent and above) are generally only achieved by governments with active and
effective tax collection efforts.

I Although Stock and Robertson were the only researchers to actually separate bond issues bytype of jurisdictions, several of the other studies did attempt to explicitly adjust for certain types of
debt in their analyses. Carleton and Lemer argue that school districts would be likely to receive

I lower credit ratings in general than other forms of government, all things being equal, presumablybecause school districts have a more limited r.'mgeof tax resources available and are more dependent
on possibly uncertain outside sources of funding, such as state and federal aid. Horton differentiates
among the types of bond issues involved, distinguishing water and sewer bond issues from other

I of bondissues.types

As might be expected, virtually all of the studies use some form of debt measure, the most

common being the ratio of debt to assessed value and the level of per capita debt. In general, thehigher the level of debt, the lower the bond rating. Willson was the only author to conclude that no
debt measure was useful in predicting bond ratings in some fashion.

I Significantly, two of the studies--Carleton and Lemer and Osteryoung and Blevins--use a
measure of the government's total outstanding debt, but they use it to measure different effects.
Carleton and Lemer suggest that it is a proxy for marketability and economic diversification, while

I Osteryoung and Blevins conclude that the lower the amount of outstanding debt, the better ajurisdiction's bond rating is likely to be, simply because a lower debt burden would be viewed more
favorably by credit analysts.

I The studies demonstrated varying degrees of accuracy in predicting bond ratings, ranging
from an accuracy rate of about 50 percent to over 80 percent. For example, Carleton and Lemer
correctly predicted 54 percent of the bonds in the sanlple evaluated into one of five Moody rating

I classifiedwithinonegradeof thecorrectclassification.However,groups. Ninety-six percent were
the place where the index faltered was in predicting non- investment grade bonds--the Ba
classification. Only about a third of the Ba bonds were correcdy classified. Osteryoung and Blevins

!
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correctly predicted the ratings of state general obligation debt ratings in more than 90 percent of the •
cases, while Stock and Robertson claimed to have successfully predicted the ratings in more than II
eight of ten of the issues they analyzed.

Although analysts continue to refine the techniques of bond rating replication, this type Of i
study clearly has limitations. In the case of the current study, these analyses are not a neat fit because m

they largely focus on predicting the ratings of the investor services that already exist, rather than
focusing on the issue of whether the agency ratings actually measure the real level of •
creditworthiness or fiscal health of the jurisdiction. While they suggest some important analytical

•relationships, they are not a suitable base for a comprehensive set of debt indicators.

Detractors raise other, more serious, problems as well. For example, in a 1982 article, N
Edward Altman cited several factors which he believes limits the degree of improvement that can be URn

made in these studies in the future. 31 First, he argues that the studies done to date have developed
highly sophisticated statistical techniques, and any further improvements are likely to be marginal, i
Second, he says that there are differences in some cases between the two rating agencies,which
introduces serious ambiguity in what the analyst is trying to measure. Finally, and most importantly,
he argues that the bond rating process is largely subjective and that "statistical models based solely •
on reported data cannot effectively replicate a process that is subjective. ''32 l

Predicting Bond Yield n

One approach to dealing with the objections Altman raises is to analyze a factor less prone to
narrow, subjective judgement than bond raiings. In this case, one obvious answer is bond yields. •
Recall that in the Rubinfeld study, one of the purposes of developing a model for predicting bond U
ratings was as part of an analysis of whether bond ratings had any effect on the interest yield of the
security. Rubinfeld was not the only analyst working in this area. At least three other studies from i
the 1970s were primarily concerned with predicting bond yield rather than credit rating. U

The earliest of these studies was developed by Larry Hastie in 1972, prior to the New York
fiscal problem. The other two studies were developed by Lynn Browne and Richard Syron of the i
Boston Federal Reserve and were published in 1977 and 1979, after the New York crisis. 33The
Hastie article presents a number of interesting fe_itures in contrast to the bond rating analyses and is

worth looking at in some detail, i

Hastie was concerned with the factors which effect the yields on local government general
obligation bonds. He speculated initially that municipal bond yields are a function of investor
assessment of two types of factors: (1) the actual risk of the government defaulting on a bond issue; •
and (2) some estimate of the issue's marketability. To test this assumption, he developed a number
of indicators (Table 3).

To measure the default risk of a municipality, Hastie used three types of indicators: measures i
of debt burden, indicators of the health of the city's economic base, and its default history.

I
31EdwardI. Altman,"ComputerizedBondRatingReplication:Worthwhileor Futile?"JournalofBankResearch, i
Vol. 12, No. 4 (Winter 1982), pp. 250-253.
32 Ibid., p. 253.
33K.LarryHastic,"Determinantsof MunicipalBondYields,"Journalof Financialand QuantitativeAnalysis(June i
1972),pp. 1729-1748LynnE. BrowneandRichardF. Syron, BigCityBondsAfter NewYork,"NewEngland lEconomicReview (July/August1977),pp. 3-15;and"The MunicipalMarketSincethe NewYork City.Crisis,"New
EnglandEconomicReview (July/August1979),pp. 11-26.
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r
As a measure of debt burden, Hastie chose overall debt as a percent of the true value of

taxable property. In this case, "overall debt" reflects not only the jurisdiction's own outstanding debt
but also the debt of overlapping jurisdictions. As Tyler did, Hastie focused on true market value as
opposed to the governments' assessed property value because of the inexactness of assessed value
and the difficulties it presented for comparisons.

Hastie used two variables as economic base indicators. One was a measure of the
jurisdiction's economic diversity, based on a "minimum requirements" analysis which approximates
the minimum percentage of the labor force that is required by various sectors of the city's economy
to maintain economic viability. 34The object of the index is to measure for comparative purposes the
amount of economic diversity exhibited by a jurisdiction--the more diverse a city's economic base,
the more favorable its bond yield is expected to be.

Also as a measure economic stability, Hastie used the number of college students as a
percent of the city's population. His speculation was that a university would provide a large and
highly visible stabilizing influence in a local economy, and that this would be recognized by
investors and would be reflected in bond yields.

The final factor that Hastie used as a measure of default risk was the actual default history of
his sample governments from the 1930s through the 1960s. This was based on the assumption that a
record free of previous defaults would produce a more favorable yield than a clouded credit history.

For Hastie, marketability is concerned with the price that buyers pay and sellers receive
when bond holdings change hands. He uses several factors as indicators to reflect different aspects
of a municipality's ability to market its debt successfully.

One of these factors was the size of the blocks of the bond issue available, the assumption
being that the larger the issue, the more attractive the bonds would be to large institutional inVestors
and the better the yield. A second measure of marketability was the size of the issuer's net debt
outstanding, a factor used in several of the earlier studies. The assumption here was that the larger
the amount of debt outstanding, the higher the interest premium the government would have to pay
to encourage investors to take more of its debt. Hastie also included an indicator for "future issue
marketability." Interestingly, the factor he selects for this forward-looking measure was past
population growth rates. He speculated that past population growth reflects a good estimate of the
changing demand for capital outlays in a city, which lag behind actual changes in population.
Finally, the issues were analyzed based on their terms of maturity to see if longer or shorter terms
produced a more marketable issue.

From this analysis, Hastie drew a number of conclusions generally supporting his original
hypotheses. First, he found that the debt-to-value ratio is an important factor in determining yields--
the larger the debt ratio, the higher the interest cost for a jurisdiction. Similarly, higher yields are
demanded from local governments with default problems in their pasts or which have less diverse
economies. He also found relatively strong statistical support for the notion that the presence of a
university enhances a city's image of economic stability and reduces its cost of borrowing.

With respect to the marketability factors, Hastie found that larger blocks of bonds sell at
lower yields, and that the larger a government's outstanding debt, the higher its interest costs. These
findings generally agree with the conclusions drawn by Osteryoung and Blevins and run counter to
the findings in the Carleton and Lemer study. In fact, Hastie addressed the Carleton and Lemer

34H,astie,p. 1731.The"minimumrequirementsapproach"is a statisticaltechniquewhichproducesan index
approximatingtheminimumpercentageof the laborforceofa jurisdictionrequiredby variousindustrialsectors.In
general,a higherindexnumberindicatesa greaterdegreeof specialization,anda lowerindexnumbera moredix,crsified
employment structure.
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finding, suggesting that they had failed to directly measure economic diversity. Thus, the level of •
debt outstanding primarily reflected the relationship between net debt and economic diversification. l

Hastie also found that population was a powerful factor in explaining bond yields. In this m
he found that the more rapidly a jurisdiction had grown--and therefore the larger and more •case,

pressing its capital requirements--the more interest it would be forced to pay. i

Finally, Hastie found that the effect of the term of maturity of an issue depended on who n
dominated the market for government debt--individuals or banks. According to Hastie, banks clearly
preferred short- or intermediate-terms bonds. When individuals dominated the market, the demand

for bonds was found to be spread more evenly along the term structure. •

Hastie also found that the relative significance of the factors he analyzed varied with
dominance in the market. When banks were dominant, the debt ratio, economic diversification, and
block size measures were most significant. When individuals were dominant, factors like population i
growth and past defaults took on greater significance.

As a final note, Hastie speculated that his finding that higher net debt implies higher interest •
costs suggests that "large cities may face a crisis in borrowing costs as they seek financing in order n
to solve the complex problems of the inner city. ''35 That insight was quickly tested as New York
City and other major cities began experiencing significant problems with their debt during the mid- n

1970s. It was the bond market in the wake of these problems that was the subject of the two studies i
by Browne and Syron. I

The Browne and Syron studies exanaine the relationship between various eConomic factors •
and the yields on bonds issued by 29 cities with populations over 300,000. This was a significantly
different sample from the Hastie study, which used municipalities in a range of sizes. The two
Browne and Syron studies looked at 23 variables divided broadly between fiscal characteristics •
(e.g., debt per capita, taxes per capita, various spending measures) and various socio-economic U
factors, such as median family income, changes in population and families below the poverty level.

Among these variables, the researchers found only a handful to be consistently related to i
bond yields of the major cities at a significant statistical level. In their 1977 study, these included the
city unemployment rate, the ratio of pension benefits to city assets, and the volume of short-term

36 i
debt per capita. In the later study, the list included the unemployment rate, outstanding short-term
debt per capita, and variables indicating whether the cities in the sample were located in the
Northeast or the West (both areas with relatively high interest rates). 37 In neither study, however,
did these factors produce a comprehensive reading on yields, and analysis of yields based on these
factors alone substantially underestimated the relative yields in several of the cities, particularly those i
in close geographical proximity to New York City. U

Nonetheless, one significant conclusion Browne and Syron did reach is the double cost •
of short-term debt: I

First, relying heavily on short-term obligations necessitates frequent trips i
to the market and makes a city vulnerable to swings in credit conditions. mSecond, by raising investor concern about fiscal stability, heavy use of short-
term debt increases the interest rate that a city must pay on its longer-term

°bligati°ns'38 I

35Hastiep.1748. m
36 Browne and Syron (1977), p. l l. I37 Browne and Syron (1979), p. 22.
38 Browne and Syron (1977), p. 14.
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I This point underscores some of the major features of New York City's problems, which included
heavy reliance on short-term debt to fund current operations on a continuing basis.

I Perhaps as important as the factors which proved significant in explaining bond yields in the
Browne and Syron study were those which did not. Factors which consistently played a major role
in other studies--overall debt burden, the degree of overlapping debt, population and population

I growth--were to powerto explainyieldson bigcity
found have limited the bonds Browne and

Syron analyzed. They offer one possible explanation for this: the relative difficulty investors have in
gaining good comparative data on such factors on a timely basis, even for the largest cities. In the

I absence of this basic economic and fiscal information, then, decisions are made on the basis ofhighly visible indicators like the unemployment rate and, in this case, the level of short-term debt
and the proximity to New York City. In this regard, they make an important point which becomes a

i factor again and again in these studies:
Investors in corporate securities are able to examine largely comparable
data for different firms. Most information is assembled according to

I generally accepted accounting principles and a variety of f'Lrmcharacteristicscan be comparedto industrynorms.39

I Unfortunately, such comparisons are much more difficult to make for state and (particularly) localgovernments. Ahhough groups like the Municipal Finance Officers Association have developed
financial standards for governmental accounting, the use of the standards remains fairly limited, and
many governments do not follow the same accounting standards. This not only affects investors'

I ability to rate issues but also probably increases interest costs.
govennnent

I Other Studies
Two other studies in the literature deal with bond ratings and the factors which predict them

i but are not directly concerned with predicting either bond ratings or yields. In a 1971 paper, RoyBahl sought to identify measures of creditworthiness of state and local governments based on a
conceptual model developed from examining the factors underlying bond ratings. 40 In a 1988 study,
the most recent study of debt indicators in the literature, James Ramsey and Merlin Hackbart

I developed a state and local debt capacity index which can be used to predict the fiscal ability of adebt issuer to incur new debt based on past performance31

I Of these two studies, the analysis by Ramsey and Hackbart is the narrower in its objectives--paralleling the studies discussed earlier but taking a somewhat different analytical tack. After
reviewing the literature on the determinants of bond ratings and bond data for Kentucky, the authors
come to the conclusion that four quantitative factors were fundamental to the bond rating process.

I Theseinclude:

(1) the ratio of appropriation-supported debt service to revenue;

I (2) The ratio of appropriation-supported debt to personal income;

i (3) Appropriation-supporteddebtper capita;and

39 Ibid., p. 15.

i 40Roy W. Bahl, "Measuring the Creditworthianss of State and Local Governments: Municipal Bond Ratings,"NationalTaxAssociation,Proceedings(September1971),pp.600-622.
41 James R. Ramscy and Merlin M. Hackbart, "Slate and Local Debt Capacity: An Index Measure," Municipal

i FinanceJournal,Vol.9, No. 1(Winter1988),pp.7-18.
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(4) The ratio of appropriation-supported debt to fuU value of property_ I

(The focus on appropriation-supported debt arises from a peculiarity of Kentucky law which makes •
the issuance of general obligation debt relatively rare. Therefore, the authors use appropriation- U
supported debt to lump general obligation and revenue bond debt together.)

!Based on this work, the authors design a debt capacity index to measure a jurisdiction's
capacity to issue more debt without damaging its credit rating. To create their index, the authors
examined trends in the four factors from 1972-84 relative to debt outstanding for the Commonwealth
of Kentucky. During this period, the relationship among these factors was sufficient, the authors 1
assert, tOallow Kentucky to maintain an AA rating on its general obligation bonds and an A rating
on revenue bonds. The authors do not provide any evidence that these criteria actually represent
valid indicators of credit condition but instead assert that the relationship is historical and presumably •
can be expected to continue. II

Having constructed the historical index relationships, the authors then use them to evaluate
projected state debt service levels. They find that on the basis of the index, the state could undertake n
a higher level of debt service than was actually expected without jeopardizing its credit rating.

The study is of interest because it deals with one of the major criticisms of this entire area-- •
the inability to find fire1 standards for how much debt is too much or when a government faces fiscal I
trouble. In this case, Ramsey and Hackbart use the past as a benchmark and weigh potential future
events against it. Of course, the entire exercise is based on what we have seen to be subjective HI

ratings, and there is no certainty that the rating standards for the Commonwealth might not change. •
Still, the past is a better indicator than many others considered in these studies, and as the authors Ill

note:
n

This article does not suggest that the debt index can be unilaterally used to I
make current budgetary decisions or that rating is the only factor to be
considered in analyzing debt. Rather, it attempts to initiate the discussion

of a process that can assist policy makers in making choices today that have U
long-term impacts. 42

The Bahl analysis is similarly concerned with providing government decision makers with a •
framework for evaluating their credit standing. As a basis for his analysis, Bahl reviewed both
subjective rating approaches, like those used by Moody's and St/mdard and Poor'sand so-called
quantitative approaches like the one developed by Walter Tyler. He found both approaches useful •
but incomplete. According to Bahl, the subjective approach lacks objectively defined benchmarks, 1
while the Tyler approach is almost as subjective, since relatively arbitrary weights are assigned to the
various indicators used.

IHaving made these points, Bahl turned to the question of what makes some governments
better credit risks than others, the goal being to provide a framework for state and local government
officials to evaluate their relative position and to better present their position in the bond prospectus. •
Bahl argued that the rating problem comes down to defining and measuring the probability of II
default. Unlike some of the other studies which contained marketability factors, market

considerations play no role in the evaluation of creditworthiness in Bahl's approach.43 n

Bahl was more interested in factors that could be used to predict future performance as
opposed to current ratings. This approach was in keeping with his focus on default risk as central to

I
42 Ibid., p. 17.

43 Bahl. p. 608. 1
I
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I the determination of creditworthiness, his objective being to identify the conditions under whichdefault might occur. It also provides a point of connection to the other major strand in the fiscal

analysis literature--the studies of fiscal strain--which is concerned with identifying fiscal stress and

i predicting fiscal problems before they develop.
Bahl identified three likely causes of default: (1) a prolonged national recession; (2) local

economic decline, apart from a national recession; and (3) a serious fiscal crisis because of the

I natural revenue-expenditure imbalance caused by (1) and (2) or by mismanagemem. As indicators ofthese phenomenon, he selected a number of indicators, dividing them into broad categories--in this
case, those that deal with the government's economic base and those that deal with its fiscal

I condition(Table3.).
Bahl used four economic base indicators. First, he speculates that the potential effects of a

major economic recession nfight best be reflected in the percentage of a jurisdiction's employment in

I durable manufacturing, since this industrial sector is highly susceptible to recessionary pressures.Thus, the higher the level of durable manufacturing employment, the more likely the jurisdiction
would be hurt by recession and the stronger the possibility of default. He notes that a similar

I measure for tourism industries might be appropriate for cities which depend heavily on that industry.
As a second economic base measure, Bahl selected an industrial diversification index, which

i measures the degree of diversification of a local industrial base using the "minimum requirementsapproach" also used by Hastie. Presumably, the more diverse a local base_ the more insulated it
would be from the risk of default in bad economic times or from cyclical problems with major
industries.

I A third economic base measure is really a set of three indicators--projected growth in
employment, income and per capita income--that provide insights into the long-term performance of

I the jurisdiction's economy. Bahl's presumption was that jurisdictions with low employment andincome growth would face a greater risk of default than those which exhibit a long-term pattern of
stronger growth.

I A final measure was designed to detect central city economic problems by comparing growthrates for income and population in the central city with similar trends in the surrounding metropolitan
region. Bahl views the conditions in the State or local economy as laying the ground work for

I government financial problems. Thus, a weak economic situation may lead to financing problemsthat raise the possibility of default. In this vein, he identifies a number of fiscal base factors which
can be used to judge the health of a jurisdiction's fiscal base.

I One fiscal base factor is the government's debt burden.Bahl argued that it ismajor necessary
to examine both the individual government's outstanding debt plus the debt of overlapping
jurisdictions. Thus, he used a measure of the government's outstanding debt per capita plus three

I measures of overlapping debt: (1) per capita overlapping debt; (2) the ratio of overlapping debt tofull property value; and (3) the ratio of overlapping debt to personal income.

i In addition to the debt indicators, Bahl is also interested in the revenue and spending balanceof the government. He suggests that a major problem, particularly for central cities, is growing
demands for services that are not or cannot be met by the local revenue structure. High level of
spending demand can be caused either by actual conditions within the jurisdiction or by

I intergovernmental circumstances--i.e., local governments called on to assume an unusually highshare of local welfare and education expenditures which can overburden local resources severely.

I With these possible weak points in mind, Bahl's fiscal indicators include not only measuresof local socio-economic health--such as median family income and substandard housing--but als0
the percentage of education and school expenditures carried locally.

!
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On the revenue side, he includes indicators that measure how much of the jurisdiction's tax I

base relies on the property tax and the relative size of the property tax base. He speculates that the
more a government relies on non-property tax sources like the sales tax, the less likely it would be to •
default. He also is interested in measuring how strong the local property tax base is, which explains I
the per capita property values.

IBahl does not attempt to analyze existing ratings or to draw any final conclusions from the
indicators he does examine. Significantly, he does conclude that "there would seem to be room to
develop a set of indicators.., which would be useful in substantiating an argument as to the

comparative economic and fiscal health of governments. ''44 i

MEASURING THE FISCAL HEALTH OF GOVERNMENTS •

The Bahl study can be viewed as a bridge between studies that focus on debt position, bond
ratings, and creditworthiness and those that fall into the second major strandin the analysis of
government financial position--studies concerned with measuring the overall fiscal condition of state i
and local govemments through the use of fiscal indicators.

In some respects, these studies are similar to the bond rating and yield analyses. Although •
most of those studies were primarily concerned with replicating or predicting the work of Moody's i
and Standard and Poor's, they nonetheless offer useful insights into the overall fiscal health of
government. In fact, as one analyst has pointed out, bond ratings often provide the first warning of
fiscal difficulties despite their shortcomings as measures of fiscal health: I

[P]artly because of increased reliance on debt in troubled times, and partly
because the bond market may provide the only official notification of feai's •
about the ability of government to raise revenue, the "fiscal crises" of New I
York and Cleveland appeared first in the bond market, although the causes and

effects permeated all aspects of their operations. 45 i

In fact, the two types of analyses involve many of the same kinds of data and use many of the same
basic indicators. i

Despite these similarities, though, the fiscal indicator studies go beyond the bond rating 1
analyses, seeking to discern more wide ranging and subtle insights into the fiscal health of state and
local government. The central concern of most of the credit analyses is the probability of default, and •
yet, since the Depression, the possibility of default has become so remote for most governments that I
its usefulness as a measure of fiscal condition is limited at best. Fiscal indicator analyses, on the
other hand, attempt to assess the current fiscal condition of governments, often in comparison to
other similarly situated jurisdictions, and they often seek to identify trends which may lead to future i
problems, even if none are apparent at the present. They seek in short to monitor and evaluate what
is variously labeled fiscal "stress," "distress," or "strain."

i

Interest in this type of analysis actually predates the bond rating studies. Studies of the local i
economic base, a key strand in modem fiscal strain studies, dates back as far as 1927, when Robert

Haig and R.C. McCrea produced a regional economic survey of New York and its surrounding i

I
Ibid., p. 619.

45Bradbury,p.34. 1
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I areas. As early as 1957, researchers began to take note of fiscal disparities among metropolitanareas.46

i Concerns over the fiscal condition of local governments grew more intense during the1960s, when American cities were faced with a broad range of social and economic stresses. These
early studies pointed the way to later analyses using fiscal indicators, finding, for example, that
while taxes and expenditures were higher in central cities, per capita income was often substantially

I lower. Interest in this type of analysis grew even more intense after the fiscal crises in New York;however, the In'st study that looked expressly at government fiscal condition and its measurement
actually predated the New York crisis by a couple of years. It was a study published by the U.S.

i Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) in 1973.

i City Financial Emergencies
The ACIR study, called City Financial Emergencies, was prompted by public and private

sector financial uncertainties at the time. Major factors cited in the report were the bankruptcy of the

I Penn Central Railroad in 1970 and the federal bail-out of Lockheed Corporation to prevent anothermassive bankruptcy. 47 In the same period, Cleveland laid off more than a fifth of its total work
force in an effort to deal with its financial problems. The study's objectives were straightforward:

I (1) to look at the causes of past financial distress in U.S. cities; (2) to look at the fiscal conditions ina sample of major U.S. cities; and (3) to outline the roles of the various levels of government in the
treatment and prevention of fiscal emergencies in cities.

I Underscoring what has become a common refrain in these studies, the ACIR noted thatbecause of a diversity of viewpoints, no single definition of city financial emergencies was
satisfactory. The study offers this definition: "situations in which a city reaches the point at which it

I can no longer perform its existing levels of services because of inability to meet payrolls, pay bills,pay amounts due other government agencies, or pay debt service on bonds or maturing short-terna
notes because it lacks either the cash or appropriations authority. ''4s

I thisdefinition,the examineshistorical in defaultsonoutstandingdebt,Using study patterns
focusing on eight cities which had suffered major past fiscal problems to identify warning signs
associated with serious financial difficulties. From this analysis, the ACIR concludes that six factors

I foreshadow the possibility of financial emergency:
(1) An operating fund revenue-expenditure imbalance in which current

i expenditures significantlyexceed current revenues in one fiscal period;
(2) A consistent pattern of current expenditures exceeding current revenues

by small amounts for several years;

I (3) An excess of current operating liabilities over current assets (a fund
deficit);

I (4) Short-term operating loans outstanding at the conclusion of a fiscal year
(or in some instances the borrowing of cash from restricted funds or an
increase in unpaid bills in lieu of short-term operating loans);

I
I 46RobertM. HaigandR.C. McCrea,RegionalSurveyof New Yorkandlts Environs(New York, 1927);HarveyBrazer,SomeFiscalImplicationsof Metropolitanism,(Washington,D.C.:The BrookingsInstitution,1957).

47CityFinancialEmergencies,p. 1.
48 Ibid., p. 3
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(5) High and rising rate of property tax delinquency; and I

i

(6) A sudden substantial decrease in assessed values for unexpected reasons. 49
i

Using these factors as a frame of reference, the study examined fiscal conditions in 30 major U.S. i
cities. It found most of the cities free of significant fiscal problems and concluded that there was
adequate time to take corrective actions in the few cases where there were indications of fiscal

Ironically, just two years later, New York--one of the cities in the study--nearly defaulted iproblems.
on its debt, and in 1978, Cleveland, another city in the study, faced its own fiscal crisis.

An important limitation of the ACIR study was the narrowness of its indicators of fiscal •
health. The study focused on budgetary conditions mainly. It remained for later studies to examine i
the link between government fiscal condition and broader economic and social trends.

Analyses of Comparative Fiscal Condition II

Table 4 is a summary of the significant points in a selection of the literature on government l
fiscal condition and its analysis. The studies shown in the table cover the range of analyses
completed in this area from the time of the New York fiscal crisis to the present.

The first of these studies was completed by Richard Nathan and Charles Adams in 1976 in i

i

the wake of the New York crisis. 5° Nathan and Adams respond to the New York problem,

cautioning against generalizing from New York's experience in viewing the problems of other major
U.S. cities. They argue that a given urban area's ability to cope with urban fiscal ills is a function of •
the seriousness of the economic and social problems its faces (urban hardship) and the relationship
of the central city to its suburbs.

I1

Nathan and Adams evaluate urban hardship using an index which reflects unemployment, 1
dependency (people below 18 or over 65 as a share of the total population), educational attainment,
income, housing conditions, and poverty. They found that 29 of the 55 cities in their study faced m

some level of relfitive hardship, l

From this, they concluded that at the time there were a number of central cities with much-
more serious social and economic problems than New York, and that this finding demonstrated an •
obvious distinction between social and economic distress on the one hand and fiscal distress on the
other:

The performance of city government and the roles played by adjoining local' i
governments, regional organizations, and state governments all have a bearing
on how well specific "hardship" situations are handled. Two cities or suburbs
which rank closely in the interarea hardship index may exhibit significant •
differences in terms of the actual level of distress resulting from these conditions. 5t

49 Ibid., p. 4. I
50RichardP. Nathan andCharles Adams,"UnderstandingCentral CityHardship."Political Science Quarterly, Vol.
91, No. 1 (Spring 1976), pp. 47-62. There is another branch in the literature which includes articles dealing with •
urban hardship and similar concepts. These studies generally examine urbaneconomic and social U'ends,and although a 1
few incorporate fiscal variables in their measures of urban distress, their real interest is not in the financial analysis of
government so much as it is in understanding the dynamics of the modern urban complex in the United States. See,
for example, HaroldL. Bunce and Sue G. Neal, City Need and Community Development Funding (Washington, D.C.: •
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1979); Katherine L. Bradbury, Anthony Downs, and Kenneth l
A. Small, Urban Decline and the Future of American Cities (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1982).

51 Ibid., p. 60, 1.
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TABLE 4

I KEY FEATURES OF SELECTED STUDIES OF FISCAL STRAIN
Index or Study

Stud}, Year Indicator Used Fiscal Stress/Strain Concept Used Coverage

I Nathan and Adams 1976 IlordshipIndex Focuses on the seriousness of social and economic 55 large U.S. cities
• conditions facing governments and their relation to
suburbanareas.

! .ACIR, "Fiscal Blood 1977 Fiscal Blood Pressure Relationship between index of tax effort and the 50 state anti local
Pressure" change in tax effort over time. governments

i Congresslonal Budget 1978 Composite Measure Urban nee.d:A concept with three dimensions- 45 largo U.S, citiesOffice of Fiscal Need* social, economic and fiscal. Study attempts to
identify az_as wbare urban needs ax_greatest.

U S, Treasury Department 1978 ESP Composite Strain is measured by a composite of wcightnd 48 largcst citicsStrain Index** factors and comparnd to another composite index
based on rankings in several other studies,

I Amp.sonand King 1978 Seven indicators of Defines fiscal problems in terms of trends in an State and localdebt burden and area (New York) known to be having financial governments; New
condition difficulties. York

Touche Ross/First National 1979 None Fiscal stress described in terms of a dynamic 66 medium and
' Bank of Boston adjustment process between fiscal capacity (the large cities

city's underlying economic resources) and the
demand for public goods and services.

I Stone.cash and McAfee 1981 None Fiscal strain should be analyznd in terms of behavior None (critique ofwithin cities over rime. prior studies)

I Oregon Fiscal Indicators 1983 None Fiscal strain should be analyzed in terms of a broad 134 Oregon citiesrange of indicators using the best available data.

I Bradbery 1982 Structural Fiscal Identifies two types of distress: (1) "budgctary" 153 nides over1983 Distress Index dls_ess related to a government's short-term ability 100,000 population
1984 to balance its budget; and (2) "citizen" or "struc-

tural" fiscal distress, representing a long-term
imbalance between agovemmcnt's spending and

I its _venue-raising capabilities.

Lndd and Yinger 1989 Fiscal 1[eaith Index Focuses on the measurement of trends in structural 86 large cities

fiscal distress, consisting of broad economic, social
and fiscal trends that az_ outside acity's control.

Source: Richard P. Nathan and Charles Adarm, "Understanding Central City Hardship," Political Science Quarterly, Vol. 91, No. I (Spring
19763, pp. 47-63; U.S. Advisory Comnusslon on In ergovernracntal Relanons, Measunng he F scat Blood Pressure" of the States--
1964-75, Report No. M-111 (Washington, D.C., 1977); U,S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office, "City Need and the
Responsiveness of Federal Grant Programs" (Washington, D.C., 19783; U,S. Department of die Treasury, "Fiscal Impact of the
Economic Stimulus Package on 48 Large Urban Governments" (Washington, D.C,, 19783; J. Richard Aronson and Arthur E. King,

l "is There a Fiscal Crisis Outside of New York?" National Tax Journal, Vol. 31, No. 2 (June 1978), pp. 153-163; Touche Ross & Co.
and National Bank of Boston, Urban Fiscal Stress: A Comparative Analysis of 66 U.S. Cities (New York and Boston, 19793;
Jeff Stoneeash and Patrick McAfee, "The Ambiguities and Limits of Fiscal Strain Indicators," Political Studies Journal, Vol. 10,
No. 2 (December 19813,pp. 379-395; The University of Oregon, Bureau of Governmennd Research and Sei'viee, Oregon Municipal

Fiscal Indicators (University of Orcgon, October 19833; Katherine Brndbury, "Fiscal Dista'ess in Large U.S. Cities," NewEngland .Economic Review (November/December 19823, pp. 33-43; and "Structural Fiscal Distress in Cities--Causes and Con-
sequences," New England Economic Review (January/February 1983), pp. 32-39; and Urban Deebne and D'stress: An Update, ' New
England .Economic Review (July/August 1984), pp. 39-55; llnien F. Lndd and John Yinger, America's Ailing Cities: Fiscal llcalth

, and the Design of Urban Policy (Baltimore: The Johns Ilopldns University Press, 1989).* There are also indexes of social need and economic need.

** ESP = Economic Stimulus Package
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While drawing these Conclusions, the study does not explicitly attempt to measure,the direct fiscal
consequences of urban distress on the government's ability to raise revenues, deliver services, or •
meet its debt obligations. These elements were added by later studies.

In contrast to the Nathan and Adams study, which focused on social and economic factors, i
the ACIR followed up its 1973 study of city financial emergencies with a study measuring fiscal
strain through the calculation of an index of a government s fiscal blood pressure. 52This index is
a two-part measure that takes account of tax effort--the ratio of a government's tax revenue relative n
to its personal income--and the change in tax effort over time. These two factors are indexed by I

expressing them as a percent of the median value of the measure. A government with a fiscal blood

pressure equal to the median on both counts would have a blood pressure of 100/100. m

The Commission used data for state and local government combined and categorized them
into those with blood pressures which are: (1) high and rising; (2) high and falling; (3) low and n

rising; and (4) low and falling. The higher the two factors above the median 100/100, the more fiscal •
strain the state and its localities were assumed to be under. u

The advantage of combining the state and local data is that it allows interstate comparisons •
without the problems created by the variance of functions and tax resources among different levels
of government in different states. However, the study has limitations, as well. The combination of
governments, for example, does not allow micro-level conclusions to be drawn--a state may show !
good fiscal blood pressure in aggregate while individual units would show bad conditions if |
analyzed separately. Moreover, the factors are limited to revenue side of the budget equation and
make no explicit link to the demands they must support, nor to bi'oader economic and social factors

whichalso helpdetemaineajurisdiction's true"fiscalbloodpressure." I

The ACIR's fiscal blood pressure study is part of a larger body of research which seeks to
produce comparative measures of state and local governments' revenue raising capacities. This work il
has most often been connected with the allocation of federal assistance and was begun by the ACIR !1
in the early 1960s. 53 Its basic premise is that per capita income, a common measure of revenue-
raising capacity in federal grant programs, does not adequately reflect the revenue capabilities of
state and local governments because many of the revenue sources they use are tied to bases other •
than income (e.g., severance taxes, sales taxes, fuel taxes, etc.). Fiscal capacity as an alternative to
current federal grant measures was heavily debated in the early 1970s in connection with Nixon-era
discussions of.federalism, including the enactment of General Revenue Sharing and the equity of the []
revenue sharingformulas.

Under the ACIR methodology, the measurement of fiscal capacity is tied to what is called a mR

Representative Tax System (RTS) (and in later versions, a Representative Revenue System). I
Essentially, actual state and local tax collections per capita are compared to the RTS. In this regard,
tax capacity is defined as the absolute amount of revenue that could be raised by a state if it applied a

nationallyuniformsetof taxratesto a commonsetof taxbases: I

The system is "representative" in that national average tax rates are applied in each
state to standardized tax bases. Because the same tax rates are used for every state, •
estimated tax yields vary only because of differences in the underlying bases. The... I
capacity measure is not concerned with individual state-local tax policy choices such

52U.S.AdvisoryCommissionon IntergovernmentalRelations,MeasuringtheFiscal "BloodPressure"of theStates I
_V3saShington, D.C., Report M-111, 1977).

ee U.S.AdvisoryCommissionon IntergovernmentalRelations;Measureof StateandLocalFiscal Capacityand n
Tax Effort(Washington,D.C.,ReportM-16,1962);MeasuringtheFiscalCapacityand Effortof StateandLocal !
Areas (Washington,D.C., ReportM-58, 1971);1982Tax Capacityof theFifty States(Washington,D.C.,ReportM.
142, 1985);1986StateFiscal CapacityandEffort (Washington,D.C.,ReportM-165,1989).
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I as whether a state imposes a low or high tax burden compared to other states. Thecapacity measure pertains only to the level of economic resources in any state,

resources that by common practice may be said to be potentially taxable whether or
not the particular state actually taxes those resources and regardless of the intensity with

I which a state utilizes those taxable resources.54

i Fiscal capacity is a parallel measure that includes additional nontax revenues, such as user charges.In both cases, the goal is to define what the government could do in the way of raising revenues if it
had to. This measure is then compared to a measure of tax or fiscal effort, as in the blood pressure
measure, which reflects what the government actually is doing relative to its capacity. Thus, the ideal

i situation for a government from a strictly fiscal point of view would be to have a high fiscal capacityand a low tax or fiscal effort.

I While there is an extensive literature on fiscal capacity and effort, it has only a limitedapplication in the current study. These measures are useful indicators for measuring one facet of
fiscal condition, but like the measure of fiscal blood pressure, their focus on the revenue side of the
fiscal equation. Moreover, there is a continuing and lively debate over what the measures actually

I reflect, since they are based on national averages and do not (and really cannot) take into accountwhat are very real differences among the states in their fiscal policies. It does little good for a state to
know that it has a high fiscal capacity if, for example, it is constitutionally prohibited f,'om using that

capacity.

i Fiscal Strain and Federal AssislanceA broader effort to measure fiscal strain can be found in two studies prepared by the federal
government during tile late 1970s.

I The first of these studies was conducted by Peggy Cuciti for the Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) in 1978. It was designed to assist Congress in considering renewal and adoption of

i several grant programs. 55The report is concerned with defining the concept "urban need," withmeasuring relative levels of need among large U.S. cities, and with assessing how well federal grant
programs flow funds to cities demonstrating the greatest needs.

Urban need, according to the report, has three dimensions: "social, economic, and fiscal--
corres,ponding roughly to the problems faced by people, businesses, and local governments in urban
areas. 56 Tile report uses data on 45 large cities to develop indexes to measure the comparative level

i of each of these facets of need and uses the need indicators to evaluate how well existing grantprograms respond to the level of urban need. In the fiscal area, the study identifies two types of
fiscal problems faced by local governments:

I The first type are fiscal problems as manifested in unbalanced budgets, low liquidity,
m high taxes, large debt, and low bond ratings. These problems stem from local policy

choices and management practices as well as from underlying social and economic

I conditions. The second type of fiscal problem is more long term and stems from amismatch between the need of the local population for public services and the resources
available to the local government to pay for those services. 57

!
54 ACIR (1985), p. 1.

i 55 U.S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office, "City Need and the Responsiveness of Federal Grants Programs"(Washington,D.C., 1978).
56 Ibid., p. xi.
57 Ibid., p. 6.
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This distinction between relatively short-term problems, which can be effectively addressed by •
governmental action, and longer-term structural problems, which imply continuing fiscal stress, is
an important distinction in the literature's development and plays a major role in later studies.

To measure the first type of fiscal problem, CBO identifies four major indicators: (1) I
cumulative budget deficits; (2) cash reserves; (3) the ratio of outstanding debt to annual revenue
collections; and (4) tax effort, measured in this case by the taxes paid in the jurisdiction relative to
the value of its property tax base. It evaluates long-term fiscal needs using an index labeled a n
"composite measure of fiscal need." This index is derived from four sources. The first of these is a II

measure of tax effort, in this case defined as taxes as a percent of income; the second is the property
tax base per capita. The other two measures are themselves indexes developed to account for •
community development needs, tax effort, and fiscal capacity.

While the CBO study represents a more comprehensive approach to measuring fiscal stress m
and gauging relative fiscal health, it is not without problems. In the fiscal area, a particular problem, II
acknowledged in the report, is the fact that "all of the measures of fiscal need, except tax base, are
sensitive to differences among city governments with respect to the number of public services they
are responsible for providing. ''58 !

The CBO report does, however, make one telling point that is relevant to any set of
indicators of government fiscal condition. Noting that definitions of urban need vary, Cuciti •
underscoresthe problemsthis lack of specificitycan cause for any analysis: |

The selection of i_roblems to be focused on is crucial because not a!l problems
are distributed in a similar fashion. Whereas economicdecline may be the •
major problem in New York, low levels of income and education may be the
difficulty in Tampa. If only one set of problems is measured.., then the residents
of one city or another may feel that their legitimate needs are being ignored.
Even if there were agreement on the dimensionsof urban need, existing data
and measurement methods have a number of limitations that restrict the identification.
of differences among cities. Some problems don't lend themselves to quantitative
measurement at all.., while others can be measured in several different ways.59 i

The other federal study was conducted by the Treasury Department and also appeared in
1978. It also examined measures of urban fiscal strain--in this case as part of the Treasury's II
responsibility to evaluate the fiscal impact of the Economic Stimulus Package (ESP) of the period. It
analyzed the fiscal condition of 44 large U.S. cities. 6°

The Treasury's approach to this problem was to develop its own index of urban strain and to i
combine the relative rankings it produced with rankings from several other indexes available at the

U

time to create a composite index of urban strain. The components of the Treasury's index, and their

assignedweightsareasfollows: _ I
n

(1) Changeinpopulation,1972-76 37points

(2) Changeincitypercapitaown I
source income compared to change in
nationalper capitaincome,1969-74 27

I
58 Ibid.,p. 47. •
59 Ibid., p. 77. II
60 U.S. Department of the Treasury, Office of State and Local Finance, "Report on the Fiscal Impact of the Economic•

StimulusPackageon48LargeUrbanGovernments"(Washington,D.C.,1978). n
u
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I (3) Changeinpercapitaown-sourcerevenue compared to change in

ownpercapitaincome,1969-74 12

I (4) Change in per capita long-term
debt outstanding compared to
changeinpercapitaincome 12

I (5) Change in full market property
value,1971-76 12

I 100

According to the Treasury, the measures, as well as the assigned weights, were developed from a

I review of the literature on fiscal stress. However, some analysts have criticized the study as beingsubjective not only in the choice of indicators--a familiar problem--but also in the weightings
assigned. 6t Nonetheless, the study did find a distribution of relative urban strain among the cities it

I examined that was relatively close to other studies of the time.

I Other Studies
As the level of sophistication instudies of fiscal stress increased in the late 1970s, analysts

began to add new wrinkles to deal with some of the more prominent criticisms of the fiscal strain

I studies. One of the recurring criticisms, as we have seen, was the lack of a clear cut definition ofI what constitutes fiscal strain. A second--and closely related--criticism was the lack of standards
against which fiscal condition canbe measured, thus explaining the prevalence of interurban

I comparisons.
In a 1978 study, J. Richard Aronson and Arthur King attempted to deal with the lack of

standards by making the standard a government--New York--that was generally conceded to be in

I fiscal difficulty at the time. 62In their study, they defined seven measures of fiscal stress andcompared how these measures changed over time in New York versus all other state and local
governments and a combination of five other large cities (Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles,

I and Philadelphia). From these comparisons, they attempted to determine whether other state andlocal governments were moving toward the same fiscal difficulties as New York.

The fiscal measures Aronson and King selected were exclusively constructed around

I debt--the of its finances where the New York's crisis had
measures of short- and long-term areas
first surfaced. The indicators used in the study included:

I (1) Long-term debt retired plus total annual interest payments divided byrevenue from own sources (L+I/O);

i (2) Long-term debt retired plus total annual interest payments divided by, total revenues (L+I/T);

(3) Long-term debt retired plus total annual interest payments divided by

I state personal income (L+I/Y);

I "Municipal Fiscal Indicators," pp. 21-22.
61

62j. RichardAronsonand ArthurE. King,"Is Therea FiscalCrisisOutsideNewYork?"NationalTax Journal, Vol.
XXXI, No. 2 (June 1978), pp. 153-163.
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(4) Long-term debt retired plus total annual interest payments plus short-

term debt outstanding at the end of the fiscal year divided by revenue •
from own sources (L+I+S)/O;

(5) Long-term debt retired plus total annual interest payments plus short- i
term debt outstanding at the end of the fiscal year divided by total revenues
(L+I+S)/T;

(6) Long-termdebt retired plus total annualinterest paymentsplus short-
term debt outstanding at the end of the fiscal year divided by state personal

income (L+I+S)/'Y; t
(7) Short-term debt outstanding divided by the cash and security holdings

of the governmental unit (S/C).

The authors looked at trends in these indicators for New York for the period from 1961 to
1975. They found a clear build up of fiscal pressures in the city, particularly with respect to short-
term debt. The same analysis was then applied to data for other governments. Examining the •
patterns in the data, though, the authors found no particular signs of danger. There also were no
signs of deterioration similar to New York in the composite of the five other large cities.

Like the ACIR fiscal blood pressure study described earlier, the Aronson and King study B
combined state and local governments. Once again, this approach avoids problems created by u

differences in assignments of tasks among levels of government, but it also hides trends in
individual jurisdictions which could be as bad as those observed in New York but Which would be i
hidden in the data aggregation. Obviously, the methodology could be applied to individual I
governments, although this was not Aronson and King's objective.

Another well-known study in the period was a 1979 report on the urban fiscal crisis by the H.
accounting firm of Touche Ross and the First National Bank of Boston. 63The report Was the result

,p

of a two-year study, again undertaken in the wake of the New York problem. Its goal was to
provide insights into municipal fiscal stress and the financial performance of cities under widely i
differing social, economic, and fiscal conditions. U

The study was based on an analysis of 66 medium to large cities, although interestingly, all •
cities over one million in population were omitted to avoid distorting the results. The largest city in l
the sample was Baltimore, meaning that many of the cities--like New York, Newark and Detroit--
which were having difficulties were excluded from the analysis by definition. III

The cities in the sample were analyzed in terms of four groups of indicators--reflecting •
economic conditions, social conditions, structural conditions, and financial performance. Many are
familiar from studies already discussed. The researchers divide the various indicators into three •
groupings, intended to reflect a city's economic, social, and structural conditions. (Structural II
conditions reflect the government's tax and spending characteristics, along with its relationship with

surroundingjurisdictions.) IOnce the various indicators are established, the study goes a step further, dividing the cities
into clusters. These clusters reflect the analysts' view of jurisdictions with homogeneous economic,

socialandstructuralconditions.Fourinitialclusterswerecreated: i

63ToucheRoss & Co. andthe FirstNationalBankof Boston,UrbanFiscalStress:A ComprehensiveAna!ysisof 66 U
U.S. Cities (New York City, 1979).
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I • High investment and income cities

• Above average investment and income cities

I • Average investment and income cities

• Below-average investment and income cities.

I These clusters were further subdivided based on whether they had high or low levels of
socially dependent populations, creating an overall framework with 16 possible clusters of cities.

i The city financial variables--refiecting tax, spending, and debt factors--were then used to assessrelative fiscal stress by comparing each city's performance with the average performance of all of the
cities in its cluster.

I From their analysis of these clusters, the authors drew several important conclusions aboutthe nature of fiscal stress and its measurement. First, they concluded, not surprisingly, that older
industrial cities were more likely to be fiscally stressed, although that was not always the case. Their

data revealed evidence of fiscal strain among some younger, fast-growing cities. From this, theyconcluded that fiscal stress is not inevitable, and that "achieving a financial equilibrium between the
demand for public services and financial resources appears to be within the grasp of management

i control of most cities. ''64
They also concluded that simply looking at economic and social indicators will not tell the

full story of a city's potential fiscal problems. Financial indicators are also an important part of the

I analysis, and in their view, the analysis of financial indicators poses a major problem for analystsbecause they found municipal data collection and financial reporting systems to be generally
inadequate for use in city fiscal management and analysis.

I In total, the authors found indications of serious fiscal stress in only four of the 66 cities
analyzed. They found eight other cities with modest levels of fiscal stress.

I The Touche Ross study provides one of the more comprehensive specifications of financialand economic indicators among the studies of fiscal stress conducted in the 1970s, but
commentators have raised several methodological objections to the study. The most notable of these

I is the exclusion of very large cities, which might have significantly altered the averages and thestudy findings. 65

I/ Another criticism raised about the study, as well as most of the other studies of the 1970s,

II can be found in a 1981 article by Jeff Stonecash and Patrick McAfee. They surveyed the various
attempts to develop fiscal indicators to that point and developed a thesis on the development and use
of such indicators that is critical of any approach based on comparative data like the Touche Ross

_1 study. "The argument of this analysis," they write, "is that while the general model of change inurban area [found in other studies] is probably valid, it will be very difficult, and perhaps
prohibitively expensive, to establish valid cross-sectional indicators of the 'true' conditions which

i arepartof the model.''66

Instead they argued that effective analyses should be tailored to individual governments and
should be concerned with behavior within individual jurisdictions over time. Thus, the analysis of

!
i 64Ibid., p. 3.65Roy Bahl,FinancingStateandLocalGovernmentin the 1980s(NewYork:OxfordUniversityPress,1984),p. 55.

66Jeff StonecashandPatrickMcAfee,"The AmbiguitiesandLimitsofFiscalStrainIndicators,'PolicyStudies .
Journal,Vol. 10,No. 2 (December1981),p. 390.
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each govemm_m" xwould be a separate exercise, and no conclusions would be drawn, as in the i
Touche Ross tm_lfication and other studies, from comparisons to averages across governments.

Despiletii_ese objections, the comparative analysis continued to be the favored approach in Ill
studies of fiscal..,strain in the 1980s. In this regard, a 1983 study by the University of Oregon Bureau i
of Govemmental:lResearch and Service provides a good example of how the general research on this
issue--which typically focuses on a relatively small number of large cities--could be applied to a

larger number o[L'smaller go_'emments .67 i

The Oa'w_onstudy provides a detailed review of the fiscal strain literature and lays out a
methodology forfgauging the fiscal health of 134 Oregon cities over 1,000 in population. As !_
indicators of f'_z,'_ilhealth, the study uses 17 indicators culled from an initial list of 106 drawn from I
various national_mtudies. As in many of the earlier studies, they cover a range of fiscal, economic,
social and deb_-_lated factors. i

•The Stud_;'s authors themselves raise a number of problems with file resulting analysis, g
including the fast,that it covers only a very limited time period, that a methodology was not found to
differentiate amtDngvarious special situations that tend to skew the data, and that there was a general i/
lack of data in c_rtain key areas, such as unfunded Iiabilities. 6s Significantly, another problem would
be gathering the t_lata used to conduct the study on a regular basis. This infomaation came from
federal sourcesmnlikely to be available in a period of reduced federal spending on state and local aid. l-
Nonetheless, the,;authors found indications of fiscal stress in a number of cities and suggested that I
monitoring of ttw:_fiscalindicators continue as new data became available.

IStructural F_cal Distress

Recall fir,at in the CBO study discussed earlier, a useful distinction was made between the II
types of fisc.,ddimtress a government might face. One type of distress takes the foma of relatively I
short-term fisea_problems, often stemming from management decisions or local policy decisions.
While they may lbe serious, these difficulties are not intractable. The second source of distress poses m

a more signifieamt and long-lived problem. This is stress stemming from a long-term mismatch •
between the dmmand for services in a jurisdiction and its ability to raise revenues to meet those Ill

demands. In this <case, the distress is structural and may be dealt with only through what effectively

amounts to eutsiJ¢deintervention, such as aid programs, ii
This d,rvL,sion between structural and non-structural distress was given greater definition in a

series of articles _ublished in the early 1980s by Katherine Bradbury of the Boston Federal Reserve m
Bank. 69Brad_, distinguishes between "budgetary" and "citizen" or "structural" fiscal distress: !

The first relates to a city government's short-run difficulty in balancing
its budg_et .... The second type of fiscal distress.. : occurs when a
local g_,vernment poorly performs its dual function of providing a
packag_,,of local public services and collecting taxes and other revenue
to pay f_r them. Indications of high citizen fiscal distress are high ill
tax ram-s,or low service levels. 7° |

67The Universi_off'oregon,Bureauof GovernmentalResearchandService,"OregonMunicipalFiscalIndicators:An II
ExploratorySttnly,"_.t_'Eugene,Oregon,ReportBGRSNo. 83-17,1983). •
68Ibid.,p.44. lip
69KatherineL. Bratdbury,"FiscalDistressin LargeU.S. Cities,"NewEnglandEconomicReview
(November/Deceml_er1982),pp.33-43;"StructuralFiscalDistressin Cities--Causesand Consequences,"New i
EnglandEconomiclReview(January/February1983),pp.32-39;"UrbanDeclineandDistress:An Update,"New il
EnglandEconomicA_eview(July/August1984),pp. 39-55.

70Bradbury(19_2),1p.33. I•
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I In general, budgetary distress may be a simple case of poor management or decision making by
government officials or by the public. In contrast, structural distress is not tied to local conditions so

i much as to local abilities.According to Bradbury, budgetary distress is best measured by directly examining various
aspects of the government's accounts for evidence of imbalance, such as surplus or deficit, over-

t reliance on short-term debt, and indicators of the relative magnitude and cost of carrying outstandingdebt. These she labels "red ink indices," and the three specific measures she selects for her analysis
are"

! (1) Average current account surplus or deficit as a percent of budget;

i (2) Averageshort-termdebt as apercent of totalrevenues; and(3) Average debt service costs as a percentage of total revenue.

I (The current account surplus noted in the first measure is simply the difference between agovernment's total revenues and total expenditures expressed as a percent of the average of
expenditures and revenues.)

I Using these indicators, she studied at a sample of 153 cities, representing all U.S. cities with
a population over 100,000 in 1970. From this analysis, she found that Northeastern cities had the
highest level of budgetary distress, while cities in the West had the lowest. Looking at shifts

I between 1972 and 1977 in one of the later studies, she found an overall improvement--linked at leastin part to the reduction of short-term debt following New York's problems--although some cities did
show slippage in their fiscal condition over the period.

I To measure the level of structural fiscal stress, Bradbury examined a
number of indicators

which fit generally into six categories reflecting various aspects of long-term government revenue
and spending balance. These include: (1) the size of the tax base; (2) the amount of

I intergovemmental aid; (3) overlapping government tax collections from local taxpayers; (4) the rangeof the jurisdiction's service responsibilities; (5) local input prices and production conditions (costs);
and (6) service needs. She noted that there is a seventh factor that has an effect in some areas, which

I is externally imposed limitations on tax and budget authority like Proposition 13.
In her 1983 and 1984 studies, Bradbury created two indices, which combine various

.II indicators to provide a consolidated measure of fiscal distress. In the 1983 study, she developed a"structural distress index, which relates a city s basic service responsibilities to the revenue it has
| available to meet those responsibilities. One reason for calculating a combined index is the fact that

service responsibilities are not independent. Under the index, a higher value indicates a more

i distressed situation. She found that the structural distress situation is worse in the Northeast andWest. Structural distress in the western cities was a significant problem because of overlapping
jurisdictions taking resources out of the local tax base. Strain in the Northeast was a function of

ii relatively low revenue-capabilities, the above average costs of government, and high serviceresponsibilities. 71

In her 1984 study, Bradbury created a second distress index, which was designed to provide

I a comparative measure taking into account not only government financial factors but economic andsocial factors as well. The components of the index include: (1) the unemployment rate; (2) the
percentage of population in poverty; (3) violent crime rate; (4) percentage of 1980 housing units built

I before 1950; and (5) city tax effort relative to the average for the area.

71 Bradbury (1983), p. 37
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• !To calculate the index, Bradbury ranked the 153 cities in the sample according to each index
and divides the distribution into thirds. Cities in the third with the best values were assigned a +1,
while the middle third was given a zero value and the lowest third a -1. The cities' component scores Ill'
were then summed to form an index value. Thus, the best attainable index value is +5 (+1 for each I
of the five factors), while the lowest is -5. She examined the index values geographically and over
time (1975 to I980), noting changes. The index served in the analysis as the starting point for a

discussion of some of the methods that could be used to overcome distress problems. I

She found that some cities' show consistent signs of fiscal distress over time, suggesting to
her that the problems they face cannot be addressed by the cities acting alone. For the most part, i[I
these "persistently distressed cities" had experienced population, employment, and retail sales losses !
over the previous decade and were generally located in more slowly growing metropolitan areas than

taxingtheaverageresponsibilities.Cityin her survey. They also had fewer overlapping governments to spread service and iml

Finally, she examined various policy options for dealing with these persistently distressed
jurisdictions. However, she concluded that many of the trends toward population and employment II
declines may be impossible to stop, especially if they are dealt with from the local level only. She
argues that state governments have the resources and geographic breadth to aid in this effort, as does
the federal government. She was not optimistic about the possibility of large-scale state or federal
involvement in the near-term, however. I

The most recent study found in the literature--a book by Helen Ladd and John Yinger
published in 1989--builds on Bradbury's work. 72The work uses a broader range of indicators, I
makes more explicit distinctions between financial and socio-economic factors in its analysis, and J
examines differences in structural fiscal distress both across cities, as Bradbury did, and across

time, which Bradbury did only to a limited degree. IU
In their analysis, Ladd and Yinger first use economic and social factors to define hypothetical

revenue capacity and "standardized" spending requirements for 86 cities. For example, a city's
revenue-raising capacity is defined as the amount of revenue it could raise from broad-based taxes at
a selected tax burden on its residents. A city's standardized spending requirements are the amounts it W

must spend per capita to provide public services of average quality--the higher a city's costs, the

higheritslevelofneed. I
!111

The revenue and spending factors are combined to create a measure of standardized fiscal
health which is simply the difference between the revenue and spending measures. This is not a i
reflection of the local government's performance so much as it is a measure of relative capacity |under standardized conditions for the jurisdictions being analyzed. An index value greater than zero
implies that the jurisdiction's revenue capacity is at least adequate to deliver a basket of average

services, j
Using these measures, adjustments are made to reflect the limitations and responsibilities

imposed by other levels of government. For example, few local governments have the power to il
unilaterally impose any tax, and this fact is reflected in a measure of restricted revenue-raising I
capacity. Similarly, the cities' service responsibilities are adjusted to reflect differences in the service
provision requirements placed on each jurisdiction. Thus, a city's actual fiscal health is measured by
its restricted revenue capacity minus its actual need. This figure is then expressed as a percent of the B
standardizedfiscalhealthmeasure. W

I
72LaddandYinger,workpreviouslycited, i
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This approach helps to answer many of the criticisms raised about earlier studies. Since itexplicitly builds a common base of comparison and then adjusts for real differences, it is better

suited for interstate comparisons. It also makes a direct link between economic factors and financial

i indicators. Moreover, by examining the role outside factors (e.g., grants, revenue restrictions) play
in determining actual fiscal health, the study allows for a clear discussion of the role the state
government in particular plays in influencing local fiscal health. This allows Ladd and Yinger to
develop a detailed discussion of intergovemmental relations and the role of the various levels of

I government in dealing with city fiscal distress.

I GUIDEBOOKS FOR ASSESSING FISCAL CONDITION
A final branch of the literature of fiscal health and financial analysis are the various studies

that provide tools for the use of individual governments to assess their own fiscal condition. These

l studies are derived from several types of sources. The most common is the local governmentassociations--notably the International City Management Association (ICMA) and the Municipal
Finance Officers Association (MFOA)--but contributions have also been made by academic

I researchers, professional analysts, and public agencies like the California Debt AdvisoryCommission with an interest in the fiscal condition of governments within their jurisdiction.

i One of the earliest of these analyses was published by the International City Managers'
Association (later the International City Management Association) in 1943. 73 Its goal was the
general measurement of municipal activities, not specifically financial analysis, although that was a
central focus. Through the years, the ICMA and MFOA have developed a number of guidebooks to

i overall city fiscal and debt management, each presenting the latest developments in the monitoringand analysis of various local government activities. 74

I One of the best known of these guidebooks was authored by Lennox Moak and AlbertHillhouse and was published by the Finance Officers Association in 1975. It focused on local
government finance concepts. 75 At about the same time, the MFOA also published a second work
on the administration of local debt. 76 Similarly, the International City Management Association

Ill published a guide to local government management policies, aimed primarily at city managers andtheir staffs. 7

I The Moak and Hillbouse book provides a number of useful insights into the analysis of localgovernment fitiances. The authors outline, for example, a number of standards that tbey say are used
commonly in credit analysis by the credit-rating agencies, by investment bankers, and by large
institutional investors. These include several indicators of the condition of a local government's

I general obligation debt:

(1) Net direct and overlapping tax-supported debt per capita;
Ill

' I (2) Net direct and overlapping tax-supported debt to adjusted assessed valuation;

I 73 Clarence E. Ridley and Herbert A. Simon, Measuring Municipal Activities (Chicago: The International CityManagers' Association, 1943).
74 See, for example, International City Managers' Association, Techniques in Municipal Administration (Chicago:
The International City Managers' Association, various editions); Municipal Finance Administration (Chicago:

I InternationalCity Managers' Association, 1955).75 Lennox L. Moak and Albert M. Hillhouse, Concepts and Practices in Local Government Finance (Chicago:
MunicipalFinance OfficersAssociation, 1975).

i 76 Lennox L. Moak, Administration of Local Government Debt (Chicago: Municipal Finance Officers Association,1976).
77 j. Richard Aronson and Eli Schwartz (eds.) Management Policies in Local Government Finance (Washington,
D.C.: International City Management Association, 1976).
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(3) Percentageofcurrentpropertytaxin delinquency; i

(4) Percentage of debt service on tax-supported debt to total revenues; or as a ,_
segment of the total operating budget; !

(5) Average life of tax-supported debt outstanding; and
i

(6) Shape of the debt service curve. I

They also suggest that debt service coverage--operating revenues to total debt service--and im
the of the depreciated value of capital plant over debt should be examined for revenue bond iexcess
debt, and they outline a number of other important measures, including the jurisdiction's budget

u

condition (balanced or not) and various indicators dealing with its economic and tax base of the
jurisdiction. They suggest three key economic base indicators, including the community's tangible ,m
property values (land, structures, etc.) per capita; the per capita resources of its banks and other III
financial resources (intangible property wealth, generally), and various measures related to the size
and composition of the local population and work force. 78 |

Moak and Hilll_ouse offer several indicators for evaluating a jurisdiction's tax base:

(1) Theoverallproductivityof thetotal tax base (measuredbyper capita i
taxes as a percent of per capita income); U

(2) Limitations on broadening the tax base (legal administrative, political,
or competitive);

(3) The property tax base; .j
,11(4) Stability of the local tax system, evaluated based on by such indicators '

as the percentage of nonproperty taxes to total revenue, the percentage of nontax
local revenues to total revenues, and the percentage of.federal and state aid to
total revenues; and II

(5) Taxbasegrowthrates. !1

They also discuss the idea of combining these various indicators into a single composite
index for analytical purposes to allow comparisons among local governments to given local decision

makersa senseof wherethey standcomparedto similarjurisdictions, i
I

One interesting aspect of this system is that the authors provide general performance
standards for some of their indicators. For example, they suggest that the current property tax •
delinquency rate is best in a range of three to five percent of the total property tax levy. The II
percentage of debt service on tax-supported debt to total revenues should have an upper limit of 25
percent, while the average life of tax-supported debt outstanding should optimally have an upper
limit standard of 10.5-15 years. In this latter case, they reason that credit is a revolving power, and •
the more rapidly it is retired, the more rapidly it can be drawn upon if needed. In this regard, they II

suggest that a 20-30 year average life would point to debt structure problems for the local
government. The authors do not present standards for the economic and tax base measures. Indeed, II
they warn about the dangers of seeldng comprehensive answers from the financial statistics
available:

I
78 Moak and Hillhouse, p. 392-393.
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I Ratios and standard measures must be applied with caution. Analysis or managementby slide rule is dangerous. A particular measure must be applied in an atmosphere

of healthy skepticism. It may be wise to explore the limitations as well as to draw on

i itsstrengths.79
As in the case of the fiscal distress studies, there was an increased interest in developing

these type guidebooks following the New York City crisis. One of the earliest of these studies

I appeared in 1976 and was authored by Richard Aronson and Eli Schwartz for the International CityManagement Association. s0

I Following as it did on the heels of the New York crisis, the Aronson and Schwartz studyfocused on indicators that point toward local debt problems of the sort that New York had. They
review trends in local debt among major cities, using New York as a benchmark, much as Aronson

I and King did in their 1978 study discussed earlier.
The important addition of this work to the literature is to provide a checklist of fiscal health

indicators, similar to the ones Moak and Hillhouse presented, except more extensive. They note that

I "the proper use of ratios involves a knowledge of the 'rule of thumb' standards of financialadequacy and a certain amount of judgmental expertise which can only be developed by practice. ''sl
Their checklist of indicators of fiscal health includes indicators of heahh of the tax base and

i indicators for the particular jurisdiction. These standards are shown in Table 5.
The Municipal Finance Officers Association also developed a fiscal indicators guidebook for

local offici,'ds in the late 1970s. 82 The Association's 1978 study is divided into two parts. The first

I describes the conditions which contribute to local financial difficulties and a det.'tiled list of indicatorsassociated with these difficulties. The second part of the study provides procedures by which local
governments can collect and track the trend data discussed in the first part.

! .The MFOA identifies five key factors which can cause fiscal problems for a municipality.
The first of these is declining economic vitality in the community. Obviously, any local government

I is a candidate for fiscal problems if its economy is in decline, and the study outlines variousindicators--including retail sales trends, population trends, income trends and trends in property
appraisals--to identify and quantify the basic economic direction of the jurisdiction. Most of these
indicators--and indeed the concept of examining the economic base--are similar to many of the other

.i analyses discussed earlier.

The second condition leading to fiscal problems, according to the MFOA, is the loss of

I financial independence and flexibility. Financial independence, according to the study, can be lost inseveral ways--by becoming overly reliant on volatile outside funding sources (federal aid), by
incurring excessive debt, by having statutory limits or requirements imposed by state government,
and by becoming committed to programs whose costs cannot be easily controlled.

I A third factor pointing to financial difficulty is declining municipal productivity. Productivity
is a difficult factor for governments to measure since there are many services which have no tangible

I aspects. However, Aronson and Schwartz suggest examining several factors, such as the number ofmunicipal employees per capita and municipal enterprises with operating losses as proxies for a
direct productivity measure.

I 79Ibid., p. 379.
80 j. Richard Aronson and Eli Schwartz, "Determining Debt's Danger Signals," Management Information Service

i Report,Vol. 8, No. 12 (Washington,D.C.: InternationalCityManagementAssociation,December1976).81 Ibid., p. 8.
82 Philip Rosenbcrg and C. Wayne Smiling, "Is Your City Heading for Financial Difficulty: A Guidebook for Sm'all .

i Cities and Other Governmental Units," (Washington, D.C.: Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1978).
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• TABLE 5 i

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

CHECKLIST: INDICATORS OF FISCAL HEALTH l
III

The Health of the Base

Total local debt as a percentage of the property tax II
base (assessed value).* II
• Less than 5% is very good.

• Over 10% signals possible trouble. ]_i
Growth rate of total debt.

• Should not exceed growth rate of tax base. II
Total debt per capita HI

• Less than $400 is good.

• Over$1,000signalspossibletrouble. !
I1

Regional growth rate of personal income

• Should roughly parallel that of nationahGNP. !
1

The Particular Jurisdiction

Liquid assets (cash + securities)/short-term debt. Ill
• Ratio of 5.0 is average; higher is better. •

Short-term debt I
• Should all be retired each fiscal'year.

• Carry over or "roll over" between years signals
trouble.

am

Debt service (annual retirement of long-term debt plus D
all interest) as a percentage of total revenue from own

sources. I• Should be less than 20-25%.

• With total short-term debt added to debt service,

shoul d still be less than 40%.

Source: J. Richard Aronson and Eli Schwartz, "Determining Debt's i

Danger Signals," Management Information Service Report,

Vol. 8, No. 12 (Washington. D.C.: International City .l_•Management Association, December 1976)o p. 14.

* Total debt is debt for all local governments (including special []
special districts, etc.) impacting on the tax base. I!

,I
I
I
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I The fourth sign of fiscal difficulties in the MFOA's analysis is a large amount of municipal

costs being deferred or postponed to the future. This trend is reflected in the level of short-term debt

I or situations where long-term debt funds are applied tOoperating (non-capital) programs. Alsosignificant, the authors say, are such budget-balancing expedients as the deferral of pension costs
and cuts in funding of capital items. Such budget juggling allows a backlog of needed infrastructure
improvements to build up and wilt inevitably compound fiscal difficulties.

I These indicators would fit well into the fifth measure in the MFOA list of factors--the use of
unsound financial management practices. This factor runs the gamut of practices from a steady

I pattern of budget overruns to growing levels of uncollected taxes. Any fiscal problems a jurisdictionmight experience because of largely uncontrollable factors like the economy can be seriously
exacerbated by government management practices.

i The ICMA its extensivehandbookforevaluatinglocalfiscal conditionin
published own

1980. This work, prepared for the Association by Sanford Groves and Maureen Godsey Valente,
was subsequently updated in 1986. 83

I The ICMA prescribes an extensive list of fiscal indicators to be monitored and analyzed by
local officials. The approach is labeled the Financi;d Trend Monitoring System (FTMS). The authors

' say the system is designed to identify "the factors that affect financial condition and rationally

I and measurement. ''8n outline 12 factors representing the[arrange] them tO facilitate analysis They
primary forces shaping government fiscal condition. These are associated with 36 indicators that
measure different aspects of the basic factors. The 12 factors are subdivided into three major

I categories: environmental factors, organizational factors, and financial factors. The framework ofFTMS is illustrated in Figure 1. Much of the handbook is dedicated to discussing how the various
indicators are formed and analyzed.

i A similar, approach to government financial analysis was developed by Robert Berne and
Richard Schramm, also in 1986. 85 Their book is less targeted at local decision makers and analysts
as it is at the geqeral student of public finances. According to Berne and Schramm, a government's

i fiscal condition dependson:
(1) Community tastes and needs (poverty, education, unemployment, etc.);

I (2) The local conditionsaffecting the production and distribution of public
goods and services (e.g., population, density, climate);

I (3) The costs of labor, capital, and other productive resources;

(4) The wealth of the community;is

I (5) The political and governmental structure of the jurisdiction and the surrounding
area;

I (6) Federaland state policies affecting local resources responsibilities;
and and

(7) Government financial policies and practices (e.g., tax rates, debt levels, etc.).

!
83 Sanford M. Graves and Maureen Godsey Valente, Evaluating FO_ancial Condition: A ltondbookfor Local

i Government, 2rid Edition (Washington, D.C.: The International City Management Association, 1986).84 Ibid., p. 3.
85 Robert Berne and Richard Schramm, The Financial Analysis of Government (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1986).
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I For each of these general categories, the authors develop a set of indicators. These indicators are
considerably more extensive than those used by Groves and Valente and are, in fact, the most

I detailed list of indicators found in any of the literature surveyed for this report. Interestingly,although the Berne and Schramm and Groves and Valente lists of indicators do overlap in several
places, both use a number of variations on indicators that are not used by the other.

m A final example of this of analysis is the draft report prepared for the California DebtAdvisory Commission in 1988.t_c_eThisreport follows an approach similar to that used in the ICMA
and Berne and Schramm studies and will not be discussed in detail in this report. In this case, a

I number of indicators are specified for use by local officials in evaluating their debt position andoverall fiscal health. The focus appears to be more pragmatic than the Berne and Schramm study, for
example, since most of the indicators are formed from data that should readily available to local

i officials.
CONCLUSIONS

I 'This report has discussed various studies relating to the analysis of the creditworthiness and
general fiscal heahh of state and local governments. 87 These analyses began with the first credit

I ratings prepared by Moody's early in this century and have been refined through a host ofdevelopments since then. Table 6 summarizes the key developments in this area.

The report identifies three major types of studies that make up the literature of fiscal health
I analysis. First among these are the various analyses that seek to predict bond ratings or yields. For
I the most part, these studies make use of a range of fiscal and economic indicators as predictors, with

I 86 Boyer, Bennett, & Shaw Management Consultants, "Indicators for Evaluating the Debt Condition of California
Local Governments," Draft Report Prepared for the California Debt Advisory Commission (December 1988).

I 87 A number of references from earlier research by the California Debt Advisory Commission were reviewed as part ofthis analysis but were not included in the final text, either because they were directly relevant to the literature review or
because the information in them was replicated or paralleled in works that were cited in the review. These references
include: Jeff cry I. Chapman, "Baseline Analysis of California Public Debt," (Napa, California: John J. Kirlin and

I Associates, October 1982); Terry Nichols Clark, Robert S. Kaplan, and Albert Mandansky, "Fiscal Management ofAmerican Cities: Funds Flow Indicators," Journal of Accounting Research, Vol. 15 (Supplement, 1977), pp. 54-106;
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Debt and Credit Rating Management for the Towns of Cohasset, Duxbury,

m llingham, Marshfield, Norwell, and Rockland (Boston: Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Revenue,Division of Local Services, Municipal Data Management and Technical Assistance Bureau, January 1988); Jennifer,
Cryor, "Municipal Bonds," Management Information Services Report, Vol. 19, No. 6 (Washington, D.C.:
International City Management Association, June 1987); U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Financial

I Capability Guidebook" (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, March 1984); Paul G. Farnham, "Re-
.... . V 1examining Local Debt Limits: A Dtsaggregated Analysis, Southern Econotruc Journal, ol. 5 , No. 4 (April 1985),

pp. 1186-1201; Sanford M. Groves, W. Maureen Godsey, and Martha Shulman, "Financial Indicators for Local
Government," Public Budgeting and Finance, Vol. 1, No. 2 (Summer 1981), pp. 5-19; George C. Kaufmann, "Debt

m Management," in J. Richard Aronson and Ell Schwartz (eds.), Management Policies in Local Government Finance(Washington, D.C.: International City Management Association, 1981); State of California, Legislative Analyst,
"The Use of Tax Exempt Bonds in California: Policy Issues and Recommendations," (Sacramento, December 1982);

i Herman B. Leonard, Measuring and Reporting the Financial Condition of Public Organizations (unpublished
manuscript), (Cambridge: Harvard University, Kennedy School of Government, 1985); Moody's Investor Services,

.... , . nMoody's on Municipals and PtOeallsin Issuing Mumctpal Bonds (New York Moody s Investor Services, Ja uary
1982); Municipal Finance Research Center, A Review of Debt Capacity and Debt Management for the State of

i Alaska, Report to the Legislative Budget and Audit Committee, Alaska State Legislature (Washington, D.C.:
..... ' h fGovernment Finance Officers Assocmtton, August 1983) John Ross and James Greenfield, Measuring the Hcalt o

Cities," Fiscal Stress and Public Policy, Vol 9 (Beverley Hills, California: Sage Publications, 1980); Wade S. Smith,
The Appraisal of Municipal Credit Risk (New York: Moody's Investors Services, 1979).
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varying degrees of success. This entire line of analysis is plagued by the fundamentally subjective Inature of !he bond ratings themselves.

The second strand in the literature are the studies of state and local government fiscal Icondition. Although precursors of this type of analysis date back several decades, what we now
know as studies of fiscal stress or distress actually dates to 1973 and a study of city financial
emergencies developed by the U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. This

strand of the literature gained a significant boost from the fiscal problems many local governments Ifaced during the mid- and late 1970s. Like the bond rating analyses, these studies make use of a
range of indicators; however, the selection typically is broader than in the bond rating studies and is

more likely to deal with future prospects for the governmentsbeing analyzed. I
A final branch in this literature includes the guidebooks developed based on many of the

same techniques and indicators as the first two strands but organized in a way that allows them to be iiused by state and local officials to tailor special analyses of their own credit position.

Although the three types of studies have somewhat different purposes, there are some

common themes which emerge from a review of the entire body of literature in this area. For Iexample, regardless of the type of study, it is common to select indicators broadly reflecting
economic, fiscal (revel_ue and spending), and debt factors. The determinants of an individual

government's fiscal condition are varied, and the studies show statistically that a variety of indicators Iare essential for any valid analysis of that condition. To analyze creditwo_'thiness, for example, it is
not simply enough to examine a jurisdiction's debt condition. It is important to look beyond debt
structure to the workings of the government's general finances, to the finances of surrounding

jurisdictions, and at the condition of the economy in which the government must operate. I

I
i
I
I
I
I
!
i
I
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I TABLE 6A CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS RELEVANT TO THE ANALYSIS

OF STATE AND LOCAL CREDIT AND FISCAL HEALTH

i Year Description

I 1838 First recorded default by a local government--Mobile, Alabama.
1840s Sharp increase in state and local government defaults owing partly to economic difficulties and over-extension

of credit by some jurisdictions.

I 1873-79 Another period of high default activity in the aftermath of the Civil War and the Panic of 1873.

I 1893 Panic and depression set off another round of municipal defaults.
1909 Moody's begins rating coporate bond ratings, beginning with railroad debt.

I 1919 Moody's begins rating municipal bonds issues as outgrowth of its corporate bond ratings.

1930s A new round of state and local defaults stemming from the Depression thfit began in 1929. Major problems

l w_th ratings as many jurisdictions default 'mprovements made 'n staffing and methods at Moody's.
1932 Dun & Bradstreet establishes its municipal credit reports.

I 1940s Government credit conditions improve significantly during World War II, owing partly to strong economic
growtb anti partly to wartime restrictions on government spending.

I 1941 James McCabe of Syracuse University develops one of the earliest alternative systems for rating governmentdebt based on a set of indicators developed by polling experts in municipal credit analysis.

I 1949 Standard and Poor's begins issuing letter ratings for government debt issues. (Letter ratings for some issuesdated to before World War II.)

1949 The Comptroller of the Currency issues new regulatipns governing securities held by banks, intensifying

I interestin ratings.

1957 Further changes in investment regulations by the Comptroller of the Currency.

I 1957 Early work on fiscal disparities among governments, a precursor to fiscal strain analyses.

1962 U.S. Advisory Commission on Intorgovernmental Relations introduces first measures of fiscal capacity

I andtaxeffort.

1965 Moody's lowers New York City tax-secured bonds from A to Baa, touching off major controversy over

I validityofbondratings(July).
1966 Standard and Poor's follows suit on New York rating, lowering their rating from A to BBB.

! 1966 Walter Tyler establishes competitor company to produce quantitatively based ratings of municipal bond issues.

I 1968 Standard and Poor's begins to charge a fee for its ratings.

!
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TABLE 6--Continued IA CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS RELEVANT TO THE ANALYSIS

OF STATE AND LOCAL CREDIT AND FISCAL HEALTH

Year Descriplion I

1968 . Congressional hearings on bond market prompted in part by highest interest rates in 33 years, partly by the

sharp growth in tax exempt issues and their effects on the overall municipal credit market; and partly over Igovernmental dissatisfaction with the ratings. No major legislative results.

1969 William Carleton and Eugene Lerner publish early analysis predicting municipal bond ratings. I
1970 Moody's begins charging a fee for its ratings.

1970 Penn Central bankruptcy causes uncertainty over debt issues by public and private entities. I

1970 Cleveland lays off 2,000 workers because of major budget problems.

1971 Dunn & Bradstreet becomes part of Moody's, itself a wholly-owned subsidiary of Dunn & Bradstreet, Inc. I

1973 analysisAdvis°rYofC°mmissi°ncityfiscal dlfficulties°nlntergovernmentalandtheir causes.Relati°nspublishes City Fiscal Emergencies, the first detailed I

1975 New York Urban Development Corporation (UDC) defaults on debt; New York City and New York State

unable to refinance debt, setting off fiscal crisis and generating significant interest in municipal fiscal health. "l

1976 Richard Nathan and Charles F. Adams develop one of the earliest urban hardship index.

I1977 Advisory Commission on lntergovemmental Relations publishes first version of its "fiscal blood pressure"
of state and local fiscal health, based on tax effort measurements.

1978 Cleveland faces major fiscal problems and near default on a portion of its debt. I

Late 1970s Extensive work on measures of government fiscal health conducted by a variety of researchers.

1980 J. Richard Aronson published "Municipal Fiscal Indicators," summarizing much of the work to that time on I
the measurement of fiscal health and distress.

I1982-84 Katherine Bradbury publishes a series of articles that distinguish between budgetary (largely short-term) fiscal

distress and structural (long-term) fiscal distress. Bradbary develops two fiscal distress indexes.

1989 Helen Ladd and John Yinger publish America's Ailing Cities, the most recent and most extensive analysis of Iurban fiscal stress and public policy.

Source: KPMG Peat Marwick, Policy Economics Group. I

I
I
I
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I Second, while the broad categories of indicators are fairly consistent, there is wide variation
in the specific indicators used in the studies. This variety not only is found among the three types of

i studies but also among the various studies within the three categories. This variation in indicatorsused reflects the range of data available to analysts, the different goals of the various studies, and the
general murkiness in the literature about what is being measured and how best to go about

i measuringit.
Despite these ambiguities, there are certain key indicators which appear in a great many of

the studies. Population, for example, is used in a large number of the studies, as is some measure of

I state or local personal income. Various measures of revenue capacity and debt burden also f'md theirway into most studies. This suggests that while there still is no comprehensive set of indicators for
measuring state and local government fiscal health, there is an emerging body of indicators that have
proven statistically significant in a number of studies or which have gained some level of acceptance!
amongexpertsin this field.

A major difficulty in tying these indicators together in a comprehensive package is the lack of

I standards for evaluating their meaning. Particularly in the area of credit analysis, there are some verygeneral rules of thumb for interpreting the various indicators have been developed throughAhe years,
but there is no fixed g_:oup of standards that can serve as an overall guide. Most of the rules of

I thumb are essentially general guidelines accepted by experts and are not necessarily grounded in anyrigorous analytical framework.

i Unfortunately, there is unlikely to be any such set of standards at anytime in the near future.As a number of the studies indicate, one of the clear facts that emerges from these studies is the
degree of diversity among governments. What represents fiscal stress and the specter of default for
one government may be handled with little fanfare by another.

I Because of the lack of standards, a common approach used in a majority of the studies (with
the exception of the guidebooks) is comparative analysis of a number of governments. Comparing

I governments with each other, most analysts acknowledge, is fraught with complications, and thevalidity of such comparative analysis is questionable in some cases because of a variety of
differences: in the population of the jurisdictions under consideration, in services provided, in legal
requirements, and in the financial information reported by the governments to name just a few.

I Nonetheless, at this point, comparisons against the mean or median represent the best available
method of developing stand,'u'ds for ongoing fiscal analysis. They also represent a source of
continuing interest anaong elected officials and others who make use of this type of analysis.

I" Despite the lack of a clear cut theory and a comprehensive set of indicators of overall fiscal
health, most of the analysts seem to agree that good fiscal health depends on two condition s, which
were well summarized in a 1979 study. These conditions include:

I • A strong economy that produces sufficient revenue to meet the cost
of public services while simultaneously providing private employment

I and income that reduces the need for some public expenditures;and
• Sound resource and fiscal management that minimizes waste, provides

i information needed to make sound fiscal choices and avoids the, spending of more revenue than can be raised dependably, ss

I
S8 Wayne Stallings, "Measuring the Fiscal Condition of Local Governments: A Growing Concern," Resources in

I Review (March/April1979),p. 3.
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The studies reviewed in this report suggest that state and local fiscal problems often follow economic •
problems, and while the studies suggest that fiscal distress is an outcome of economic strain, it is by II
no means inevitable.

In assessing the work done thus far, it is possible to develop several observations about the N
likely direction of future research in this area. Probably the most important of these is that the

U

research will continue--and that it is important that it does continue. Our state and local govemments
have enjoyed improved fiscal conditions in the last few years, but this trend will not continue i
forever. The various indicators of fiscal condition can be an important tool in helping state and local
officials avoid fiscal hot water. Clearly, the use of indicators to evaluate state and local government
creditworthiness and general fiscal health is preferable to making no attempt to analyze trends in •

" fiscal condition at all. The measurement and evaluation of financial condition is still at a primitive il
stage, but it promises to be a useful tool to avoiding government fiscal problems in the future.

Research is likely to continue to evolve in the direction of greater sophistication, with a broad
range of indicators examining multiple facets of a government's fiscal condition and the conditions
in its surrounding economy. The distinction made by Bradbury between budgetary fiscal distress
and structural distress has been advanced significantly by the work of Ladd and Yinger, and work in •
this direction is likely to continue.

Another likely trend is an increasing focus on changes in condition over time and possibly on
the forecasting of fiscal indictors as a way of predicting government fiscal condition under varying •
economic circumstances. Bradbury and especially Ladd and Yinger have demonstrated the value of m

examining time series data on various indicators, while work done by Bahl and by Ramsey and
Hackbart point toward the application of economic forecasting techniques to the existing
methodologies of analyzing historical data.

Unfortunately, how quickly these trends advance may depend on the data that are available.

The fiscal analysis of state and local government has long been characterized by data inadequacies •
and inconsistencies related to the multitude of methods govemments use to maintain their fiscal
records. This problem has been compounded recently by the federal government's reduced
involvement in state and local programs. Reduced federal involvement has had the simultaneous i
effect of reducing data collection and analysis of state and local issues by federal agencies. There g
clearly is a need for more extensive and timely data to make the indicator studies more useful to
policy makers. The question is how to bring about the needed improvements in data collection •
methodologies. II

The last decade has witnessed a major expansion in the demands placed on state and local ann

governments in this country. State and local govemments have been required to shoulder greater •
responsibilities because of federal aid cut-backs and because of the burgeoning needs of their II

citizens in many areas where state and local government was scarcely involved two decades ago.
Inevitably, with these stresses and with the vagaries of the economy, there will be another round of •
fiscal problems for state and local governments. Although there is much work to be done, it seems |
clear that a comprehensive set of fiscal indicators can be an invaluable tool in detecting fiscal
problems before they fester into major crises and in helping government's maintain their fiscal

integrityinunsettledtimes. UI

I
I
I
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Part 2: Theoretical Framework, Indicators,

and Recommendations i

INTRODUCTION I

Concern over the level of public debt and whether it is "too high" or "too low" is common •
among public officials nationwide. In this regard, California is no exception. The level of public
indebtedness and its implications for state and local finances have long been--and will continue to
be--important public policy issues in a state with over 5,500 units of governments operating at least Ill

partly throughdebtfinancing, i

Clearly, the use of debt has an important role in modem public finance. Debt financing
makes it unnecessary for governments to carry the full burden of long-term capital projects in their
current budgets, thereby reducing fiscal stresses and making it possible for the governments to II
deliver a wider range of services for the same public dollars. Debt financing also allows the cost of
long-term projects to be shared between current and future taxpayers who will benefit from the II
projects. The use of debt may als0 allow projects to be undertaken more quickly and provide greater |
flexibility in the means of meeting public needs. Finally, in an era when there is substantial public
resistance to tax increases, debt financing may also offer an important alternative for meeting the
expenditure demands government faces without higher taxes. I

U
On the other hand, the history of state and local finances nationally is spotted with instances

where public credit has been misused or over-used with occasionally disastrous results. Moreover, •
the Loma Prieta earthquake underscores the importance of governments maintaining flexibility in
their finances, including their debt financing.

There is little in the data currently available to suggest that California is approaching I
dangerous levels in terms of its use of debt financing. Although the dollar amounts of outstanding J

debt in the State are large in absolute terms, the levels are below national averages when adjusted for
population size or state income. In the 1986-87 fiscal year, for example, state and local per capita il
debt in California totaled $2,601, according to federal statistics, well below the U.S. average of just II
under $2,953 per capita. In that year, California ranked 33rd among the 50 states in per capita debt
burden. Nonetheless, large amounts of debt continue to be proposed and issued by California I
governments for a growing range of purposes, and uncertainties linger about what current debt U
financing trends may imply for the future. This concern was voiced in mid- 1989 by California State
Treasurer Thomas Hayes:

There is an increasing and dangerous trend to issue more and more _m
debt .... Unless we're careful, we will end up like the federal government--
mortgaging our children's future by saddling them with a staggering
load of debt payments. 89 II

I
89ThomasW. Hayes,CaliforniaStateTreasurer,textof a speechdeliverMonJuly 18, 1989.
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I The problem for policy makers in dealing with these concerns is that there are no convenientstandards for judging the appropriate level of debt for a unit of government--much less for a state

like California made up of thousands of governmental units. As the Legislative Analyst Office has

I observed: "There is not simple formula or 'mle of thumb' to come up with the level of indebtednessthat it is appropriate for California to have, or for that matter to say how much debt is 'too much. '''90
This conclusion is amply supported by the results of the literature review contained in the first part
of this project. The appropriate level of indebtedness for a government or group of governments is a

I function of economic conditions and fiscal needs that over.time and,cancomplex concept--a change
only be fixed inexactly at any given point.

This problem is complicated by a lack of consistent, centralized data. California is fortunateto have a legal requirement that local governments report their finances to the State Controller on a
more-or-less uniform basis, but this does not remove the problems inherent in the available

i information:
One of the first discoveries made in analysis of the amount and type of debt
issued [in California] is that not all agencies use the same categories or time

I spans as they gather and classify information on debt. For example, somedata are collected on a calendar year, while others are collected on a fiscal
year. Many small issues are privately placed and may never be reported.

I Others may just slip through the collection agencies' files.91
Other agencies--and notably the California Debt Advisory Commission (CDAC)--collect information
on debt in the State, but this collection effort focuses primarily On specific concerns, such as new

I debt issues. There is as no repository that brings together the data resources and analytical
yet

approaches that are needed to monitor and analyze this complex issue on a routine basis, even
though continuing concerns among policy makers and the very lack of precision in current methods
make efforts to improve information and analysis especially critical. The role of the assessment

II process in this case is not to serve as a governor or limit on the use of debt by government. Rather,
its goal should be to provide policy makers with the information they need to make informed

IIIll judgements about how debt should fit into the overall financing of California governrnent.
To a very large degree, the State of California has consistently acknowledged the importance

of this task over the last decade. The Debt Advisory Commission was created in part to act as a

I statistical center for state and local debt issues in California, and early on, the Commission adoptedbylaws which set "devising an 'early warning system' to alert public officials and the public
generally to emerging debt-related problems in the pubic sector" as one of its roles. 92 This concern

i has been supported by numerous analytical studies prepared by CDAC and the Legislative Analyst inrecent years examining state and local debt and its implications. 93More to the point, CDAC also has
developed a program of research, of which the current study is a part, to consider the feasibility of
developing a system for assessing the level of outstanding debt on a continuing basis. The question

I is not so much whether the State has a legitimate, continuing interest in the issue, but rather aquestion of how best to approach the task with the statistical tools and information available.

I The use of statistical indicators appears to offer a valid potential approach to help meet thisneed. Fiscal indicators are statistics which measure various facets of the fiscal health or performance

I 90Stateof California,LegislativeAnalyst,"TheLevelofStateIndebtedness,"The 1989.90Budget:PerspectivesandIssues, (Sacramento, 1989), p. 155.
91JohnJ. KirlinandAssociates,"Analysesof CaliforniaPublicDebt,"(Sacramento,August 1983),p.42.
92Stateof California,LegislativeAnalyst,"The UseofTax-ExemptBondsin California:Policy Issuesand

I Recommendations,"(Sacramento,Report82-20,December1982),p.265.93See, forexample,Ibid.;Kirlinand Associates;CaliforniaDebtAdvisoryCommission,"PolicyOptions
ConcerningCaliforniaPublicDebt,"(Sacramento,August 1983)and"The Useof GeneralObligationBondsby the

i Stateof California,"(Sacramento,September1987).
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of a state or local government unit (or a related group of governments). To accomplish this, I]
indicators must be chosen to reflect both the economy in which the government operates and the
results of its financial operations. Indicators have at times been narrowly applied--to such issues as
evaluating the creditworthiness of individual governments--and at other time broadly applied--to the I]
measurement of the general fiscal health and distress of cities and regions.

In this portion of the report, a process is developed for using indicators to assess the level of

outstanding public debt for California governments. However, the approach tg:this process in reality H
is not--and indeed cannot--be much different from the general analysis of'government fiscal
condition. This is true because public debt is not an element that can be viewed in isolation. It is part
of the overall fiscal make-up of government, and the factors which underlie the overall condition of •
government also underlie the government's capacifi] to sustain a given level of debt. The primary
difference is that the concern in this instance is more specifically focused on the composition and

trendsin debt initially,ratherthanas apieceof the largerfiscalpicture. •

It is also important to understand that the review and possible development of an indicator
methodology does not guarantee f'mal answers to the question of the appropriate level of debt.
Instead, it provides a consistent framework for putting the level of outstanding debt into a proper •
context. There is a large amount of debt outstanding in California, but how does this volume relate
to the size of the State economy, the fiscal capacity of state and local government, and the needs of
Californians in general? Properly specified, indicators should be able to provide the State with •
valuable insights into these questions. II

SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW I

The analysis in the following sections is built on the work in Part 1 of this study which
reviewed the literature on the analysis of government fiscal condition and debt position. The review •
showed that over the past two decades in particular, there has been considerable research directed
toward three primary ends:

(1) Predicting or providing an alternative to the credit ratings most often I
associated with the f'trms of Moody's Investors Services and Standard
and Poor's Corporation; m

(2) Monitoring and assessing the fiscal health of state and local governments-- i
and especially the health of major U.S. cities; and

(3) Developing guidebooks for use by local officials in assessing their jurisdiction's Ifiscal health.

Although these three strands in the literature pursue somewhat different ends, they share a common I
interest in identifying statistical measures or indicators which can be used to monitor and evaluate m

various aspects of government, fiscal condition in a way that is detailed enough to detect changes--

particularly those pointing to fiscal deterioration and the onset of financial difficulties. Del
The literature review revealed that these earlier studies used a wide range of fiscal indicators

for this task. A few factors--such as measures of population and income--recur in most of the •
analyses, but many indicators were found to have at least some analytical significance in one or more I
of the studies and not consistent set of key factors emerges from the research to date. The lack of a
consistent set of indicators--even among studies with basically the same analytical goals--illustrates
the major difficulties with the indicator approach. First, there is no clear-cut set of indicators that can i
always be expected to reflect the fiscal condition of a group of state and local governments el
accurately--in some respects, the development and use of indicators remains as much art as science.

I
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I Second, wherethere used thereislittle analystsand

even are commonly measures, agreement among
public officials about how to interpret them--i.e., where does poor fiscal health or questionable
credit condition begin? How is it reflected by changes in the level of debt burden or expenditures by

I the government? Because of the lack of definite standards, many of the studies have relied onintergovernmental comparisons, which introduce an entirely separate set of advantages and
problems.

I From the standpoint of the current research effort, the earlier studies w_eredifferent in that
their focus was on individual units of government, rather than on governments in aggregate. With
only rare exceptions, the studies do not develop composite measures for all units in a given

I geographical area (e.g., a county or state) or for a given category of government (e.g., cities,counties). There are relatively few studies like the current one which seek to define a set of aggregate
indicators that the reflect the overall credit condition for all of the governments within a state.

I Despite these problems, there have been significant improvements in this area of study in
recent years, and the difficult fiscal circumstances that may lie ahead for state and local governments
underscore the need to continue making improvements in fiscal analysis systems. The current project

I represents one step
in that direction.

I ASSESSING THE LEVEL OF OUTSTANDING DEBT

The level of outstanding debt in California--about $72 billion for all forms of state and local

i indebtedness in 1986-87--is a large figure, representing roughly ten percent of all state and localindebtedness nationally. California state and local governments have more debt outstanding in
aggregate than any other state except New York. But the figures by themselves really convey
relatively little insight into the actual credit condition of California. It may, in fact, create

I misimpressions if taken out of context, and it clearly does not reveal any real insight into theappropriateness of the debt and its uses or the degree of burden it imposes on government.

I The first of these two issues--the appropriateness of the debt and its uses--is largely aquestion of public policy and is not directly tied to an analysis of what effect the debt may have on
government's fiscal position (although that may be an element in the policy consideration of the
question). In effect, governments must decide how they will use debt in their overall financing

I scheme, and these decisions will from to and from state to state. For a
vary government government

given jurisdiction, the appropriate level of debt is a function of a number of factors, the most
important of which is the actual need for public projects that the debt is used to finance. However, it

I also includes the availability of other funding sources, legal constraints, and the politicalenvironment in which the government must operate. 94

I The policy judgement about what the appropriate level of debt has important implications forgovernment. If the level identified as appropriate proves to be too high, the result may be severe
fiscal problems, affecting the government's bond rating and limiting its overall fiscal flexibility. If
the level identified is too low, it may mean that needed public facilities and infrastructure are not

I being built, which will have repercussions for the State's future development. Except at theextremes, the definition of the appropriate level of debt is largely a function of policy judgement, and
concern over this issue has led the Legislative Ahalyst to recommend that the Legislature arrive at its

i own def'mition of the appropriate level of debt and produce a multi-year capital improvements budgetconsistent with it.95 Because it is largely a public policy issue, the use of indicators is of little direct
value in assessing this particular issue. Its role is to provide policy makers with an informational
basis on which to base their judgements.

!
94 Legislative Analyst, "The Level of State Indebtedness," p. 156.

I 95 Ibid.
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The second issue, the level of debt and the burden it imposes on government, is critical to all I

governments, since the burden imposed by debt is a central factor in the overall equation of their

fiscal health. Addressing the issue requires seeking insights into two questions:

• What is the debt capacity of govemment? That is, how much
total debt can it carry?

• !• How much of the government's debt capacity is currently being
used and how much is available for future use?

Whether a given level of debt represents an unsustainable burden can only be understood in I
the context of the larger financial position of government. A given level of debt becomes
burdensome when it begins to intrude on the efficient financial operations of a governmental unit. II
Ability to pay is a function of the relationship between the resources available to the governmental •
unit and the demands placed upon it. III

Measuring and evaluating these conditions is a difficult proposition and is still relatively
primitive in technique, despite a voluminous amount of research on the issue carried out in recent
years. It follows, then, that as a part of the overall fiscal make-up of government, the assessment of
the level of outstanding debt and its implications is also a relatively complex process which is also in
its infancy. Nonetheless, it is possible to develop a logical process for the assessment of the |
questions of debt capacity and usage, and the next section describes the basic framework for such a

process. I

A FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSING PUBLIC DEBT
m

To develop a process for evaluating the outstanding debt of California governments, it is i
necessary to describe the general characteristics of such a process, to construct a framework or
"model" for organizing the data to be analyzed, and to identify and evaluate the information I
resources that would needed to make the framework workable. In this regard, it is useful to begin by |
describing the general characteristics of the process that should serve as a basis for constructing the
assessment framework.

I
General Characteristics

The first major'characteristic of the analytical framework presented in this shady is that it I
does not consist of a single measure or formula for assessment of the level of debt outstanding.
Instead, it is a multi-part framework for organizing and interpreting a range of measures related to m

the fiscal health and credit condition of a given unit of government or group of governments-- •
whether state, local, or both. These pieces must be viewed together to develop a complete g

understanding of the implications of a gik,en level of outstanding debt.The approach is not to design
a statistical construct which produces a set of statistics that defines the credit condition of . •
government and thus produces what appears to be a clear cut answer to the question of how much I
debt is too much. Rather, the framework is designed to provide a systematic approach to thinking
about the government's level of outstanding debt and what it means in the overall scheme of m

Californiagovernmentalfinances. I

This characteristic points to several other important implications about how the framework

should be constructed. For example, to be effective, these measures must be applied over time, and 1

I
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I for this reason, the framework must incorporate a clear time dimension. 96It must be concerned notsimply with the current credit condition of California state and local government but also with how it

has changed over time and how it might change in the future given variable economic circumstances

I and changing service demands on government.
It is also clear that the concerns addressed in the framework must be closely related to the

larger fiscal condition of government. Although the focus is the level of debt outstanding and its

I implications, this is, in fact, largely a major subset of the overall fiscal operations of government. Asthe literature review showed, financial condition has been variously analyzed in previous.studies and
can be defined simply as the probability that, over time, government will be able to balance the

I sources of cash available to it with the demands that it confronts.
Another important characteristic of the framework is that it must also encompass the larger

I economic environment in which government operates. To a large degree, the economy dictates theresources that are available to government, and it also helps--in conjunction with the public policy
' process--to define the demands that are placed on government. For example, a weak economy

reduces government's ability to generate resources, while it may create the demand for more social

I welfare spending at the same time. On the other hand, a strong economy can generate significantnew income without the need for increased taxes and reduces some of the demands on government
that accompany economic difficulties.

I For use in policy anaiysis, the measures that make up the framework must also be
comparable with different standards in order to provide useful results. The level of outstanding
debt--as well as most other measures of government fiscal position like revenues or expenditures--

I are all relative concepts. They Need to be compared with some base line to give meaning and providecontext. One such baseline is how they change over time, hence the importance of the time
• dimension discussed earlier. But they must also be related to measures of the broader economy and

I interrelated with each other. Thus, a central concern with be how debt relates to state population andincome, two critical indicators of the level of state economic activity, and we will also be concerned
with the relationship of debt and the revenues which must support it. Moreover, a p0irit of concern

for policy makers may be how the various parts of the framework can be compared with similarmeasures in other states, and while is not a primary objective of this model, it is a feature which
should be provided for in the analytical process.

I The usefulness of the framework also depends on a clear understanding of the limitationsand qualifications of the fiscal measures included in it. It is, for example, difficult to capture the full
complexity of government fiscal condition with unerring accuracy while maintaining a manageable

I set of data that can be maintained and comprehended by analysts and policy makers alike. The rangeof information that can be collected and analyzed concerning government fiscal processes is huge,
and the selection of the "best" indicators inevitably must surrender some explanatory value in the
interest of manageability.

I Moreover, particularly where local government data are involved, there is a practical limit on
accuracy of the information available for a reasonable level of effort (not to mention resources).

I Even for the data elements selected as components of the framework, some inevitably will prove tobe incorrect, inadequate, or out of date, limiting their usefulness. Moreover, a set of generic
measures may overlook special features of a government or the environment in which it operates and
thereby fail to capture its fiscal status accurately. Analysts must be mindful of these limitations to

I avoid the of too much into the data.pitfalls reading

!
96RobertBerneandRichardSchramm,TheFinancialAnalysisof Government(EnglewoodCliffs,NewJersey:

i Prentice-Hall,1986),p. 68.
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This especially is a problem for an effort like the current one which seeks to define measures I

of credit condition that can be generalized in their application from individual governments to the
state as a whole. Each level of aggregation--from individual City to groups of cities, from cities to lid

combinations of cities, counties, and other jurisdictions--necessarily imposes some loss of detail and •
some reduction in analytical power. This is not necessarily a fatal flaw, but it is a characteristic J

which should be recognized as the theoretical framework is discussed.

For the purpose of constructing the theoretical framework, it is assumed that the.appropriate i
financial and economic data are available over time for California and California governments as a
group. In practice, of course, this will not be the case, and the application of the model will depend /
on further development work. The model itself specifies an "ideal" approach to the assessment of |
Outstanding debt which ultimately will have to be tempered by limitations on data needed for

analysis.Theselimitationsarediscussedin detaillaterin thispaper, t

A Theoretical Framework

As noted earlier, the implications of a given level of outstanding debt are closely related to I
the overall fiscal condition of government. Thus, the process of assessing debt begins with an
understanding of debt position and then attempts to put it into context with the larger financial

positionof Califomia governments.This process is illustratedin Figure2. I

As it is envisioned in the figure, the framework for assessing outstanding debt is really a
multi-step process. This process begins with a determination of what the level of outstanding debt •
is. From a theoretical standpoint, this means defining the types of credit instruments that are part of
outstanding debt for California governments. From a practical standpoint, it means gathering basic
data on debt outstanding, preferably disaggregated by level of government, type of debt, and term m
(i.e., short-term and long-term). Various sources exist for data On the level of outstanding debt in |
California, but most of these present at least some statistical problems that, as a first step in the
assessment, must be understood and which, if the Commission goes forward with the project,
should be clarified if possible. Moreover, the data must be brought together in a combined data base
that allows for consolidated manipulation and analysis.

While _t is the focal point for the assessment process, the level of debt outstanding must next •
be put into a context where it can be more easily evaluated. To accomplish this, the next step in the II
assessment process is to develop a set of indicators of the extent of debt usage by government,
whether it is excessive or not, and to what extent the government has room to add more debt. In this
part of the framework, traditional measures of debt burden are evaluated and are supplemented with
additional indicators of debt composition, capacity, and reserves. II

Once these debt position indicators have been identified, they must be assessed in terms of •
the overall fiscal position of government. The framework designed for this analysis suggests that a II
government's overall fiscal position is a function of its debt position and four other major elements:

!• Economic base factors--relating the condition of government to the
economic environment in which it must operate;

• Fiscal base factors--relatingoverallfinancialconditionto the revenue
reserves and expenditure demands faced by government;

• Environmentalfactors--relatingfinancialpositionto elements like the •
effects of natural disaster or the level of demands for capital spending which are il
typically cannot be accurately reflected through fiscal indicators like the ones

inthisstudy;and I
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• Organizationalfactors--relatingthe financialposition of government I
to its management practices and other constraints (such as legislative

limitations on expenditures or other constraints). IIn
The importance of the economic base factors in assessing the implications of a given level of

• outstanding debt has already been discussed. Within the framework, the economic base factor m
actually reflects three separate aspects of the state economy. The more general of.the three, which--' II
helps to define the other two, includes measures reflecting the overall economic health of the State-:-
the economic environment in which government must operate. As Roy Bahl has observed, at least:
four aspects of a governhaent's economic circumstances are important in determining its fiscal and- I
credit condition: "(a) expected performance in a period of recession, (b) probability of local I
industrial decline either because of a recession or because of the decline of certain industries, (c)
probability of long-term decline of local economic activity, and (d) projected decline within a
regi°n'"97 I

In addition to general measures of economic performance, it is also useful to distinguish
aspects of economic performance that are directly related to the resources available to government •
and the service demands likely to be placed on it. For example, on the resources side, a major
concem is the income of its citizens, since that is one of the broadest measures of ability to pay, and
ultimately, all government revenues are related to income in some fashion. For local governments, a I
central interest is measures reflecting the size and health of property values, which are closely tied to
the performance of the ad valorem property tax. Another indicator might seek to monitor retail sales,

animportantcharacteristicofstateandlocalsalestaxes. •

On the service demand side of the economic base factor, interest is focused on the
governmental expenditure consequences of economic conditions. For example, strong private sector
economic activity may reduce unemployment, implying fewer demands for social services and less I
demand on government. High or rising unemployment may mean increased pressures on social III
services. The intention of this portion of the framework is to get some sense of the inherent
pressures likely to confront government in relation to the potential resources it has available to meet III
them. II

The fiscal side of the equation must reflect the interplay of government revenue, expenditure,
and debt policy. In this regard, the level of debt outstanding for a unit of government is less a I
function of its capacity to carry debt as it is its overall mix of obligations and resources--the I
"likelihood that the sources of cash available to the government and the required uses of cash at any

pointintimecanbebroughtintoequilibrium.''gs I

The fiscal component of the framework encompasses indicators of the relative fiscal position
and performance of state and local governments as distinguished from general economic
performance. As Figure 2 shows, it also reflects several major aspects (apart from debt.position II

which is treated separately in the framework). IP

As in the case of the economic segment of the model, this segment must incorporate general I
indicators of fiscal condition. These would include measures of the overall operating condition of the II
governmental units under analysis--whether it is running a general revenue surplus or deficit or the
vend in its overalloperatingcondition(surplusor deficit)over time. . I
97 Roy Bahl, "Measuring the Creditworthiness of State and Local Governments: Municipal Bond Ratings,,, Natiofial I
Tax Association, Proceedings (September 1971), p. 609.

98 Berne and Schramm, p. 68. !
I
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I part a comprehensive model, necessary to at major components

As of it is also look the of

the financial position of the jurisdiction under analysis (whether state, local, or an aggregate of the
two): its revenues, its expenditures, and its pension liabilities• In each of these areas, a major

I concern is how limiting the government's current practices are--how easily could they respond tofiscal crisis. If per capita revenue burden is relatwely high or if a large share of government tax
revenue is legally dedicated to specific uses (e.g., education programs) and not easily available for

I general spending, this may indicate weakness in the government's ability to respond to pooreconomic condition and thus to maintain its credit condition in times of fiscal stress. .

The environmental and organizational factors are much more difficult to reflect in statistical

I terms and in fact are shown as being outside the overall assessment framework in Figure 2. This isnot to imply that they are unimportant elements in determining either the level of outstanding debt or
overall fiscal condition. In fact, they may be crucially important. However, there is little empirical

I evidence of their direct effects on financial position, and most efforts to analyze such effects in theresearch literature have yielded vague or inconclusive results at best. This is even more of a problem
with aggregate state level data than it would be for a single local jurisdiction.

I these of financial condition best in a subjective manner. InRealistically, aspects are gauged
addition, some evidence of their impact on government's fiscal condition is reflected in indicators of
the fiscal base. For example, it is possible to develop some idea of overall management practices

I based on the operating position (surplus or deficit) of government over time. (Obviously, this wouldbe much clearer for a single government that for all California governments.) Similarly, the impact
of legislative restrictions on appropriations in California in recent years has been reflected in levels

i of general obligation debt, which have trailed off because of constraints imposed on their use.
The final two components of the framework are not represented by indicators but are critical

steps in the assessment process. The first--assessment of the impact of the level of debt--simply

I indicates that the various indicators must be brought together and weighed to reach a conclusionabout the implications of the debt level. The f'mal step suggests the critical need to maintain and
monitor data over time. As such, it feeds back to the beginning of the process: Viewed overall, the

I framework implies an ongoing, annual process of information collection and analysis.

INDICATOR SELECTION

I With a basic theoretical framework in place we can now turn our attention to the individual
indicators that give substance to the model. As the literature review suggests, there are numerous

I potential indicators of debt position and general financial condition from which to choose. Todevelop a useable indicator list, a three-step methodology was followed initially.

I First, a set of evaluation criteria was defined that can be used to evaluate individualindicators. These criteria encompass the question of how well individual indicators fit the model, but
they go further to judge their practical usefulness in assessing the debt levels of California
governments. Second, a detailed compilation of potential fiscal and economic indicators was

I developed based on the variables used in the various studies reviewed in the first part of this study.These indicators provide an exhaustive list of the factors commonly used to analyze government
credit condition and fiscal health. Finally, a set of recommended indicators was selected using the

I evaluation criteria and the structure of the framework as guides. ._
(A logical fourth step in this process would be the calculation of the selected indicators for

various California state and local jurisdictions and the creation of an aggregate set of indicators for

I the state as a whole. This, however, is beyond the of the current study but be the subjectscope may
of later study by the Commission.)

I
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One important caveat attached to this process is recognition that the selection of individual E

indicators is largely a subjective process even with the model and evaluation criteria as guides. There g

is no accepted body of understanding about which measures of credit condition work best. Indeed,
as the literature review in Part 1 of this report illustrated, a variety of approaches have been taken •
(although they frequently share common elements). In this case, some indicators were selected II
because they fit the evaluation criteria well, but others were selected because they fit the framework
and the type of analysis that appears necessary for a comprehensive assessment of the level of -_
outstanding debt. The indicators specified here represent one "ideal" set of indicators, and the ._ |rationale for their inclusion is discussed in detail later in the report. It is clear that other analysts at
other times could create a different--but still valid--list.

In this regard, another logical step in a subsequent study would be to develop a data base for I
at least a sample of California jurisdictions and test the relevance of various indicators statistically
using quantitative techniques such as factor and regression analyses. The ability to perform such •
analyses would require, of course, the availability of a data base of economic and fiscal variables for II
California state and local governments. As will be discussed in a subsequent section, a
comprehensive data base of this type does not currently exist, and it is beyond the scope of the
current project to develop such an analysis. Thus, the subjective nature of the indicators selection
process is acknowledged but is also unavoidable.

Evaluation Criteria I

To distinguish among the many indicators available, four evaluation criteria were used I

initially. These include: (1) consistency; (2) scope; (3) simplicity; and (4) comparability, i

The indicators selected obviously need to be consistent with the general theoretical
framework described above. Thus, we are more interested in income trends than in the number of •
college students in a jurisdiction, since income would appear to represent a better--or at least
broader-based--measure of economic activity than college students, even though a college student

indicatorwasusedinonestudyintheliteraturereview. 11

In the same vein, we are also concerned with the scope of the indicators selected: To be of
practical use, an indicator system must be applicable to California governments in the aggregate, as
well as individually. Thus, we focus Ourindicator selection on factors that commonly applicable to II
most governments, rather than specialized factors that are found only in jurisdictions of a particular
type. For example, a factor that might be used to analyze the credit strength of local governments is
their level of state shared revenue. Since it must apply broadly, our model would be more interested •
instead in broader measures of government fiscal capacity, such as own-source income or overall II
revenue capacity.

To be useful the indicators selected also should be relatively simple to develop, to maintain, Iand to explain to policy makers. Complex formulations may cause problems because they often
require analysts to make assumptions which are largely subjective, or they produce results.thatare
difficult to interpret. The debt/wealth measure developed by Walter Tyler in the late 1960s and •
discussed in the literature review is an obvious example of this problem. The index could be used to II
provide important insights into the nature of creditworthiness, but it was based on a large number of
subjective conclusions, not only about the factors that determine credit condition but about the .... •
relative role they play in that determination. Nonetheless, it is important to balance simplicity against |
the need to reflect what is in reality a very complex process. Thus, this factor must be balanced
against the others.

Similarly, some of the more complex indicators require assumptions that go beyond available B
data. For example, the measures of fiscal health developed by I_add and Yinger, also discussed in

!
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I the literature review, require separate a jurisdiction's revenue raising capacity (and

estimates of the
restrictions on it) and its "standardized" expenditure need. These features are useful in the context of
the authors' analysis, but they would be less desirable in an analytical tool to be used on an ongoing

I basis.
A final major select criterion is comparability. Since there are no hard standards for most

I indicators of credit strength, it will inevitably be necessary to compare jurisdictions at some level toprovide a frame of reference for judging performance. Thus, our preference is for indicators sealed
for use in such comparative analysis. In general, data presented on a per capita basis, as a percentage
of personal income, or through some other common base is more useful than raw statistics which

I provide absolute levels only. For this reason, the selection process generally rejects measures liketotal revenues as indicators and focuses on revenues per capita. Similarly, trends are best reflected in
terms of growth rates rather than as absolute change over time--i.e., revenue growth should be

evaluated as having grown at some annual percentage rate rather than in absolute dollar terms.Moreover, since one possible use of this information in aggregate would be to create interstate
comparisons, it is important to gather data that is generally available and is therefore susceptible to

I interstateanalysis.Although there is a high degree of subjectivity in all of these indicators, they nonetheless
provide a fairly clear group of indicators from among the many suggested by a review of the past

I researchin thearea.

An Initial Evaluation
Appendix A shows a detailed compilation of indicators taken from the nearly three dozen

studies discussed in the literature review. In total, the listing includes 151 indicators. Review of the

range of indicators represented in this list suggests that it adequately covers the universe of possiblefiscal measures for use in this study. The Appendix also contains an evaluation of the usefulness of
the individual indicators based on the four evaluation criteria described above. The evaluation

I process is straightforward. If the indicator meets a particular criterion, it receives a plus (+). If itdoes not meet the criterion, it receives a minus (-). If it is unclear how well it fits a given criterion
(perhaps because of uncertainties about the availability of data), it receives a zero (o).

This evaluation shows that number of the indicators consistent with theprocess a large are

goals of the theoretical framework: they measure some critical aspect of government fiscal condition,
the conditions in the economic environment in which government operates, or the condition of

I government credit position. But many are oriented toward the analysis of the credit or fiscalcondition of local governments specifically and are too narrowly based for this study's
requirements.

In general, most of the indicators are sufficiently simple to meet the test posed by that
evaluation criteria; however, as will be discussed later, simple definition does not necessarily imply
a simple process of finding and aggregating data to produce them.

A common problem with many of the indicators that originated with statistical studies of
credit condition or fiscal health is that they do not meet the comparability criterion. For example,

I population is a commonly used factor in many of these studies because fiscal distress and creditperformance are often highly correlated with the size of the jurisdiction under analysis. However,
for comparative purposes, actual population size is probably less valuable than population growth

I trends.Population would be a valuable indicator for analyzing substate data, since it makes sense to
organize this information according to various population size categories, both to simplify the

!
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analysis and to provide a method of distinguishing the clear differences between a city like Point I
Arena (population 484) and Los Angeles (population 3.3 million).

J

In some cases, it proved difficult to distinguish among the usefulness of some indicators, i
For example, govemmental debt per capita and governmental debt as a percent of personal income
both offer useful methods of viewing debt on a comparable basis. In this case, both indicators were
selected in the interest of presenting a comprehensive picture of how government debt relates to the •
broader economy. 11

Having sorted through the large number of indicators available, a final set of 40 indicators IIR

were chosen for use in the assessment framework. This selection is based on identifying indicators •
that reflect the various components of the theoretical framework, with preference given to indicators i

that are commonly used by professionals in debt analysis. Figure 3 integrates the indicators that
were actually selected as being the best set to measure the level of debt outstanding into the •
theoretical framework, while Appendix B provides definitions of the of the individual indicators
used in the framework.

It is useful to consider the indicators and their use in assessing outstanding debt in terms of I
where they are located in the model. In the following sections, the various indicators and their lip

implicationsarediscussedin.detail.
II

Outstanding Debt

The first step in the assessment process would be to assemble information on whai levels I
and types of debt are carried by government in California, how this debt has changed over time, and
possibly how levels of debt in the state compare with aggregate debt levels in other states as a point m

of reference. Other information, such as the level of new issues by year is available and would also •
be a useful addition to the range of general information on the debt base which is envisioned in this I

phase of the assessment process.

In gathering this information, it is important that all available debt information be collected I
and summarized. In subsequent segments, it will be useful to narrow the forms of debt actually
evaluated, but at this point, the emphasis would be on identifying the full range of!indebtedness ,,
outstanding against California governments with detailed information by type of debt instrument, II
type of jurisdiction, and term of the debt (short or 10ng).

For California, this implies gathering information on an extraordinarily wide range of debt
instruments, including general obligation bonds, a wide range of specialized debt instruments,
including tax increment bonds, mortgage revenue bonds, industrial development bonds, sales tax
bonds, and others. These various types of debt are summarized in Table 7. The proliferation of •
security instruments used in the state can, of course, be traced to the effects of Proposition 13 in the |
late 1970s. The Proposition limited the ability of local governments to finance their activities by
restricting property tax increases and the use of general obligation debt. As a result, there has been a
dramatic increase in the range of alternative bond sources authorized through the years, and as a |
result, California is a national leader not only in the amount of debt issued but also,in the variety of lip
instruments used.

California state and local governments also issue a variety of short-term debt instruments I
which, while not technically bonded debt, are a form of government indebtedness which has a role
in the assessment of government's overall credit position. In general, short-term debt is defined to
be debt payable within one year from the date of its issuance. In California, these short-term •
instruments can include tax and revenue anticipation notes (TANs and RANs), issued in anticipation g

of receiving tax or other revenue income in the future, and bond anticipation notes (BANs), issued

!
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TABLE7 I

MAJOR SECURITIES SOLD IN CALIFORNIA

Improvements Payment Type of •

Type of Security Issuer Financed Source Approval |
General Obligation Bonds State and Localgovemmente Reaflor personal property Unlimited rev_ue ISSUer'Shoard

goverrane_ts resotwceJ of the government and 2/3 public vote. •

IIUm-Supptmed Revenue Bonds Cities, cotmtieJ, special .Revenue-preducing In moa ¢at*eJ,u_t charges for Normally majority
ua'vice authorities facilities revent_ptoducin 8 fac.iltie._ public vote.

Sales Tax Bonds Transpuvation authorities, Transpurtion facilitieJ, 13edi_ted udes tax revenue Varies: F_the_ issue_ •
transit districts, and mass transit sy|tems, lind board by ordimmce or |
te_valopm_nt agencies any public pmpase approved issu_ hoard approval

in the redevelopment age_y and majority ptlbl[c

plan, with 20% for low and vote. •
mediate incomehousing I

Marks.Roos Bonds City/county joint powers Real property Any local revenueiourcealready Issuc_'lho_d by
authority received. May also used general otdinanc_ am

fund pledge if othez sources ate •

II
Local Facilities District Bonds City/county district Rea! property Same as Marks-Roos Issuer's hoard and

2/3 public vote. g

Special Assessment Bonds Cities, counties, some Improvement inside di_ia, Benefit formula spreads project Petition by property
(Various Acu) special service districts, ususalty streets, sewers, and cost on purcdis in the district owners, lssuex hoard

can initiate, I
except schools lights "

Mello-Roos Bonds Cities, counties, service In or outside district, Non-ed valorem tax bated on 2/3 of district voters.
districts (fire, park, library, construction of schools, any reasonable stendatd except If under 12 voters,
schools) jails, llbrarie_, etc, value. (Floor space or acreage owners get one vote •

are commonly used.) per acre. II
Commercial Rehabili_tion City/county "communily Rehabilitation of public First lien on 25% of property Issuer's board
District "Senior Obligation" Bonds rehabililation districts" facilities outside redevelop- tax within district plus optional approval and , •

ment project areas fees and charges in district majority public vote. I
Tax Allocation Bonds City/county redevelopment Site clearance; general hum. Tax inc_ement s in district No vote required.

agencies structure usually in district

Certificates of Participation Goverr_ent entities with Any legal purpote-often Lease rental, installment sales, Issuer's hoard by
leasing/borrowing puweTs realty, furnishings, equipment or loan agreement payments otdinatw.e.

Lease Revenue B47ads Government entities able to Usually for real property Leale rental from lcssee's Issuer's hoazd by •
issue revenue hoeds and general or e_zprise funds ¢edinance. I
c¢4-teinnon-profits

Mortgage Revenue Bonds State agencies, city and Single or multi-family Mortgage payments, rental lssue:'s hoard by •
county housing anthorideJ, rental h_in 8 income, insmanc¢ otdmaac_ Iredevelopment agencies.

Industrial Develepm_t Bonds City and county authorities Broad powe_ include Repaid by private enterprises Action by iMuer's i

manufaet_ing plante, indus- hoereLMay require •
trial parks, day care cents, filing for coon II
equipment, alte prepanion, validation.
reatil facilities

Mll

Student Loan Bonds California flighcr Education Funding student loans or Loan repayment by student State legislature 1
Loan Authority, Inc. purchaseof existing loans bon'owers authorizes. II

fiorn private lenders

Source: John W. lllyes. "Sorting Out California Credits," (Nuveen Research, March 1989), pp. 4-7. I
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I to providetemporaryfinancing projects long-term can

for capital until bonds be marketed
(presumably at lower interest rates). In 1986-87, short-term debt represented less than two percent
of the outstanding debt of California state and local governments compared with a national average

I of just over two percent.
In this phase, the Key indicators are the level of debt broken down by type and level of

i government and some general indicator of the trends in the various components of debt over time.Detail on the type of debt and its nature is important because the various types of debt have different
implications for the fiscal condition of government, and these differences figure in the measures of
debt position discussed in the next section.

I
Analysis of Debt Position

I The second step in the assessment process focuses on the development of indicators of the
extent of debt usage by government, In effect, it is a process of converting the raw debt information

i developed in the first step of the framework into direct indicators of debt position. The indicatorsrecommended in this segment of the framework are essentially of three types. The first are general
measures of debt burden, which relate the outstanding debt figures developed in the first step in the
assessment framework to various general measures of ability to pay--in this case, personal income

I and population. In effect, these introduce economic base-type factors into the analysis and provideindicators of how the stock of debt relates to the economic resources of the state.

I The second set of indicators of debt position monitor the effects of the debt requirementsimposed by this stock on the current fiscal operations of the government--in effect a measure of debt
flows. In this case, our interest is in the annual debt service requirements and how they relate to the
current income of government. Finally, we include two more complex indicators of debt position.

I One of these measures gauges the maturity structure of government debt, while the second is astatistical approach that estimates future debt capacity given past government fiscal relationships.

I It is also important to note that the analysis distinguishes among types of debt. Someindicators deal with the absolute level of debt; however, the analysis should also be taken a step
further to examine the level of"tax supported" debt issued by California governments and to
examine the level of short-term debt. These special forms are discussed in greater detail below.

I Debt Stock Measures. The framework includes five measures of general debt burden
related to broader economic measures: (1) outstanding debt per capita; (2) debt per $1,000 of

I personal income; (3) short-term debt per capita; (4) tax-supported debt per capita; and (4) the trend indebt per capita.

I The debt per capita measure is included because it is one of the most common variables usedto relate government debt to a broader measure of ability to pay and is routinely used in most studies
and by the credit rating agencies. However, it is important to recognize that the measure does have
shortcomings as an indicator, since population is not necessarily an appropriatemeasure of ability to

I pay. It implies that all citizens of the state have some fixed capacity to pay debt independent of theiractual wealth. Nonetheless, the indicator does provide a rough measure of how the government debt
burden theoretically is spread among the citizens of the state who presumably are ultimately

I responsible for it, and the per capita measure is commonly used for interjurisdictional comparisons.It is a useful general indicator of debt condition when Viewed over time, hence the inclusion of the
trend indicator.

I Many of the same points and caveats apply to the per capita measures of short-term debt tax-supported debt. The short-term debt factor is included because the use of short-term debt in
government operations is always suspect. If it is used appropriately--to smooth out the irregularities
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of revenue flows and expenditure patterns--it presents no real problem• However, some
governments have run into difficulties when they have begun using short-term debt to finance
current operations, effectively rolling thedebt from fiscal period to fiscal period, and while there
appears to be only limited use of TANs and similar instruments by governments in California, it is •
an issue that should be monitored as part of a general assessment process. il

Tax-supported debt is a Concept used extensively by Moody's Investor Services and includes Jn

debt repaid from the general revenue (mainly tax) base of government. Such debt imposes a direct .. •
burden on the fiscal capacities of government and has the greatest potential capacity,to affect the B

government's overall fiscal condition. It is the most likely type of debt to affect the ability of
government to respond to future needs. It is separated from other, self-supporting forms of debt, •
such as revenue bonds, because, in theory at least, the issuance of true revenue debt repayable from II
sources generated by the bonded activity (e.g., industrial development bonds, mortgage revenue
bonds) requires no drain on future tax dollars and places less of a direct burden on government fiscal m
capacity. l

The difficulty is in drawing the line between what is tax-supported debt and what is not. This
is a particular problem in California because of the range of debt instruments authorized for use by
state and local government.For example, there is a trend toward rising use of sales _taxbonds by
transit authorities and redevelopment agencies. The security for these bonds is sales tax income from
the tax levied in the affected area. While these sources do not impose a burden on th'e general HI
revenue base of local government generally, they do affect the ability of local (and state) government II
to use the sales tax for additional purposes and so should be include in a conservative definition of
tax-supported debt.

Even more unclear are the various "limited obligation" bonds used by many local
governments in lieu of general obligation debt. For example, Marks-Rcos and local facility district
bonds can be secured by any local revenue source already received (e.g., sales or p_operty tax; •
impact assessments) and may be supported by a general fund pledge to back pledged revenues if U
these prove insufficient. In both cases the assumption made here is that these securities should be
included in a conservative definition of tax-supported debt because again they impose a burden on am

the generalrevenue base of thejurisdiction (andof surroundingjurisdictions). I

Even general obligation bonds pose some problems of interpretation, since some general
obligation bonds are self-liquidating and impose no direct burden on the tax base (unless, of course, •
they default). The most familiar example of this type of debt is veterans' farm and home building
bonds which are repaid by mortgage payments. These self-liquidating sources of general obligation
debt should be excluded from the overall tax-supporting category. (On the other hand, partially self- m
liquidating debt, like school building aid bonds would be considered tax-supported since the issue in l
this case is where the tax support is derived--from state government or from local school districts.)

The various forms of debt used in the state and comments on their inclusion_or exclusion l]
from the definition of tax-supported debt is shown in Table 8. Again, the per capitalapproach is used
to give the measure scale and to allow interjurisdictional comparisons.

mira

One commonly used measure of the stock of debt outstanding that is not used in this analysis U
is the relationship of debt to the assessed value of property in the state• This measure is often used in
analyzing municipal debt, since it reflects the tax base of the most important source of local am

funding--the property tax. The indicator is rejected for use in this framework since much of the debt •
being analyzed here is state debt (roughly a third of the total), and little of this debt is even indirectly u

supported by the property tax (except perhaps school aid bonds).
all

Instead, it is recommended that a ratio of outstanding debt to government revenue capacity U
be used. (The revenue capacity concept was described in the literature review and is discussed in
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I
i TABLE8CLASSIFICATION OF CALIFORNIA SECURITIES

AS TAX-SUPPORTED OR NON-TAX SUPPORTED (1)

I Tax- Tax-

Type of Security Supported? Type of Security Supported?

I General Obligation Bonds Partial (2) Commercial Rehabilitation Yes
District "Senior Obligation" Bonds

I User-Supported Revenue Bonds No Tax Allocation Bonds Yes

Sales Tax Bonds Yes (3) Certificates of Participation Partial (4)

I Marks-Rods Bonds Yes Lease Revenue Bonds Partial (4)

I Local Facilities District Bonds Yes Mortgage Revenue Bonds No
Special Assessment Bonds Yes Industrial Development Bonds No
(Various Acts)

I Mello-Roos Bonds Yes Student Loan Bonds No

I Source: KPMG Peat Marwick, Policy Economics Group.

i (1) Tax-supported debt in this instance is broadly defined to be any debt which relies on or constrains (through
dedication or special commitment) the general revenue resources of a jurisdiction.

(2) General obligation funds for certain special purposes not directly payable from general fund Sources would

I be excluded--e.g., veterans' farm and home bonds, water development bonds.

(3) Represent a narrow dedication of taxing authority, limited to a portiunof the sales tax. These instruments
counted as tax-supporting because they effectively limit the use of a portion of the sales tax base by other

I units of government.

(4) Whether these instruments are counted depends on who is doing the leasing. If government is leasing, they

I would be counted; otherwise, they would not.

I
I
I
i
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some detail later in this paper.) Revenue capacity is a measure that has been developed by the U.S. I
Advisory Commission on Intergovemmental Relations (ACIR) and other researchers to assess the
full range of capability government has to raise funds from available revenue base s, including sales,
property, and income taxes, as well as various miscellaneous taxes and fees. This concept would U
have only limited applicability for the analysis of individual local governments, for example, because
the data simply are not available; however, it is available for the state as a whole (and offers the

opportunityforinterstatecomparisons).

A final debt stock measure included in the indicator list is a comparison of the change in the
level Of outstanding debt (tax-supported debt again) to the change in total governmental revenues. As HI

a matter of prudence, experts suggest that the growth rate in debt outstanding (e.g., seven percent a •
year) should not exceed the growth in government revenue (e.g., ten percent a year). There are m

obviously cases' where major new initiatives are being financed where this "rule" would reasonably
be violated, but a consistent pattern of debt growth exceeding revenue growth would be a cause for
concern.

Debt Flow Measures. Moving beyond the general measures of debt burden, the second
group of indicators in the debt position component of the framework seek to monitor the relationship •
between current debt requirements and the overall fiscal operations of government. In effect, rather

lip

than monitor the stock of debt, they monitor the flow of debt obligations on a current basis--that is,

what burdendebt imposeson the government'scurrentfiscal operations. I

The debt flow indicators are related to debt service payments on outstanding debt. Debt
service includes the principal and interest paid on the types of long-term debt included in the il
measures of outstanding debt discussed earlier. Self supporting debt, where debt service is totally II
paid from project revenues, should be excluded. The definition would, however, include amounts
paid into sinking funds in the case of term bonds. In general short-term debt, principal payments are IIII

would not be included in this measure. The proceeds of a long-term bond sale repay bond •
anticipation note principal amounts, while tax anticipation notes are mainly a matter of the timing of
the revenues and not their use. Interest payments on short-term debt would be included in the debt

sei'vice amount. I
The measures included in this group of indicators are: (1) debt service as a percent of

government general revenue; and (2) debt service as a percent of government own-source general ,a,
revenue. (In reality, debt service is often presented as a percentage of expenditures as well. Either II
approach is valid; however, the revenue-based approach appears to be more common and is
therefore used here. At times the inverse of the debt service/revenue ratio is used and is called the

"coverage ratio" because it represents the ability of revenue flows to "cover" debt service.) Iu
In this case, we have selected two flow measures differentiated by the definition of

govemment income used. The first measure uses a Census Bureau definition of general revenue and •
relates debt service to the broad range of revenue resources available to government. This definition II
does not include general fund revenues alone but covers all normal revenues of government except
such special categories as charges received for services from utility operations and liquor store
revenues (in state which run liquor enterprises), mainly as a method of facilitating interstate I
comparisons. It includes such sources as taxes, fees, intergoverumentai aid, and various other
miscellaneous sources. (Care must be exercised in deriving this definition under the current
framework to avoid double counting intergovernmental sources since more than one government is •
involved. In general, local aid derived from state or local sources would be excluded from the totals II
for general revenues for this reason.)

IThe second measure--relating debt service requirements to own-source revenues--begins
with a similar revenue definition but excludes intergovernmental revenue. This is normally done as a
more conservative approach, since intergovemmental aid--whether from the state, federal, or local

I
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I sources--is considered more unreliable than taxes and similar sources from government's own_resources. Uniquely, this is one of the few indicators where experts have attempted to identify a_ml_

of thumb indicator of fiscal health. In a 1976 study reviewed in the literature review, Richard'.

I Aronson and Eli Schwartz suggested that debt service requirements exceeding 20-25 percent ofown-source revenues (40 percent with total short-term debt added to debt service) was a clear danger
sign for an individual jurisdiction. 99

i Other Measures. Two other measures included in the analysis of debt position to_
atteanpt

gauge the impact of future commitments. The first of these, labeled average maturity of debt in
Figure 3, is designed to reflect the average maturity term (in years) of long-term debt. An avexage_

I maturity rate of ten and one-half to 15-year range is generally considered a safe area for indixddaalijurisdictions. Shorter average maturity rates would be a sign of possible fiscal problems.100

i The second indicator in this category is the debt capacity indicator developed by James:Ramsey and Merlin Hackbart and discussed in the literature review, tm The index is based o=
variables thought to be important in establishing municipal credit ratings and uses economet_:
techniques to identify the relationship between past levels of debt burden and other fiscal

I characteristics of government and to project them into the future based on various assumptSans.aboutthe growth in the state economy and government revenue base. In effect, it allows the analysis of
future debt levels based on past conditions and permits analysts to examine how varying econondc

assumptions would affect the credit capacity of government in the state. While far more specula_vethan other measures, it introduces a more sophisticated level of analysis to the issue of debt pos_m

I Economic Base Indicators

Although the indicators in the debt position segment of the framework obviously cotata_

I some general economic and fiscal aspects, it is important that the broader issue of the state'seconomic health be examined as part of the assessment of outstanding debt. There is a wide rand!of
potential economic indicators to chose from, and there probably is no "ideal" set. However, certatr_

i economic factors clearly should be included in any analysis, and these were selected for use i_ _:economic base component of the theoretical framework.

Some of these measures were selected because they reflect not only the condition of the

I economy but also economic trends over time. Three clear examples of this are the growth trand_ h'_population, personal income, and employment. These reflect the direction of the the great moving
forces in the economy--population, jobs, and income, and they are closely tied to the overaI1 fisca_

i health and capacity of government. So long as these factors are performing briskly, the fisc_ h_'alt_of governments generally will be strong, and except in exceptional cases, the debt burden on
government should remain manageable--assuming it was manageable to begin with and has not I_,.en

i expanded at an unreasonable rate.Other indicators included in this component measure the sheer size and capacity of the
economy at a given point in time. These include the level of personal income per capita, retai_ sa_es

• per capita, and assessed value of property per capita. These general indicators were also selectr.d ..
II because they reflect the three major tax bases used by state and local government--income, sale_ amfll

property. (It is important to note that while the property value measure is an important indicator;.

I 99 j. Richard Aronson and Eli Schwartz, "Determining Debt's Danger Signals," Management Information $n_ice
Report, Vol. 8, No. 12 (Washington, D.C.: International City Management Associatioti, December 1976), p. I4;..

I l°° Lennox Moak and Albert M. Hillhouse, Concepts and Practices in Local Government Finance (Chicago:Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1975), p. 276.
101 James R. Ramsey and Merlin M. Hackbart, "State and Local Debt Capacity: An Index Measure, " Municipal'

I Finance Journal, Vol. 9, No. 1 (Winter 1988), pp. 7-18.
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Califomia law makes it a difficult measure to use in practice because certain elements that determine i
values--new construction, the two-percent increase limitation, and sales reassessment values--cannot g

be sorted out in practice.)
n

Finally, three indicators'of potential economic difficulty have been included to reflect i
possible pressure points on government. These include the trend in employment in durable goods
manufacturing, the unemployment rate, and the age of the housing stock. The trend in durable goods •
manufacturing is included because durable goods manufacturing is one of the most cyclical U
industries and is most highly affected by national economic trends. Thus, changes in employmeni
trends in the industry (and acts as a leading indicator Of broader trends in the economy). Viewed .
over time, the unemployment rate also reflects trends in the economy, rising and falling with the n
business cycle, while the number of persons below the poverty level indicates the type of social
service demands that may face government.

The age of the housing stock is included as an indicator of the overall condition of the state's U
infrastructure. The measure used here is the percent of the housing stock built before 1940. The
assumption is that older jurisdictions frequently are characterized by declining property values,
obsolescent manufacturing facilities, and deteriorating public facilities. Increasing needs and
declining resources of this type would obviously tax the resources of government. Governments are
increasingly acknowledging the importance of infrastructure considerations on their responsibilities
for the future, but this clearly'is one area where considerable research needs to be directed to develop i
better indicators of the likely impact of future indicator demands.

Fiscal Base Indicators i

The final major component of the theoretical framework contains the measures of the
government fiscal base apart from the indicators of debt position already described. As Figure 3 _l
shows, there are essentially three types of these indicators: (1) measures of the government's
revenue resources; (2) measures of the governments current and capital expenditure burden; and (3)
measures of the government's overall operating position--essentially the balance, positive or •
negative, between current revenues and current expenditures. l

Revenue Resources. The ability of government to raise revenues now and in the future
is crucial to its overall fiscal health, and it is central to the pledge--whether full faith or limited--that n
underlies debt financing. In part, this ability is reflected in the economic base measures discussed
earlier; however, there are several indicators that deal directly with current and prospective income-
raising ability that must be included in this component of the framework. The measures selected •
reflect the current revenue base and its performance and the revenue capacity of government. il

In the framework, the indicators which reflect revenue base and performance are: (I) total an
revenues per capita; (2) total own-source revenues per capita; (3) total revenues per $1,000 of |
personal income; (4) the growth trend in general revenues; and (5) the elasticity of the revenue base.

In this case, the per capita measures give a sense of scale to actual collection figures by l]
relating them to broad measures of ability to pay--population and income. As in the case of the debt
indicators discussed earlier, these measures were selected in part because they are familiar and
commonly used and partly because they provide useful insight into the relative demands government •
places on its citizens. They are also a useful point of departure for interjurisdictional comparisons. II
(Unique features of the revenue mix and shifting composition of the revenue base can be discovered
by comparing per capita revenue indicators for the state with other states over time.)

Also as in the case of the debt measures, the focus is one total general revenues--a broadei" U
concept that general fund income--and on total own-source revenue, which excludes often volatile
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I intergovemmental sources. The gap between general revenue and own-source totals is an importantfeature of the revenue system to be monitored over time. It is important that government not become

too reliant on intergovemmental sources, although with reductions in federal programs over the last

I decade, that has not been a significant problem for most state and local governments.
In addition to these general indicators, the framework also includes two measures designed

to assess current revenue performance. One is the growth trend in revenues. Again, it would be

I useful to chart both general revenue growth and growth in own-source revenues. The other measuretracks the elasticity of the revenue base. Elasticity refers to the rate at which the revenue base grows
with growth in the economy, and the measure is essentially created by relating the growth in the

I revenue base over some period (e.g., 1980-89) with the growth in the state economy--normallyrepresented by growth in personal income--over the same period. For example, if revenues grew by
ten percent and income grew by ten percent, the revenue system would have an elasticity of 1.0.

I In general, it is desirable for the revenue to have an elasticity of 1.0 or better,
system

implying that the system grows at or above the rate of growth in the economy. State and local
revenue system with a significant income tax component are most likely to have an elasticity at or

I greater than 1.0. An elasticity value of less than 1.0 implies that the revenue system does not growwith the economy, which can have dangerous results for government fiscal position if the demands
place on it are growing more rapidly than the economy. This condition is frequently found in local

i governments in fiscal distress, as they lose tax base through outmigration of business andindividuals at the same time that social service and infrastructure demands are mounting. An
elasticity of less than 1.0 may suggest a deteriorating tax base or overreliance on income sources--
such as per-gallon fuel taxes or various fees--that do not grow with the economy because of the

I nature of their bases and rates.
A particular difficulty with using the elasticity and growth trend measures on a statewide

i level is the need to understand what forces are driving the growth that is observed. After a major taxincrease, the "elasticity" of an unadjusted revenue system would appear to rise dramatically, but all
that is occurring is the influx of new income. To reflect the actual performance of the revenue
system, adjustments need to be made to eliminate the effects of major tax changes in order to

I produce a consistent base line revenue total over time--that is, a set of figures for revenue collectionsthat reflects a common tax base over time. With aggregate data of this type, making this type of
adjustment would pose significant problems. There is likely to be very good data for making base

I line adjustments in state totals and for major local jurisdictions, but for many local jurisdictions,such information, even if the resources were available to collect it, would most likely simply not
exist. In practice, this problem can be dealt with to some degree statistically, but it unlikely to ever

i be completelyresolved.The second set of revenue measures in the indicator framework are designed to reflect the
revenue capacity of government--that is, its ability to raise additional revenues. Revenue or fiscal

I capacity is the ability of government to use a particular set of revenue sources, normally including' major tax and fee sources. To be of use, the measure must take into account the various legal
constraints on major state and local sources. Most states have at least some limitations, and

I California is no exception. Under the state Constitution, the growth in a wide range of state and localappropriations cannot exceed the change in inflation and population.

Once the legal constraints on revenues are understood, there are several approaches to

I measuring capacity. One of the most familiar has been developed by the U.S. Advisory Commissionon Intergovemmental Relations (ACIR), which publishes fiscal capacity analyses on a regular
basis.l°2Under the ACIR approach, uniform national average tax rates are_applied to appropriate tax

I 102See, for example, U.S. Advisory Commission on lntergovernmental Relations 1986 State Fiscal Capacity and
Effort (Washington, D.C., Report M-165, 1989).
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bases for each state with appropriate adjustments for legal restrictions on the tax base. The n
hypothetical revenues generated by this process are then compared to the actual income from the tax
in the state (its fiscal effort). Thus, if the state combined state and local sales tax rate is six percent as
in California, this rate is compared to the average national rate. The difference between the rates •
multiplied by the California sales tax base represents California's capacity for using the sales tax. U
This process is repeated for major revenue sources and combined to provide the overall level of
capacity available to the government. (Other analysts have developed statistical techniques for
est_nating capacity that differ from this process in all but the end intention of identifying how much n
"play" exists in a government's revenue system.) In combining the ratio of actual revenues to
revenue capacity provides a rough measure of the reserves available to government.

One final note on the use of the capacity index are the obvious practical limitations that must U
be considered in interpreting its meaning. One of the major criticisms of the revenue capacity
measure is that it ignores the political realities faced by many governments. While it would try to Ill

adjust for legal limits on the use of the property tax, it would not discriminate in cases where there •
was significant public resistance to a given taxing approach--i.e., opposition to the income tax in u

states without the tax. In this case, this should not present an insurmountable problem, since

California uses virtually all of the major revenue sources included in the ACIR approach, n
I

Expenditure Measures. In the theoretical framework, the expenditure measures reflect
the demands--other than debt service--that draw on the government's available resources. In this u
case, the indicators selected can be divided among: (1) those measuring general expenditure levels |
and growth; (2)those measuring the growth of particular types of expenditures, like capital outlays
and fixed (i.e., mandated) expenditures; and (3) measures of the unfunded liabilities of government,

primarilyintheformofunfundedpensionfundliabilities, n

Like the revenue measures, it is important on the spending side to select several indicators
reflecting the size and growth of expenditures. Thus, the framework includes measures of total n
general expenditures per capita, expenditure growth trends, and total general expenditures per U
$1,1300 of personal income. These provide indications of how government expenditures relate to
broader economic measures. By relating expenditures to population and personal income, it is also

possible to compare expenditure levels with the revenue levelsdiscussed earlier. I

This segment of indicators also includes a measure of the "elasticity" of the expenditure base,
calculated in the same way as the process described for revenues above. In this case, we are again •
interested in how expenditures grow in relation to the general economy. Interpretations of the l
meaning of this elasticity measure may depend on the point of view of the analyst. From a
conservative point of view, we would prefer this figure to be at or below 1.0, meaning that
expenditures are growing no faster than the economy (indeed, as noted earlier, California has a •
constitutional requirements based on limiting expenditures to the growth in inflation and population). u

Others might desire that the growth rate be faster than the economy over some periods when
demands were especially great. In any case, it would generally be desirable that the elasticity of the n
revenue and expenditure systems more or less match, although with the use of debt and various non- |
revenue measures such as accounting adjustments, there may be periods when the elasticity of the
expenditure base will significantly exceed the elasticity of the revenue base. Such instances should •
be identified and carefully monitored through the assessment framework. II

One factor included in the expenditure component that does not track the revenue side of the
equation is the measure of real general expenditure growth per capita. This measure adjusts for both •
population and inflationary growth and seeks to reveal the rate at which government is growing in
real terms--that is, growth that shows up in this measure represents the real expansion of
government services and cannot be explained by rising prices or a growing service population. Even •
in California where expenditures are controlled to some extent by constitutional restrictions, this l
indicator is important because it reflects rising expenditure pressures on government. Instances in
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I which debt trends and expenditure growth trends were heading up strongly and revenue growthtrends were not would signal potential trouble for government.

I The second set of expenditure indicators measure particular types of expenditures whichhave significant implications for government's overall fiscal position. In a debt assessment
framework, one important indicator is the level of capital expenditures per capita. It is critical to

I understand and monitor the government's commitment to longer-term assets.
Another important indicator in this group is the level of f'Lxedexpenditures per capita. In this

ease, timed expenditures are defined as expenditures required by federal or state mandate or because

I of statutory or constitutional dedication of revenues to a particular purpose such as education orhighways. These expenditures should be closely monitored because they restrict government's
flexibility in responding to fiscal crises. In effect, they can act to lock the government into certain

i types of spending over extended periods.
A final special set of expenditure measures are the level of unfunded pension liabilities per

capita and its trend. When governments participate in pension systems, they promise to compensate

I employees at retirement. Because of a v afi,'_etyof factors such as demographics, inflation, andinvestment performance, the government s actual future pension liabilities are uncertain. Moreover,
governments have considerable discretion in how they fund their pension systems. In combination,

I these conditions can lead to a situation where the pension funds are not adequately funded, and infact, most systems have some level of unfunded liabilities. The purpose of these indicators would be
to measure the degree to which this situation is occurring. A high or rising level of such liabilities

i can spell future trouble for government.The major difficulty in using the unfunded liability totals is that this information is difficult to
come by and is not regularly aggregated for the state as a whole.

I Operating Position. The final component of the fiscal base segment of the fi'amework is
operating position. In this case, operating position is a measure of government's ability to balance its

I budget on a current basis. For these purposes, the indicator is created by comparing revenues toexpenditures. If expenditures exceed revenues, the operating position of the government is in a
deficit position. If revenues exceed expenditures, the government's operating position is in surplus.
An operating deficit is a sign of fiscal trouble if it is either large relative to the size of the revenue

I base (e.g., more than one or two percent of total income) or if its persists over several years.
It is important to note that this measure does not attempt to sort out the actual cash surplus

I and deficit of California governments. In many cases, accounting surpluses and deficits are dictatedby the availability of existing fund balances or other resources other than current revenues, and their
meaning may be lost in a welter of accounting conventions and approaches. The indicator specified
for use here is just another way of looking at the relationship between revenues and expenditures

I and is appropriate to the level of aggregation involved in the framework.

I Other Components of the Framework
Given the set of indicators specified above, the next phase of the process outlined in Figure 3

I is to put the data together to assess the level of outstanding debt. Again, this primarily would be amatter of analyzing the available indicators for their level and trend over time and possibly for how
they compare with similar indicators in other states. The range of indicators should provide a good

i basis for judging the level of debt and how it affects the overall financial health of government.

I
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The final component of the framework requires the analysis of all trends over time and •

recycles the process back to the beginning to the determination of the level of outstanding debt for a
new year.

Although it is based onmany commonly used indicators of government fiscal health and !
credit condition, the framework presented above has a number of limitations which need to be

Ill

clearly understood. The most important of these is the availability of data to create the various
indicators. In the next section the various technical issues related to the implementation of the •
indicator framework are discussed in detail.

TECHNICAL ISSUES I

Despite the relatively straightforward nature of the indicator set that is recommended, there
are several important technical issues regarding the indicators which should be discussed. Most of II
these were problems identified in various studies in the literature review and are common in this area
of analysis. They include the lack of consistent standards for applying the various indicators, the
lack of data to create the indicators, problems with existing data sources, and the question of •
interstate comparisons. Also discussed in this section is how the indicators selected in this study l
compare to earlier work prepared for the Commission.

Lack of Standards for Assessment I

Ideally, it would be possible to develop the list of credit indicators for the state as a whole •
and to compare them to some set of existing standards that would indicate whether current
performance is or is not satisfactory. In such a case, the further the conditiondeparted from the
standard, the further the condition deviates from a healthy or desirable state. The standard would •
function much like body temperature--deviations from normal would signal cause for concern and |
might help point to the problem as well.

Unfortunately, there are few such standards in govemment fiscal analysis. There are a few n
benchmarks used by,,the credit rating industry and cited by Aronson and Schwartz in their study of II
debt ' danger signals (see Table 5). BUt for many of the indicators recommended in this study--and
indeed for most indicators of fiscal condition generally--there is little formal agreement on what •
constitutes good performance, what does not, and where the dividing line between good and bad is U
drawn. As the model framework suggests, the impact of debt load on government is a function of a
number of closely interrelated factors, and as such, a weak credit condition would in all likelihood Ill

be reflected in several of the indicators deteriorating over time, not to a single boundary crossed or •
mark exceeded. Ill

One direction for future research might be to attempt to define a set of standards for •
evaluating California state and local govemtnents. Such standards might be based on the experience
in the state and would almost certainly require the input of experts in the field of analyzing California
municipal debt. Until such standards are developed--if indeed they can be--the indicators developed •
in this study will have to be used as one part of a process of analyzing credit condition and not as a 1
single point of refei'ence.

Data Availability I

One of the most difficult problems for any study of this kind is the availability of data to •
actually create and maintain the indicators specified in the model. In this regard, Table 9 summarizes II
the indicators and discusses the data currently available to produce them.
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TABLE 9
AVAILABILITY OF DATA FOR INDICATORS

FOR STATEWIDE ANALYSIS

Information Partial Information

Readily Information Not Currently
Indicator Available Available Available Source of Available Data

Level of Outstanding Debt
l. Total Outstanding Public Debt X State debt totals are available from the Stato Treasur_, sources of local

(andTrend) information include State Controller financial transactions reports; U.S. Bmeau
of the Census, C,overtunent Finances, various years; and California Municipal
Stafstics, Inc. All sources have limitations. Example: State Controller data
for counties cxcludes lease obligations under 10 years and is unaeditad.

2. Compustion of Debt X Same as above.

Debt Position Indicators

1. Outstanding Debt Per C_tplta X Same as above; population rlntAfrom U.S. Department of Commerce, Bmeau
of Economic Analysis, Regional Economic Information System; U.S. Bureau of
the Census; and California Department of Finance (projections).

2. Outstanding Debt Per $1,000 of X Same as above; posonal income data from U.S. Department of Commerce,
Personal Income Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economic Information System.

3. Trend in Debt Per Cwita X Same _ above.

4. Net Tax-Suppurted Debt Per Capita X Stone as above. Detail for identifying tax-suppurted debt may be limited rathe
local level because of aggregation in reporting.

5. Ratio of Debt Service Requirements X Information for the State is available from the State Treasmer; sources of
to Total General Revanues local information include the Census Bureau and the Controller's transaction

information. (There are limitations to Controller's published data. City debt
service amotmts are included in operating exl_,,._e totals; cotmty data .=puas
debt se_ice amounts. Revenue information al_Oearswell defined and generally
available.)

6. Ratio of Debt Service Requhe, nents X Same as 5, except revenue totals would exclude all sources identified as
to Own-Sotn-ce Revenues Intargovernment al by state mxdlocal gov=,t_aents. For the State, this includes

all income derived from the federal goverra'nent or from local sources. For
local govemn_nts, this would include state m_dfederal aid, shared state taxes,
and income from oth_ units of local government.



TABLE 9
AVAILABILITY OF DATA FOR INDICATORS

(Continued)

Information Partial Information

Readily Information Not Currently
Indicator Available Available Available Source of Available Data

Measures of Debt Position--Continued

7. Short-Term Debt Per Capita X Information for the State would be available from the State [ieasurer; som-ces
of local governments does not e_pear to be specifically collected by the State
but may be available in aggregated form f_om California Municipal Statistics.

8. RatioofShort-TermDebttoTotal X Sameasabove.
Gene_ Revenues

9. Average Maturityof Debt X Information for the State would be available from the State uensm_, data for
local gove4Jok_entsarenot available from State sources lint are maintained by
California Municipal Statistics for most individual emits.

10. Growth in Debt Relative to Growth X ExterLsive data on State; Controller and Municipal Statistics data for local units.
in Revenues

11. De_ C_-ity Index X Same as above.

12. Ratio of Debt to Revmue Capacity X Debt information same as items above; revenue capacity estimates fzom the
U.S. Advisory Co.u_'_ssion on Intergoveenmental Relatiom.

Economic Base Measures

1. Population Growth Trend X U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Ecenomic Analysis, Regional
Economic Information System; U.S. Btueau of the Census

2. Employment Growth Trend X U.S. Depa_rnent of Commew_ Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional
Economic Information System; California Employment Development
Department, LaborMarket Infonnatinn Division.

3. Total Personal Income Per Capita X U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional
Economic Information System.

4. Per Capita Income Growth Trend X Same as above.

5. Assessed Value of Property Per Capita X Data available from State Controller m_dfrom California Municipal Statistics.

.6. Retail Sales Per Capita X Depm'tmem of Finence., sales tax records, sales by major indusu3, code.
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TABLE 9
AVAILABILITY OF DATA FOR INDICATORS

(Continued)

Information Partial Information

Readily Information Not Currently
Indicator Available Available Available Source of Available Data

Economic Base Indicators--Continued

7. Trend in Employment in Durable X U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional
Goods Manofacturmg Economic Information System; State Employment Development Department

8. Uneml_loyment Rate X U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional
Economic Information System; Califonfia Employment Development
Department, Labur Market Information Division.

9. Pe_.em of Housing Stock Over 40 U.S. Department of Commear.e, Census Bureau, U.S. Census of Housing and
Ye.msOld X Annual Housing Survey.

Revenue and Operating Position Measures
1. Total General Ravenu_ P_ Capita X Information for the State is available from the State Treasorer, somces of

--a local information include the Census Bureau and the Controller's transaction

information. Population data from U.S. Department of Commerce sources.

2. Tax Income Per Capita X Same as above.

3. Total Geneaad Revemms Per $1,000 X Same as above.
of State Penomd Income

4. Revenue Growth Trend X Same as above.

5. Elasticity of the Revenue Brae X Revenue data are readily available (see above). Information on legislative dumgus
is readily available for State sources but is unavailable for local sources.

6. Fiscal Capacity end Effo_ X Statewide information for California is avmlable from the U.S. Advisory
Commission on lntergovernmental Relations. Estimates for most local
governments is not available. Data are only available through 1986.

7. Operating Position (Trend) X State information is available in state mmual fmaociai m,=t,-,_local fund balartce
[Excess (Deficiency) of _ information is collected but not reported by the State Controller.
Revenues Ove_ Net Expenditm'es]



TABLE 9

AVAILABILITY OF DATA FOR INDICATORS
(Continued)

Information Partial Information

Readily Information Not Currently
Indicator Available Available Available 'Source of Available Data

Expenditure Measures
1. Total General Expendltmes Per Capita X Information for the State is available from the State Treasurer; somces of

local information include the Census B_eau and the Controller's transaction

information. Population data from U.S. Department of Commerce sources.

2. Expenditure Growth Trmd Stone as above.

3. Real General Expenditures Per Capita Same as above. Inflation adjustment would use the Implicit Price Deflation for
Growth Trend X Purchases of Government Goods and Se_'ices (slate and local gow.,,_iiem

component), calculated by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bmeau of
Economic Analysis.

4. Total General Expendltmes Per $1,000 Stone as above. Personal income information from U.S. Department of
-.a of State Personal Income X Commerce sources.Lit

5. Elasticity of Expenditures X Same as above.

6. Ratio of Fixed Expemdimres to Total X No source of this information was found. State information would be available
General Expendianes thlough the Legislative AnaiysL That is, the agency should maintain information

on expenditures by type that could be used to make the distinction between fixed
and total general expcodiua'es. There is no specific source of the d_t_ No
source of local datacould be identified.

7_ Capital Expenditures Per Capita X State information is available through the mmual financial report; local data
are available through the Controller's tlamactions for total capital outlay, which
would include all fixed assets (including furniture and fixtures).

8. Unfunded Pension Liability (Trend) X State totals would I_eavailable from state pension agencies; local amounts are
not available on an aggregated basis.

9. Unfunded Pension Liability Per Capita Same as above. Population information available from U.S. Department of
Commerce Sources.

Source: KPMG Peat Marwick, Policy Economics Group, November 1989.
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I In theeconomicbaseindicators--such andincome--aregeneral, as population, employment,

readily available on a timely basis at the state level and are generally available for many of the larger
cities and counties in the state. None of the nine recommended economic base indicators appear to

I pose serious data problems, and in virtually all cases, the data that can be obtained will haverelatively little time lag and will come from central sources (e.g., the federal government) from
which interstate comparisons can be drawn.

I Easy data availability is less certain among the fiscal base and debt position measures. In
general, the information needed to create these indicators is available now in California in some
form, although considerable work would be needed to assemble it into a central data file for

I analytical purposes. In this regard, it is fortunate that state law requires the various units of local ._government 1o file summary financial information reports with the State Controller, who maintains
this information in a computer file and publishes the information on an annual basis, with a lag of

I about a year and a half. 1°3(For example, the 1987-88 publication for California cities becameavailable at the end, which would be less than 18 months after the close of most cities' 1988 fiscal
years.)

! Because the information in the Controller's reports is self-reported by local governments on
a standardized form, there has been some question as to the reliability of the information compared
with more widely known sources. Although there is always concern about the quality of data

I collected from so many sources with such a wide range of capabilities, there is no reason based oncursory examination to believe that the data is inferior to other available sources.

i In fact, the other sources available are fairly limited. The U.S. Census Bureau publishesaggregate data on debt along with other financial information on state and local government, but it
draws on many of the same sources as the Controller's data. California Municipal Statistics, Inc.
(CMS), a private San Francisco firm, maintains an extensive data base on government fiscal and

I debt statistics, but it is difficult to assess the value of this information without an extensiveexamination of it. In a 1982 report, the Legislative Analyst Office did review the CMS .data and
pronouncedit"relativelycomprehensive.''1°4

I There are, for example, several limitation on the usefulness of Census Bureau data on local
government finances. To begin with, the time lag is longer than the Controller's data--with a lag of
about two years between the end of a fiscal year and publication of a report drawn from it. The data

I are also much less detailed than the Controller's report, particularly for debt measures, where theonly measures calculated within each government category are total (i.e., statewide) outstanding
debt, total long-term debt, which in turn is subdivided into "general obligation" and "non-general

I obligation" categories. The Controller's data contain more detail for individual jurisdictions,including some information on the type of debt outstanding and its maturity schedule.

i Also, it is important to note that the Census Bureau does not collect data from everygovernmental unit, but instead extrapolates statewide totals from a sample of jurisdictions. Since it is
unlikely that the extrapolation is perfect, it is also unlikely that the data actually reported by the
Census are an exact reflection of true fiscal conditions in a given state.

I In addition to the annual Government Finances (and the accompanying City Government
Finances and County Government Finances), the Census Bureau also publishes a Census of

i Governments every five years. This census is based on a 100 percent sample of governments, much

103 See, for example, State Controller, Annual Report of Transactions Concerning Cities of California (Sacramento,

I various years); Annual Report of Transactions Concerning Special Districts of California (Sacramento, various years);Annual Report of Transactions Concerning School Districts of California (Sacramento, variousyears)and Counties of
California-.Financial Transactions (Sacramento, various years).
104 Legislative Analyst, "The Use of Tax-Exempt Bonds in California," p. 155.
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as the Controller's data are. This helps reduce the sampling error problems inherent in this type of
data. It has somewhat more detailed financial information than Government Finances, but the time
lag would appear to make it even less useful for timely analysis of credit condition. For example, the
1987 census is expected to be published by the end of 1989, meaning a new census will not be •
conducted until 1992 and will not be published until 1994.

CMS primarily produces credit reports on government debt issues for clients. Thus, its m
primary efforts are not directedat maintaining and presenting eenlxalized information. The question II
would be how comprehensive the information is and how reliable the updating process is.

There are two final important points aboutdata to be drawn from this discussion: Firstl if the i
reliability of state level data from state sources is a question, it would be possible to study a sample
of California local governments to identify where the problems lie. Presumably; it might then be

poss!ble to refine and improve the data collection process to reduce the data problems. E

Second, it would be possible for the Commission to seek legislation to require local
jurisdictions to report more extensively to them. This probably will not be one of our
recommendations because it would place an undue burden on local govemments and might easily i
suffer from the same problems of reliability that plague other attempts to gather complex financial
data from hundreds of local governments. Better for the Commission to work through the Controller

toimprovethedata. i

Interstate Comparisons

Using this basic set of indicators, it appears that a valid (though possibly not complete) set of I
interstate comparisons could be developed. At the statewide level, this would be a useful addition to
the indicator process and would help to provide another frame of reference for the analysis. Based i
on the findings in the literature review, the usefuliaess of extending this interstate comparative
analysis below the state level may be questionable. Although comparisons clearly could be made
among major jurisdictions, there simply is too much variability among state and local responsibilities •
nationally to allow easy comparisons to be made at a more detailed level without significant data I
development and analysis. They would also require a significant amount of work to maintain over
time.

Development of interstate comparisons is an area where data available from the Census
Bureau is likely to be important. Few states will match the level of data collected from local
governments in California, and even if the data were available, it would be a huge burden to •
reconcile state-by-state. For these reasons, valid interstate comparisons are likely to be drawn from II
Government Finances and other federal publications.

i

Comparison with the Handbook I

One important final issue is how the indicators in this report compare to those in the
Handbook for use by local govemments that is being developed by the Commission. 105A
comparison of the indicators used in the two studies is shown in Table 10. A total of 52 separate
indicators are used in the two studies, with the two matching on only six indicators: debt •
outstanding, debt outstanding (trend), per capita income, per capita revenue, per capita expenditures, l
and fund balance (similar though slightly different concepts used).

!
105"IndicatorsforEvaluatingtheDebtConditionof CaliforniaLocalGovernments,"citedearlier,draftversion,

December1988.. i
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TABLE l0

COMPARISON OF INDICATORS USED TO EVALUATE DEBT CONDITION

Peat Peat

Indicator Handbook Marwlck Indicator Handbook Marwlck

Debt Position Indicators Economic Base lndicators-Cont'd.

1. Debt Outstanding (Total) 3. Per Capita Income

2. Debt Outstanding (Trend) 4. Per Capita Income Growth

3. Composition of Debt 5. Population
4. Debt Per Capita 6. Population Growth Trend
5. Trend in Debt Per Capita 7. Property Values

6. Average Maturity Date of Debt 8. Property Values Per Capita
7. Net Direct Debt Maturity 9. Retail Sales Per Capita

8. Net Overlapping Debt 10. Unemployment Rate
9. Debt Per $1,000 of Personal 11. Percent of Honsing Ov_ 40 Years

Income
9. Short-Term Debt Fiscal Base Indicators

10. Short-Term Debt Per Capita 1. Revenue Collections
l 1. Short-Term Debt as a Percent 2. Revenue Growth Trends

of Total Revenue 3. Revenues Per Capita
-_ 12. Growth in Debt Relative to 4. Own-Source Revenues Per Capita0o

Growth in Revenues 5. Revenues Per $1,000 of Income

13. Tax-Supported Debt Per Capita 6. Elasticity of Revenue Base
• 14. Enterprise Debt Ratio 7. Revenue capacity and Effort

15. Enterprise Debt Service Coverage 8. Expenditores Per Capita
16. Ent_p_iSe Debt Service Reserve 9. Expenditure Growth Tnmds
17. Direct Debt Service 10. Real Expenditures Per capita
18. Debt Service as a Share of 1 I. Expenditures Per $1,000 of

General Revenue lnc.on_
19. Debt Service as a Share of 12. Ratio of Fixed Expenditm'es

Own-Source Revenue to Total Expenditures

20. Debt Capacity Index 13. Capital Expenditures Per Capita
21. Ratio of Debt to Revenue 14. Intergovernmental Transfers

Capacity 15. Elasticity of Expenditures
16. Unfunded Liabilities Per Capita

Economic Base Indicators 17. UnftmdedLiabilities(Trcnd)

1. Employment Growth Trends 18. Fund Balance

2. Employment in Durable Goods 19. Balance Sheet Position
Manufacturing 20. Managenlent Practices and

Legislative Policies Checklist

Source: KPMG Peat Marwick, Policy Economies Group; California Debt Advisory Commission, "Indicators for Evaluating the Debt Condition
of California Local Governments," (Draft Report by Boyer, Bennett, & Shaw Management Consultants, December 1988).
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This is not to imply that the two reports come to dissimilar conclusions, though. Many of the i

indicators used in the two reports are only variations on the same general concepts. For example, the i

Handbook uses population, while our recommendations examine population change. Similarly, both
set of indicators feature indicators for property value, debt service requirements, and short-term •
debt. In general, the Handbook deals with more direct government operational issues,while the l
indicators in this report deal with broader economic and fiscal concepts.

These majordifferences appear to result primarily from the different emphasis of the two I
reports, rather than theoretical diffel"ences. As might be expected, the Handbook focuses to a greater

I

extent on individual local government indicators, using more complex and detailed indicators of local
fiscal condition than would appear to be feasible or useful for the current analysis whose primary •
thrust is the development of aggregate state-level indicators. The current analysis emphasizes
statewide factors, the economy and the ability to make comparisons among jurisdictions and states.
There are also differences in orientation. Our approach, based on recent directions in the literature •
and the background of our project team, has been to emphasize the factors underlying debt condition |
and fiscal health, as well as specific measures of financial condition.

There does not appear to be anything inherently contradictory about the two studies or the |
indicator sets they create. In fact, it would be possible to merge the two sets with minimal problems.
The two studies simply approach the same general issue from different directions, and as the
literature review showed, different approaches in this area almost always yield significantly different •
indicator sets. i

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS I

In this phase of the study, a theoretical framework was developed for potential use in i

assessing the level of outstanding debt of California state and local governments. As described in the •
report, this assessment process would be accomplished through a set of statistical indicators, which If

are specified in the study. These indicators reflect various aspects of the economic and fiscal
conditions under which units of government operate. The study reviews more than 150 different •
indicators used in earlier studies of government fiscal health and credit condition and identifies 40
measures to make up a list of recommended indicators. 1°6

The research conducted in the course of the study clearly indicates that it is possible to i
develop a set of indicators for use in the assessment of the level of debt of individual units of III

government or groups of governments (e.g., counties, cities). This type of analysis has been
accomplished in earlier studies, and the data needed to do it are either generally available from central i
sources or could, with some exceptions, be developed from state and local sources.

It is important to underscore, however, that even if they were developed, the indicators •
would not provide definitive answers to the questions or what the appropriate level of debt is and B
whether a government has reached its capacity. Except at the extremes, the answers to these
questions will vary from government to government. At best, the indicator framework should be
viewed as a possible method for gathering and analyzing data on governmental debt, based on the |
assumption that an organized process of analysis is preferable to no process at all.

Somewhat more problematic is the issue of whether this analytical approach could be •
extended to an assessment of the level of debt outstanding among all California units of government. II
With the exception of a few indicators, it appears possible to develop such a set of financial and

economic indicators; however, much of the analytical power of the statistical measures would be lost i

106Many of the issues discussed in Parts 1 and 2 of this report have been summarized in response to specific

questionsraisedby the Commission.Thesequestionsandthe responsesto themare shownin AppendixC. I
Nil
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I inthe of Thevalueof such indicator withitslimitedprocess aggregation. maintaining an set,

applications, should be weighed against the resources needed for its creation and maintenance.

I With these general conclusions in mind, a set of recommendations for further work in thisarea has been developed and is outlined below. The recommendations are divided into: (1) general
conclusions and recommendations for further research; (2) recommendations relating to information

i resources; and (3) recommendations relating to various indicators and their uses.

General Conclusions and Recommendations

I (1) It ispossible to construct a basic set of measures to aid in the evaluation of the credit
condition of California state and local governments. These measures would work best if applied to

I individual units of government or to homogeneous groups of governments (e.g., the State, counties,cities). The application of an indicator set to the task of assessing the overall level of debt in the State
would provide government analysts and decisions makers with useful information, but as a broad,
free-standing analytical tool, the indicator approach alone would be problematic for several reasons.

I First, some of the data simply are not available to create needed indicators for all of the diverse types
of government in California. The report indicates that data do not exist for a number of the variables
in the ideal indicator list. Second, even if data for individual governments are available for a given

I indicator, its analytical powers are likely to be weakened by the process of aggregation. Moreover,there also would be significant problems with the aggregation of data from dissimilar units of
government in any case. Third--and most importandy--by themselves, indicators can tell only part of

i the story of government credit condition. To be most useful, they should be related to the capitalspending demands likely to face government--that is, it is necessary not only to evaluate
government's debt capacity and its current utilization of debt but also what forces may affect its use
of debt over time. While most governments in California have capital planning processes, there

I needs to be further development of information in this area.
(2) Because of the limitations on the use of an indicator system as an isolated analytical tool,

I one important alternative application of the indicators would be as one analytical tool in acomprehensive capital budgeting process for individual units of government. In this context, the
indicator set would not be expected to provide definitive answers concerning credit condition but
could provide insights into the trends and composition of debt for use by policy makers and analysts

I in managing and planning capital expenditure The would provide a consistent,
programs. process

orderly method of maintaining and analyzing economic and financial information relevant to the
credit condition of state and local government. Used in this way, the indicator system would be

I valuable both to local governments and to the State, which is currently considering the creation of itsown formal capital budgeting process.

i (3) At the State government level, the indicators by themselves could also play an importantrole in the ongoing monitoring and analysis of government debt in California that is part of CDAC' s
basic mission. In this regard, we recommend that the Commission, if it does develop this process,
prepare for the Treasurer and publish an annual status report on the condition of outstanding debt in

I California, using information currently available to it and information developed through theindicator process. Several valuable reports have been prepared on this topic for the Commission and
the General Assembly in the past, but they quickly become dated. These data should be routinely

I available, and an annual report would appear to offer the appropriate vehicle for the presentation ofthis information.

(4) A t the local government level, it is recommended that the Comrffission continue to pursue

I its plans to provide training to local governments in the use of indicators. Taking into account points(1) and (2) above, this training might profitably be combined with training for local governments on

!
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I
and the use of indicators in a comprehensive capital budgeting process of the icapital budgeting

government or governments. U

(5) However, it should clearly be recognized that the development of this information system i
would require considerable resources to accumulate data, to develop new sources of data where
necessary, to maintain the data once created, and to produce on-going analysis. From the standpoint
of the Commission, these costs should certainly be weighed carefully against other programmatic m
commitments. |

(6) It should be carefully delineated that the purpose of this process would not be to attempt
to establish limits on the use of debt by state or local governments. Rather, its purpose should be to i
provide a central source of information on debt issued and outstanding that can be studied by pol!cy
makers, and which can help guide their decisions on future policies regarding the use of debt
financing. Governments issue annual financial reports not as a means of limiting expenditures but •
because the collection and presentation of financial information is a key to understanding how I
government is functioning. This same spirit should guide this process.

U

Data Base Issues i

(1) While the assessment process outlined in this report should not be expected to provide •
definitive answers to the complex issues of credit condition and fiscal health, it can provide
important benchmarks that will point to the deterioration of key factors influencing the credit
condition of California governments. In this regard, the indicator list developed for this study i
represents a reasonable starting place for any analysis of this type; however, if the Commission |
elected to go forward with the development of an assessment framework, it should do so with the
understanding that significant further Work needs to be done on the identification of data to be used

in the analysis, i
i

(2) In this regard, we recommend that a further step in the current evaluation process should
be an assessment of the information currently available on local government finances. This could be •
done through an evaluation of a sample of local reports submitted to the Controller. This sample I
would be drawn from all types of local governmentS reporting to the Controller, since there are
important differences in the forms on which information is collected for the various units of
government. Information reported to the Controller should be compared with actual financial report •
data and internal information on the sample jurisdictions. Sources of problems should be identified
and procedures developed for eliminating all but simple errors. It should be recognized that it is
unlikely that data for several thousand governments will be completely pure, but major problems
could clearly be eliminated with the cooperation of the Controller. I]

(3) It is recommend that attention be given as well to data available through other sources, i
although a survey of potential sources indicates that these alternatives are likely to be limited. One |possible source of such data is California Municipal Statistics (CMS), a private f'n-mwhich maintains
a data base of debt information on California units of government. Exploration of this issue could be

part of the evaluation process recommended in this section's recommendation (2) above. I
i

(4) Because improvements in existing data sources seem workable--and again assuming the
Commission wants to pursue this process--we would recommend against the Commission seeking •
authority to develop its own information requirements for state and local government. This is true 1
because such an effort would be likely to share many of the same problems as the current data
sources and would impose an unwelcome new reporting requirement on local governments. In fact,
given constitutional requirements dealing with state mandates, it might involve local costs that might •
require State reimbursement.

I
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I (5) Although the Commission should not undertake its own, separate data gathering effort,the Commission should develop its own data base if it pursues the indicator process. The

Commission already maintains information on new debt issues and related information, so this

I would be a natural extension of that data collections process. It isfurther recommended that theCommission work with the Controller and other sources to get information prior to itsformal
publication to insure the timeliness of information available for assessment.

I (6) lfthis data base is developed, given to possible
consideration should be other ases for it

in addition to the assessment ofoutst'anding debt. For example, it could eventually be used to
maintain detailed information on par values, interest coupons, "true" and "net" interest costs, call.. -

I provisions, refunding provisions, and other features of the California credit market that would beuseful to government policy makers and analysts alike. Clearly, a plan would be needed for the
overall design of the data base to accommodate a logical, efficient expansion of its use.

!
Indicators

(1) It should be clearly recognized that the model indicators in this study are only a starting
I point in the range of analytical approaches given a consolidated data base of debt and otherfinancial

irformation. Other indicators along the same lines clearly are possible and would be relevant to

I various types of analysis.
(2) In this regard, an important step once a data base is developed wouM be to apply

statistical techniques to the indicators in theframework and other potential indicators to test their

I This should be continuing of the assessment A firstusefulness. testing procedure an part process.
step in this direction would be to conduct correlation analysis on the indicators to determine the
interrelationships anaong them. Another staiisticai approach would be to use factor analysis to

I explore the interrelationships among sets of indicators. (Factor analysis is designed to group largenumber of variables into "factors" representing similar or like behavior. In this case, it can be used
to systematically sort through the variables, select the variances that are quantitatively important.)

i Finally, for time series, regression analysis could be used to analyze the statistical relationshipsbetween the various indicators and a single dependent variable--such as the level of aggregate debt in
the state. The issue in this final analysis would be the degree to which the various indicators
"explain" a given level of debt outstanding statewide (or alternately, for an individual government).

I (3) We recommend that the Commission--if it decides to continue developing an indicator
process--should eventtzally work toward the development of data for substate jurisdictions or

I aggregations as well as for the statewide aggregate. While the emphasis clearly should be ondeveloping aggregate indicators, some time and analysis should be taken to understand the detail
underlying the statewide trends. This means distinguishing among governments of various sizes and
types. This need not be an immediate goal of the process, but it clearly is important to work toward

I disaggregation as an important government
resource for policy makers.

(4) It is also important that any indicators developed by the Commission.in the future focus

I on time trends, as well as static indicators of credit condition at a given point in time. This isespecially important since there are few standards for measuring performance. Thus, trends over
time--deterioration or improvement--are particularly important.

I (5) In this regard, we recommend that over time the consider developing anCommission
economic model to project indicators into thefuture based on different assumptions about the general
condition of the state and national economies. Not only will this help better explain how and why

I credit conditions change, but it will allow sensitivity analysis to see how California government'scredit strength would hold up assuming various paths for the economy. This same sort of analytical
treatment should also be applied to the capital planning process described in earlier conclusions.

!
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(6) Finally, we would recommend that a part of the indicator effort be the development of I

interstate comparisons for state-level data, probably using Census data as a base. (The development
of interstate comparisons for substate data is possible btit is considerably more problematic and

expensive for potentially very limited results.) The value of state-level comparisons is to provide Idecision makers with a frame of reference for evaluating the level of debt. It is perhaps not the best
available standard of measure. However, it is a familiar one, and one in which decision makers often

have an interest. Given the availability of resources, it is preferable to do interstate comparisons for Iall 50 states. Obviously, not all states mirror the size and complexity of California, but it is often
difficult to gauge which subset of states is most important (e.g., 10 largest, 10 industrial, Sunbelt _
states, Western states), and a complete data set for all states would insure that the Commission

wouldhavetheinformationtomeetchangingneeds. I

For the most part, state and local governments in the United States have enjoyed a number of I
years of relative fiscal ease; however, there is no guarantee that economic conditions will continue to

perform well, and in fact, history suggests that any economic expansion is eventually followed by a Islowdown. The State of California has an opportunity to begin to put into place a process for
analyzing and detecting changes in the credit and general fiscal conditions of its governments. This

isanappropriatetimetobeginsuchanundertaking. I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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APPENDIXA I

INDICATORS USED IN SELECTED STUDIES OF CREDIT
CONDITION AND FISCAL HEALTH

AND PRELIMINARY EVALUATION CRITERIA

Consls- Co•par. I
Factor tenc_, Scope Simplicity ability

Debt Position Indicators l

l.I. Net Tax-Supported Debt
Per Capita + +

1.2. Average Debt Service Costs us a 1
Percent of Total Revenue (Trend) + + + +

1.3. Average Short-Term Debt as a Percent
of Total Revenues (Trend) + + + + I

1.4. Composition of Debt + + + + •
1.5. Debt Capacity Index (1) + + +
1.6. Debt Outstanding (+ Trend) + + + +
1.7. Debt Per Capita + + + + l

1.8. Debt as a Percent of Assessed Value + + •
1.9. Debt Per $1,000 of Personal Income + + + +
1,10, Debt as a Percent of Property Tax

Ruse + + I

1.11. Debt as a Percent of True Property •
Value + +

1.12. Debt Service us a Percent of Revenue + + + +

1.13. Debt Service as a Percent of Revenue I

ICapacity + + +
1,14. Debt Service as u Percent of Total

TaxesCollected + + + +

1.15. Debt Service Reserves as u Percent of •
Annual Debt Service + + l1.16. DebtAVealth Index + +

1.17, Default History +
1.18. Federal and State Aid as u Percent •

of Debt Service 1
1A9. Liquid Assets as a Percent of Short.

Term Debt

1.20. Maturity Term of Outstanding Debt •
1.21. Overlapping Debt as a Percent of 1

Assessed Value of Property + +
1.22. Overlapping Debt us u Percent of

Pull Value of Property + + o 1
1.23. Overlapping Debt as u Percent of

Personal Income + + +

1.24. Overlapping Debt Per Capita + + + l

1.25. Past Credit Ratings + •
1.26. Ratio of Change in Long-Term

Debt Outstanding to Change in Per
Capita Income + + + + am

1.27. Ratio of Debt Outstanding to Be •
Paid in 5 Years to Total Debt + +

1.28. Ratio of Debt Outstanding to Be
Paid in I0 Years to Total Debt + + 1

1.29. Ratio of Debt Per Capita to Income •
Per Capita + + + + 1

1.30. Ratio of Debt to Assessed Value + +

1.31. Ratio of Debt to True Property •
Value + + o I1.32. Ratio of Long-Term Debt Retired
Plus Annual Interest Payments to

Own-Source Revenue (Treed) + + + 1

* See footnotes at the end of this table.
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I APPENDIX A

INDICATORS USED IN VARIOUS STUDIES
(Continued)

I Consls. Compar-Factor tency Scope Simplicity ability

Debt Position Indicators.-Continued

I 1.33. Ratio of Long-Term Debt Retired
Plus Short-Term Debt Outstanding
Plus Annual Interest Payments to

I Own.Source Revenue (Trend) + + +1.34. Ratio of Long-Term Debt Retired
Plus Annual Interest Payments to
State Personal Income (Trend) + + +

I 1.35. Ratio of Long--Terra Debt RetiredPlus Short-Term Debt Outstanding
Plus Annual Interest Payments to
State Personal Income (Trend) + + +

I 1.36. Ratio of Debt Retired
Long-Term

PlusAnnual Interest Payments to
Total Revenue (Trend) + + +

I 1.37, Ratio of Long-Term Debt Retired
Plus Short-Term Debt Outstanding
Plus Annual Interest Payments to
TotalRevenue(Trend) + + +

I 1.38. Average Maturity Date of Debt + +1.39. Ratio of Debt Service Payments to :
General Revenue + + +

1.40. Ratio of Debt Sen, ice Payments to

I Own-Source Revenues + + +
1.41. Short-Tarm Debt as a Percent of

Total General Revenue + + + +

1.42. Short-Term Debt Per Capita * + + +

I 1.43. Tax-Supported Debt Per Capita + + o +1.44. Trend in Appropriation-Supported Debt
Outstanding + + o +

1.45. Trend in Per Capita Debt + + + +

I 1.46. Ratio of Growth in Debt to Growth inGeneral Rovenues + + + +

Economic Base Indicators

I 1. Employment
1.1. Employment in Durable Goods

Manufacturing (Trend) + + + +

I 1.2. Employment Growth Trend + + + +1.3. Industrial Diversification (2) + +
1.4. ManufacturingEmployment as a

PercentofTotalEmployment + + + +

l 1.5.RatioofFull-TimeEquivalentOov-cromentEmploymenttoTotal
Employment o +

1.6. Unemployment Rate + + + +

I 2. Income

2,1,ChangeinIncome(Trend) + + + +

I 2,2.Farm Income
2.3,MedianFamilyIncome + + o +
2,4,PersonalIncome + + +

2.5.TotalPerCapitaPersonalIncome + + + +

I 2.6. Per Capita Income Growth Trend + + + +2.7. Real (Inflation-Adjusted) Per Capits Income + + +
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APPENDIXA I

INDICATORS USED IN VARIOUS STUDIES
(Continued)

Consls- Compar. i
Factor tency Scope Simplicity ability

Economic Base lndlcators.Cont'd. 1
1

3. Population
3.1. Median Age o o + o i

3.2. Percent Change in Black Population + •
3.3. Percent of Population College Students
3,4. Percent of Population Non.White +

3.5. Percent of Population Below l
Poverty Level + + + o •

3.6. Percent of Population Llnder 21 and/or
Over 65 Years of Age (Dependency
Rate) + i

3.7. Percent of Population with Less Than •
Five Years of Schooling +

3.8.Population + + +
3.9. Population Growth Trend + + + + •
3.10. Population Density l

4. Economic Perforraancellnfraxtructure
4.1. Assessed Value of Property Per Capita + + + + m
4.2. Business License Trends (Number and Value) I
4.3. Housing Permit Trends (Number and

Value)
4,4, Market Value New Residential Develop- •

manta'oral New Development I
4.5. Percent of Residences that Are Owner-

Occupied

4.6. Percent of Substandard Housing •
4.7. Retail Sales Per Capita + + + +
4.8. Age of Housing Stock + +

5. Other Factors •
5.1. "Better" or "Poorer" Stale
5.2. Climate
5.3. Land Area

5.4.MedianYearsofEducation + + o •

5.5.PoliticalPartyinPower
5.6.PolicitcalFragmentation

5.7.StateofOrigin +

5.8. Tourist Orientation of Economy •
5.9.VacancyRates + o
5.10.ValueofMineralProduction 4. 4.

l

Fiscal Base Indicators I

I. RevenueResourcesandRese_ma I1.1. Average Current Tax Collection Rate
(Tax Collections{l'ax Levy) +

1.2. Change in Intergoyemmental
Revenue as a Percent of Total •

IRevenue + + +

1.3. Change in Properly Value from
Value in Prior Period + +

i
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APPENDIX A

I INDICATORS USED IN VARIOUS STUDIESContinued)

i l Consis- Compar-
Factor tency Scope Simplicity ahlllt_,

Fiscal Base lndicators.Cont'd.

I 1.4. Change in Property Values Per
Capita + +

1.5, Elasticity of Revenue Base + + +

I 1.6. Fiscal (Revenue) Capacity + + . +
1.7. Fiscal (Revenue) Effort + + +
1.8. Largest Taxpayers as a Percent of

Tax Base

I 1.9. Own-Source Revenues Per Capita + + +
1.10. Property Taxes as a Percent of Local

Government Revenues + +
1.11. Ratio of Assessed Value to True

I Market Value +1.12. Ratio of Legal Tax Rates to Current
Tax Rates +

1.13. Ratio of One-Time Revenues to

I Total Revenues +1.14. Ratio of Property Taxes to Total
Own-Source Revenues + + o

1.15. Ratio of Restricted Revenues to

I Net Operating Revenues + +1.16. Ratio of State SharM Revenue to
Total Revenue +

1.17. Ratio of Tax Revenues to Index of

I Resources +1.18. Revenue Growth Trends + + + : +
1.19. Revenue as a Percent of Personal Income + + + +

i 1.20. Revenues Per Capita + + + +
1.21. Revenue Raising Capacity + + +
1.22. Tax Capacity + + +
1.23. Tax Effort + + +

i 1.24, Tax IncomePer Capita + o + +
1.25. General Revenue Per $1.000 of Income + + + +
1.26. Tax Rates +

1.27. Ten Largest Taxpayers as a Percent

I of Total Tax Base
1.28. Total Tax Levy
1.29. Trend in Own-Sourca Revenue* Used

to Meet Matching Requirements +

I 2. CurremandCapitolE.RaenditurePressures
2.1. Capital Expenditures Per Capita + + + o
2.2. Capital Expenditures Per Capita (Trend) + + + o

I 2.3, Current Operating Expenditures Per Capita + ÷ + o2.4. Education Expenditures Per Capita + +
2.5. Expenditures for Personal Services

as a Percent of Total Revenues +

I 2.6. Expenditures by Type + + +2.7. Expenditure Growth Trends + + + +
2.8. Total General Expenditures Per Capita + + + +
2.9. Fire Expenditures Per Capita + o

I 2.10. Health Expenditures Per Capita + o2,11, Growth in Government Enterprises
Incurring Operating Losses ' - -

i 2.12. General Expenditures Per $1,000 of Income + + + ' +
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APPENDIX A

INDICATORS USED IN VARIOUS STUDIES •
(Continued) 1

Consls. Compar-

Factor tenet, Scope Simplicity ability l

Fiscal Base indicators.Cont'd.
2.12. Percent of Current Expenditures on Interest + + + +

2,13. Percent of Local Schogls Expenditures •
by the StateGovernment + +

2.14PercentofWelfarePaymentsby
Siam Government + +

2.15.PoliceExpendituresPerCapita + o •
2A6.RatioofActualExpendituresto

IndexofServiceResponsibilities + +

2.17.RatioofFixedExpenditaresto lllll

TotalExpenditures + + + •
2.18. Ratio of Government Expenditures

toTrueIWope_yValues +
2.19.RatioofMandatedExpendituresto m

Total Expenditures (Trend) + + •
2.20. Ratio of Real Expenditures Per

Capita to Index of Community Needs + +
2.21. Ratio of Year-End Expenditures to ms

Original Budget (Trend) + + I2.22. Real Expenditures Per Capita (Growth) + + +
2.23. Revenue from User Fees as a Percent

of Expenditures for Related Services •
2.24. Total Expenditures + + + |
2.25.TrendinCspimlOutlayExpenditures + + +
2.26.WelfarePaymentsasaPercentof

TotalExpenditures + o 1

3. PeasionFunds/UnfundedLiabilities
3.1. Pension Fund Obligations as s

Percent of Total Assets •

I3.2. Pension Fund Obligations as a
Percent of Total Revenue

3.3. Unfunded Pension Liabilities (Trend) + +

3.4. Unfunded Pension Liabilities Per Capita + + 1
I

4. OveeaU Operating Position
4.1. CurrentAssets Less Current

Liabilities + + •

14.2. General Fund Balance Per Capita + +
4.3. Ratio of Current Assets to

Current Liabilities + +
I

4.4.RatioofGeneralFund Balance m •
Re_a_'es + +

4.5.RatioofSurplustoCurrent

OperatingExpenses + + 1

4.6. Opurating Position (Sttrpltm/Dcficit) •
(Trend) + + +

Source: Compiled by KPMG Peat Marwick, based on indicators in studies discussed in the literature review part of the study. •

N o te: The evaluation process used in this table is straightforward. If the indicator meets a particular criterion, it receives a
• , plus (+). If it does not meet the criterion, it receives a minus (-). If.it is unclear how well it fits a given criterion

(perhaps because of uncertainties about the availability of data), it receives a zero (o). 1

(1) The debt capacity index is drawn from James R. Ramsey and Merlin M. Hackbart, "State and Local Debt Capacity: An
Index Measure," Municipal Finance Journal, Vol. 9, No. 1 (Winter 1988), pp. 7-18. The measure combines measures of

appropriation (or tax-supported) debt end debt service to state income, pepuistion, population, and property value. 1

(2) Industrial diversification is a complex statistical measure of the degree of specialization in en economy.
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APPENDIX B

INDICATORDEFINITIONS I
Indicator Definition

Level of Outstanding Debt l
1. Total Outstanding Public Debt All long-tar• credit obligations of California governments whether backed []

by full faith and credit or nongtn"m'nateed, end all interest bearing short-term

credit obiigations. Would include all atate and local gencr_.l obligation bends, D
user-supported revenue bonds, sales tax revenue bends, limited obligation |bonds (e.g., Mallo-Roos, Special Assessment), tax allocation bonds, lame-
backed securities, mortgage revenue bonds, industrial devalol]Qnent bonds,

end similar obligations of California units of government. 1
1

2, Total Outstanding Debt (Trend) The annual percent change in the level of total outstanding public debt.

3. Composition of Debt Debt totals disaggrogated according to type of debt, type of government, and •
term (short-term, long-term).

Measures of Debt Position

1, Outstanding Debt Per Capita Total outstanding debt divided by state population. Ian
2. Outstanding Debt Per S1,000 of Total outstanding debt divided by state personal income (in thousands).

Personal Income

3. Trend in Debt Per Capita The annual percent change in the level of outstanding debt per capita. •

4. Net Tax-Supported Debt Per Capita Derived by dividing net tax-supperted debt by total state population, Tax- 1
supported debt equals total outstanding debt less any debt which is self-supperting Ifromenterprise revenues, sinking fund reserves for term debt, end short-term
operating debt.

llllll

5, Ratio of Debt Service Requirements The amount of money needed in a given year to pay principal and interest on I
to Total General Revenues outstanding debt and required contributions to bond sinking funds divided by

the total of all government revenue except trust and utility revenue.
am

6. Ratio of Debt Service Requirements Same as factor 6. except that it excludes intergovemmental revenues. 1
to Own-Source Revenues

7. Short-Term Debt Per Capita Interest-bearing debt payable within one year from date of issue, such as bond 1
and tax anticipation notes, divided by state population.

8. Ratio of Short-Term Debt to Total Short-term debt issues divided by all state and local revenues except U'ust and 1

General Revenues utility revenues. •
J

9. Average Maturity of Outstanding Average maturity date (in years) for outstanding tax-anpported debt of the

Long.Tcrm Debt government. I

Economic Base Measures

1. Population Growth Trend The annual percentage change in total state population.
am

2. Employment Growth Trend The annual percentage change in total employment in the state. I

3. Total Personal Income Per Capita State personal income, including income from salaries, wages, business income,

end other sources divided by state population. I
m

4. Per Capita Income Growth Trend The annual percentage change in state pe_,on_ income per capita (divided by state
population).

5. Assessed Value of Property Per Capita The total taxable value of property in the state (excluding exempt properties) 1
divided by state population. (Taxable value should include the redevelopment

tax allocation increment.) I
I
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I APPENDIXBINDICATOR DEFINITIONS

(Continued)

I Indicator Defln Ition
Economic Base Indicators--Continued

6. Retail Sales Per Capita Total volume of sales by retail establishments in the state divided by state

I population.

7. Trend in Employment in Durable The annual percentage change in total employment in durable goods manufacturing

I Goods Manufacturing industries (SIC Major Groups 32-39).
8. Unemployment Rate Civilian unemployment rate.

I 9. Persons Below the Poverty Level Percentage of total population below govemment.eateblished poveaay-level incomes.
10. Age of Housing Stock Percentage of housingstock built before 1940.

I Measures of Revenue Resources and Reserves1. Total General Revenues Per Capita The total of all government revenues, including taxes, fees, and other receipts,
except trust and utility revenues divided by state population.

I 2. Total Own-Source Revenue Per Total of income from all sources usedby government to t'manee generalCapita expenditures with the exception of intergovemmental revenue sources. Includes
taxes, fees, interest and divdend income, leases, rants, royalties, end other income

generated by government from its own resources.

I 3. Total General Revenues Per $1,000 Total general revenues divided by state personal income (in thousands),
of State Personal Income

i •4. Revenue Growth Trend The annual percentage change in total general revenues.

5. Elasticity of the Revenue Base Change in total general revenues adjusted for tax increases divided by change in

I state personal income. (Ratio greater than 1.0 implies the revenue system growsmore rapidly than state personal income.) Example: 1980-89.

6. Revenue Capacity end Effort Measures of the revenue-raising capacity and actual effort of Califoroia govern.

I ments. Capacity is defined as how much money could be raised in the state froma _niformly applied set of revenue sources adjusted for legal limitations and
compared with national average rates, Effort is the actual amount of revenue raised
from the tax sources compared with capacity.

I r_leasures of Current and Capital Expenditure Pressures
1. Total General Expenditures Per Capita All government expenditures other than mast and utility expenditures divided by

i state population.2. Expenditure Growth Trend The mmual percentage change in total general expenditures.

l 3. Real General Expenditures Per Capita The mmual percentage change in total general expondinn'es adjusted to remove
Growth Trend the effects of inflation divided by state population.

4. Total General Expenditures Per $1,000 Total general revenues divided by state personal income (in thousands).

I of State Personal income
5. Expenditure Elasticity Change in total genural expenditures divided by change in state personal income.

(Ratio greater than 1.0 impfies the revenue syst_'m grows more rapidly than income.)

I •6. Ratio of Fixed Expenditures to Total Total expenditures required by state or federal mandate or because of stetutory
General Expenditures or constitutional dedication of funds us a percentage of total general expenditures

I of stete and local government.
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APPENDIXB IINDICATOR DEFINITIONS

(Continued)

Indicator Definition I

Measures of Current and Capital Expenditure Pressures--Continued

7. CapiteJ Expenditures Per Capita Direct e_pendiwxas for const_JCtiun of buildings, roads, and other improvements and

for the purchase of equipment, land, and existing atrucun-es divided by state Ipopulation.

8. Unfunded Pev.sion Liability (Trend) .' Tbediffere_eabetwee_thepresentvaheofallfuturepensionbenefitsandthe I
present value of all Cmancia]assets, including the assets expected as a result of
normal contributions.

9. Unfunded pension Liability Per Capita Unfimded pension liability divided by state population. I
Measures of Operating Position

1. Operating Position (Trend) The relationship of annual genezal revenues to annual expenditures. If revenues
exceed expenditures, the operating position under this definition is in sm'plus;
if expenditures exceed revenues; the opeating position is in deficit. (Must be I
distinguished from true accounting fund surplus and deficit concept.)

Source: KPMG Peat Marwick, Policy Economics Group. m

I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
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APPENDIX C

• !COMMENTS ON DETAILED QUESTIONS
POSED BY THE COMMISSION STAFF

CONCERNING THE STUDY AND ITS FINDINGS I

The following questions and answers correspond to the detailed-set of questions in Attachment I of the •
Request for Proposal for this study. They are based Onthe information contained in Part 1 and Part 2 of 1
the study.

!
I. INTRODUCTION

I

Therewereno specificquestionsin thissectionof theoutline. U

II. LITERATURE REVIEW m

A.EarlyHistory m
I

1. When did research in this field begin and why?

The origins appear to have been in 1919 when Moody's began rating municipal securities m
as a supplement to the corporate ratings it began in 1909. The practice grew much more
sophisticated in the 1940s following a series of major defaults by municipalities during the
Depression. The earliest academic-based studies of government debt begin to appear in the II
1930s, with major studies in 1930 by Paul Studensky and in 1936 by Albert Hillhouse. Ill
The first major alternative bond rating system found in the literature (as an alternative to
Moody's ratings in this case) was developed by James McCabe at the Maxwell School of
Syracuse University in 1941. m

2. What were the early contributions?

The main accomplishment of the early studies appears to have been beginning to organize •
data on state and local finances. The ratings themselves were fairly cursory, based mainly
on the perceived size and economic strength of the locality (measured by such factors as m
the number of rail lines, etc.). The main contribution of the period was in laying the II
framework for the more sophisticated bond rating system developed by Moody's and
Standard and Poor's since then and particularly since the 1940s.

With regard to the analysis of government fiscal health, there were studies of local Ill
economic bases dating at least as far back as 1927, when Robert Haig and R.C. McCrea
produced a regional economic survey of New York and its surrounding areas. Harvey m
Brazer wrote about fiscal disparities in metropolitan areas (a precursor of the study of II
of fiscal stress) in 1957. The "father" of the modern study of fiscal condition was the
U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations report, City Financial •
Emergencies, published in 1973. Much of the work assessing fiscal condition was m
spurred by the New York City fiscal crisis in the mid-1970s.

!
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I B. Subsequent Major Developments

• 1. For what reasons did research efforts grow in this field.6

I Two primary reasons. First, in the case of the bond rating process, research was spurredby the efforts of Moodys and Standard and Poors and by a large number of academic and
government researchers who conducted studies to replicate the rating agencies' anal.yses.

I This latter effort was probably at least in part a result of the fact that the rating agencieswere (and are) vague about what factors theyused to rate municipal credits and how they are
weighted in the final rating assignments.

i Second, work of financial condition was primarily spurred by the fiscal
on analyses

problems of major U.S. cities. These problems began to be apparent in the 1960s, but
the galvanizing event in this area was the near default of New York City in 1975. The

I majority of work done on fiscal indicators really dates from 1975.
2. How does this research differ from earlier efforts?

I Work in the area has become more sophisticated as time has passed. Clearly data sources
have improved with improvements in state and (particularly) local government financial
reporting. The development of fiscal indicators has also become more sophisticated

and organized, largely as new analysts have built on earlier work and added new statisticalwrinkles of their own.

3. What major techniques were used and what were the findings?
The primary development of recent research has been the fiscal indicator. Indicators are measures
which can be used to monitor the health of the government. A major innovation has been to

I the analysis to the economic base in which the operates. Analysts began toexpand government
realize that the outlook for the economy often told as much (or more) about the probability of
future fiscal problems as a jurisdiction's current financial balance sheet information did.

I There have been a number of major contributors in this area. J. Richard Aronson, in
particular, has published extensively on municipal indicators, including preparation of a major

i overview of Work in the area for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.He also (along with Arthur King) published one of the first post-New York studies to look
at aggregate fiscal health of state and local governments in a state, a key to the current study,
and (with Eli Schwartz) he published one of the ftrst guidebook-style studies to help local

I officials assess the fiscal condition of their own jurisdictions. More recently, KatherineBradbury, Helen Ladd, and John Yinger have published on the fiscal condition of cities, and
their work represents some of the best recent work in this area. In addition to Aronson and
Schwartz, much of the work on fiscal condition guidebooks has come from Sanford Groves

I and Maureen Godsey Valente.

C. Contemoorarv Frontiers

I 1. What are theirfoundation?

I Most of the current work in this area stems from the studies of municipal fiscal conditionand fiscal stress from the 1970s. The primary concern in these studies is less with the
• issue of debt burden than with fiscal condition generally. It isprobably not accurate to say

i that earlier concerns have fallen by the wayside. The interest in municipal bond ratings,
for example, is not as intense today as it was in the 1950s and 1960s, but it continues to
be researched sporadically. All of these studies seek to examine some aspect of the ability of
government to provide services without failing into fiscal difficulty. Despite recent relative

!
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stability in economic conditions, this continues to be a major and legitimate concern. •

2. Who, what, when, where, why, and how?

Most of the current research in this area is being done through one of three venues-- •
(1) academia; (2) municipal credit research; and (3) in the context of municipal financial
management. The major academic analysts working in this area at this time are, again,
Katherine Bradbury, John Yinger, and Helen Ladd. Their work has been directed toward •
understanding and predicting the fiscal health of major U;S. cities.-The University of I
Oregon, Bureau of Government Research and Service also produced a useful indicator
study for Oregon cities in 1983 which showed the practical application of the indicator
methodology to smaller jurisdictions. Unfortunately, the data in that study were taken n
from Census Bureau information collected for the Revenue Sharing program and are not
currently available.

The most extensive municipal credit work is done by Moody's and Standard and Poors. Other I
than indicating what elements they consider of consequence, they do not make much of this
information available. There have been very few recent works on the analysis of credit ratings i

alone. Most of this work was done in the 1960s and 1970s. A major exception is the i
article, discussed in the literature review, by James Ramsey and Merlin Hackbart, which m

develops a debt capacity index.

The most recent work done to provide a detailed set of municipal financial management I
indicators was developed in 1986 by Sanford Groves and Maureen Godsey Valente
for the International City Management Association (ICMA). The ICMA system is i
characterized by the specification of an indicator package that can be developed l
and used by individual governments. Obviously, the Commission's own Handbook would
be a further extension of this work arid also involved Vaiente.

The work is preceding in these veins because there continues to be concerns in many •
quarters about the fiscal health of state and local governments. This concern, in particular,
focuses on major cities--thus, probably the most widely known recent work--by Yinger and •
Ladd--uses indicators as a means of analyzing and discussing the larger public policy |
issue of what is ailing American cities.

It is clear from the literature review that researchers are not getting closer to the definition i
of a specific set of indicators that reflects either credit condition or overall government
fiscal condition. In this respect, most of the work being done in the area is a matter of
selecting a set of indicators that meets general criteria for providing a broad overall •
picture of governmental fiscal health and then aggregating data. Most often, these l
data are compared among jurisdictions or against averages. That appears to be the

bestapproachtoprovidingaframeofreference, i

It would appear that there will continue to be interest in this analytical area among
academics, the credit analysis community, and governmental agencies (or, in the case
of the Municipal Finance Officers Association and the International City Management U
Association, organizations representing governmental entities). A surge in interest in
indicators is most likely to arise if there are major fiscal problems with a state--or
more likely--a well-known local government. It would appear that this work is almost •
always going to concentrate on local government because the data are more homo- |
geneous and trends are more easily explained by discrete economic and fiscal events. The
larger the economy, the less likely fiscal indicators are to reveal telling nuances
about financialposition. Unless the health of thecities becomes a major issue of i
national concern, it is unlikely that the federal government will be heavily involved III
in this area, since much of the work done on fiscal indicators by federal researchers

!
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I in the late 1970s and early 1980s was related to the distribution of federal assistance,much of which has since been curtailed.

i 3. What are the most recent findings and results?
Most of the recent findings in this area, as indicated above, deal with fiscal condition
of local jurisdictions. Much of the disagreement in the area is related to the indicators

I . used and not specific methodological or philosophical differences. There clearly aresome differences in the degree to which various analysts feel indicators are useful in :. :
the analysis of government fiscal condition. For example, Stonecash and McAfee

point to several limitations on the use of fiscal strain indicators in a 1981 article, themost important of which was an objection to the use of interjurisdictional comparisons. '

4. What is the likely direction of future research efforts in this field?

I This question is covered in C.2. above. The future in this area is to continue to develop
data and refine methodologies. A major hurdle from the standpoint of policy makers is the

I lack of very current data. This may not be resolved until a state actually developsa data base that is updated routinely and on a more current basis than information now
available is updated. At the local level, there would appear to be a great need for some

i form of municipal indicators among smaller jurisdictions which lack sophisticatedanalytical capabilities at present. In the future, the current municipal fiscal indicator
handbooks (including CDAC's Handbook) might be converted to computer programs that would
allow local government to enter relevant data and see results on a personal computer. This

I approach is already in place for some financial management areas, such as business and personalfinances.

I III. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
A. B_si,s oflh¢ Mofl¢l

I 1. What primary references were consulted for building this model?
The basic structure of the model, dividing the indicators selection among, economic,

debt, and other government financial factors is commonly used throughout the literature.Versions of it can be found in the University of Oregon study, the Groves and Valente
handbook, and the Commission's own Handbook. Much of the basic thinking about
the relevant issues in the model come from Roy Bahl's 1971 article on measuring the

I creditworthinessof (seethe Thesereferenceswereusedgovernments Bibliography).
because the represent a strong theoretical underpinning that has been used in a practical
application. They also deal generically with the fiscal health or credit condition of

I governments generally and not with large cities in particular as many of the otherstudies do.

i 2. What is the rationale for this model?
Since no def'mitive set of indicators can be specified, the model in this study was designed
to select and array data for the major areas--economic and financial--that experts have

I agreed have a direct beating on creditworthiness or the overall fiscal health of a governmentor group of governments. Probably the major shortcomings of some past work that the current
.model seeks to address are: (1) the lack of.attention.to.trends over.time;.and (2) the need

I to be conscious of how trends may change in the future. Because of data limitations, manyof the earlier studies are static in the sense that they look at one year of data. The model
components specified in this model are designed to capture changes over time as well.

!
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This approach makes sense from the standpoint of outlining an approach that could •
ultimately be made operational by CDAC or some other governmental body. Most of the I
indicator studies reviewed in the literature review had a particular analytical goal. There was
no study, except the Oregon analysis, which was in the same vein as the analytical goals
envisioned by CDAC in this study--that is, the development of indicators for statewide i
assessment of the level of outstanding debt (or credit condition or general fiscal condition
for that matter).

3. How does the rationale for this model compare to that of the model developed in Phase I?_._._ I

The models have many similar features and the recommended indicators overlap conceptually.
Both specify indicator sets reflecting economic, financial and debt condition.-The major II
difference is one of orientation. The Phase I model and indicators are designed for local
use. This model is intended for broader statewide use. Ultimately, though, they attempt to

provide a framework for monitoring many of the same aspects of fiscal condition. !
Ill

B. The Model

1. What is the structure of the model? i

The revised model (see Part 2 of the study) has a number of components reflecting economic,
fiscal base and debt position factors believed to affect government financial position. The model II
is not a statistical model but is a framework for assessing the level of debt outstanding, with
the various factors and their component indicators representing touchstones for the analysis
of the major aspects of credit condition. Indicators for two sets of factors which unquestionably •
affect the level of debt outstanding--environmental factors (such as natural disasters or the I
political culture of the jurisdiction(s) under study) and organizational factors (such as
management practices and legal constraints) have not been developed in either the literature or
in this study. Thus, they areviewed as exogenous to the model framework. Their effects are i
best analyzed by individuals knowledgeable of the political, institutional, etc. setting in which
government must operate.

im

The model is set up as a series of analytical steps beginning with the determination of the total I
level of debt outstanding, calculation of debt position, a series of evaluative steps, and a
monitoring process. The model then feedsback to the first step, creating a monitoring and

analysiscycle. I

The model clearly simplifies the real-world relationships that determine the consequences of
the level of debt outstanding. This simplification is partly a necessity in attempting to specify i
a process for assessing the level of outstanding debt for the large number of California state
and local entities in aggregate. However, it would be just as necessary for a process assessing
individual governments. In this respect, the model hampers actual analysis of the effects •
of outstanding debt because it aggregates information upward. It is extremely unlikely that i
enough California governments would have problems with their debt level to show up in -
the aggregate numbers. Ultimately, it will be necessary to examine individual governments--
or at least groups of governments (e.g., counties, cities, etc.)--to get a more complete I
assessment of the effect of the level of debt outstanding. The aggregate figures provide a III
useful starting point for the analysis, but their limitations should be clearly recognized in all

cases. I
The model in this phase of the project is similar in many regards to the model in Phase I.
Both incorporate debt position, economic, and fiscal condition elements. The approach in m
this phase is more oriented to an assessment cycle than the model in Phase I which primarily !showed hypothesized relationships among major financial elements.

!
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2. How is this model to the used for the Commission's purposes?

I If resources were available, the model would serve as a framework for the Commission to
gather information and produce periodic analyses of the level of outstanding debt in the

I State and its implications. As the text of the study describes, the model can be used todevelop a set of indicators using a broad list of possibilities. The model provides a method
of grouping and organizing the indicators and an overall analytical process.

I IV. INDICATORS

A. Indicators Created bv Credit Rating A_,encies

I 1. What measures are currently used by the major municipal credit rating agencies?

I Moody's and Standard and Poor's both claim to use a wide range of indicators, many(if not most) similar to those discussed in the report. In general, these indicators
breakdown into economic factors, management factors, fiscal factors, and administrative
factors. Both rating agencies also use special indicators for specialized types of debt, such

I bonds enterprisedebt. For example,Moody's keys on indicatorssuch as
as revenue or

net debt per capita, net debt to full market value of all taxable property, and similar
indicators for general obligation debt. For enterprise debt, the firm's analysts will focus

I on operating issues, such as net take-down (net revenues divided by gross revenue andincome) and operating ratio (operating and maintenance expenses divided by total operating
revenues). On the other hand, the analysis of hospital enterprise debt might focus on the

percentage of bed occupancy,average stay, percent of revenUeSreceivable.fromMedicareBecauseOrMedicaid,ofthe
I as well as such other "normal operating statistics as accounts

range of types of municipal debt and the range of indicators used by the two credit rating
agencies, a list of indicators is not provided here;

I With regard to sources of data for compiling these indicators, both agencies make use of
a wide range of sources, but the most important single source is the jurisdiction being
rated. For example, Standard and Poor's prefers that a jurisdiction requesting a rating

I providethe followinginformation:

• Last three annual audit reports

I • Currentbudgetdocument• Current capital improvements program
• Official statements for new financing

• Planningdocument• Zoning or land use map
• In the case of interim borrowing, cash flow statements

i • Statement of long and short term debt with annual and monthly maturitydates as appropriate
• An indication of appropriate authority for debt issuance (statutes, etc.)
• Statement concerning borrowing capacity plus tax rate and levy capacity

Statement regarding sources and allocation of funds for the project being financed! •• Description of the project to be financed
• The nature and security of the debt should be concisely defined

I Also required are current economic information, engineering studies description of the
facilities, customer projections (for enterprise financing), and many other factors.

I Other important sources of information are the Bureau of the Census, the Departments ofLabor, Commerce, and Agriculture, state labor departments, and such pt_blications as
Sales Management and Marketing Magazine. Both firms also maintain in-house data banks
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containing historical data on debt issuances and other information pertinent to the credit •
rating.

Presumably, these indicators could be updated at least annually--if not more often in some •
cases--however, actual updating, from what is generally known about the agencies practices, |
appears to be primarily a function of how often the jurisdiction is in need of ratings. Many
governments actively seek to maintain an on-going relationship with the agencies and

provide quarterly and/or annual presentations to the agencies. !
qlu

2. To what extent may ratings themselves be used as indicators of changing debt conditions; ].e.,

eitherimprovingordeteriorating?

As measures of the overall level of debt outstanding--for California in aggregate, the point of this
project--ratings Would be virtually valueless, since they could not be aggregated in any mean-
ingful way. Based on the assumption that the rating agencies spend more time and are more !
expert at debt analysis than most other sources, their findings should be one reasonable indica- U
tor of credit condition. However, it is important to recognize that the raters would be looking at
many of the same statistics as anyone else developing a indicator system. Therefore, the ratings •
would not conceptually be a leading indicator of developing problems, assuming both sets of
analysts (rating agency and indicator developers) were equally adept.

As to the relationshi p between ratings and the likelihood of default, there is presumed to be N
a strong correlation. However, there have been so few municipal defaults since World War II,

m

there is no clear statistical method of proving the point.

NB. Indicators Devised by Others

1. Do investment bankers, financial advisors, and bond traders typically use certain standards or •
indicators other than those used by rating agencies to compare debt? m
The best available information indicates that, with the usual variations on the theme, financial
advisors and those in the profession use very similar indicators to those used by the rating II
agencies. Articles in this area seem to suggest that there is a range of factors that various !1

analysts favor, but there does not appear a fundamentally different way of thinking about

financial condition. I
2. Did the review of the literature reveal indicators similar to and/or different from those used

by rating agencies, underwriters, and other practitioners?

Given the range of studies across the years and the range of indicators summarized in Part 2 of •
the report, indicators clearly have been used which are different from those used by underwriters
and rating agencies. Most, as noted above, are primarily variations on the same theme-- •
measuring various aspects of economic condition, financial condition, and debt condition. The
most novel approaches identified in the literature review were the debt capacity index and the

various measures of revenue and fiscal capacity developed by Bradbury, Yinger, and Ladd. l]
lC. California and the Nation

1. What standards would be optimal for comparing California to other states? ' N

-. Interstate comparisons are possible, although.they clearly are limited.in range by inconsistent
data and differences in the roles, responsibilities, and resources available to governments in •

different states. We feel strongly that they should be developed for the simple reason that they " •II
are always a matter of interest and concern to policy makers, and even given differences, they

can provide some useful insights in the analysis of a particular state, n
n
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I With respect to the group of states to be included in sucti a comparison, we would recommend

comparisons based on all states as preferred. Trying to artificially limit the number of states in
the comparison to other AAA states or similar categories can only cause consistency problems

I over time, since most such categories change over time. In it is less certain that Califor-
any case,

nia is best compared to other AAA states, but might better be compared to other major industrial
states, many of which are not AAA states.

I In summary, the pros for making the comparisons is that it is difficult to track performance in
this area without some set of standards which interstate comparisons and national averages

provide. These comparisons are also of general interest to policy makers, regardless of the mostcarefully reasoned staff arguments about the problems they pose. On the other hand, they do
have serious limitations since the states are not all structured the same. Interstate comparisons
some be used, but care should be exercised in the conclusions drawn from them.

I 2. Is a comparison between California and national averages and other nationwide benchmarks
worthwhile?

I Yes, for the same reasons given above.

D. Recommended Indicators

I 1. Assuming that data acquisition is not a problem, what would be an "ideal" set of indicators
for the Commission's purpose of evaluating the total outstanding public debt of California

I state and local entities? (If necessary, this recommendation should include newly developedindicators or, at least, suggest state-specific indicators to be developed in the future if the
theoretical model so indicates.)

I The indicatorsrecommendedin the describedin detail in thestudy projectare report,
Part 2. They include a range of indicators, many of which can be used to gauge the trend in
economic or financial performance over time.

I Debt Indicators:

i These indicators clearly should include trend measures, and the recommended indicatorsset does just that. As the literature review shows, there have been so few defaults in the last
40 years that it is difficult--if not impossible--to specify a "profile" of when a government's
or group of governments' debt burden has become too large. It is important, if analysis is to be

I done, to examine trends over time. Cross-sectional data would also be useful since we know thatthere are not only differences over time but also among types of governmental units and sizes of
governmental unitS.

I Revenue-based Indicators:

The indicator set that is recommended in the report does not include such locally oriented

I measures as tax rate, delinquent taxes, building permits issued, and so on. These are usefulindicators of local performance and might rightfully fit into an indicator list designed to monitor
the performance of individual local government units, but the purpose of this analysis was

I to assess the total outstanding debt of all California governments. There is not practical wayto combine data on the thousands of governmental units in California to arrive at a meaningful
measure of the variables mentioned in this question. This is not a matter of suggesting that

I they would be "ideal" if an indicator could be derived; instead, they would, even underideal circumstances, present indicators complicated by hundreds of interpretative problems
in sorting among the types of governments in the composite.
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The recommended indicator set includes very few indicators--with the possible exception of •
the age of the housing stock--that do not particularly gain in value through trend analysis; l
however, for the most part, the recommended indicators should be looked at over time to
present perspective on the changing condition of government revenue position as well as its n
current position. l
Expenditure-based Indicators:

The indicators recommended in the studyprovide measures of most of the points mentioned I
in this question--current expenditures over current revenues, expenditures in excess of inflation,

• and incidence of actual expenditures in excess of the approved budget: Only the last Of these •
is a potentially difficult concept in an aggregate level analysis. l
With respect to maintenance of indicators other than those subject to trend analysis, the
recommended indicators are all measures that can be tracked over time, and again, the 11
recommendations indicate the need for time series analysis. g

Cash Management Indicators." I

The indicators include measures of short-term debt (i.e., less than one year) outstanding. In an
•:aggregate analysis, information on these measures may be extremely difficult to develop and lira

interpret a practical matter. However, measures of investment policy would be even more •as

difficult to develop, and by the time it could be developed, it would almost certainly be out of m

date.

Economic Indicators: I

The question enumerates a number of statewide economic indicators, including personal income, •
retail sales, and so on--and asks if they should be included in the indicator list. The answer m
clearly is yes, and in fact, the recommended list includes most of the indicators mentioned in
the list with the exception of individuals receiving public assistance. That measure depends so
heavily on the location of the individuals that it does not appear to have much value in an 11
aggregate analysis of the type described in this report.

Most economic indicators can be measured by time trend; however, the measures included in the II
recommended set include some, like the unemployment rate and the age of the housing stock, II
that are less usefully viewed over time.

Other Indicator_d: I

Managerial and organizational indicators are, again, problematic in a statewideaggregate
set of indicators and are not included in the recommended indicator set. In the fu'st instance, •
no very good measures of these factors have been developed in the literature--they are |
mainly assessed indirectly through a government's ability to balance its budget and maintain
a sound credit rating. Moreover, these problems are compounded in trying to aggregate for ,,
statewide analysis. If a local indicator of organizational competence existed, for example, !how would this measure be aggregated upward? How would different levels of competence
be weighed statewide?

It is a recommendation of the report that, should the Commission decide to move forward with
.... debt indicators, that it consider developing.measures at least.for.individual groupings of

governments (such as school districts, counties, etc.). As a beginning, aggregate measures are •
preferable to no monitoring of government credit condition, but to develop any useful II
information, some level of disaggregation ultimately appears critical.

N
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I 2. What, exactly, could the Commission hope to learn from an application of the full, "ideal"set of indicators?

I Presumably, the application of the ideal set of indicators would provide a clear overview ofthe level and burden of debt among California state and local governments. It would help
clarify what is apparently an on-going concern among some state elected officials about the
level of government debt in California and its implications. No indicator set can be expected to

I provide definitive answers to questions about credit condition and the fiscal health ofgovernment, but the indicators set can provide indications,.departure points for analysis, a
consistent framework for organizing and reviewing existing data on credit condition, and _/guide

I to new types of data and analysis that should evolve.
The chief policy implication beyond better insight into the fiscal condition of California
governments that is sure to enter the equation is whether such an indicator set would be used

I to monitor and control the issuance of debt by California Clearly, the ideal
governments.

indicator set-,and indeed no indicator set yet developed anywhere--could function in a way to
allow this type of regulation. The orientation of this project, moreover, does not lead to the

I application of the analysis to individual groups of governments, much less to individualunits. Certainly, this was not a design consideration of the Commission nor an operating
assumption of the consultant in the project.

3. How often should these indicators be updated?

The indicators recommended in the study would generally be updated annually, although

I some measures--such as the unemployment rate--could be updated as often as monthly.Given limited resources, annual updates accompanied by a regular annual report on the
level of debt in the State (as is discussed in the recommendations) would probably be a

i good initial goal for the development of this system should it proceed in the future. Certainly,any debt or other data that is reasonably maintained more often that annually now would be
maintained.

! •With respect to the business cycle and how it should be accounted for in the indicator process,
it would appear to be more a phenomenon helping to explain a given level of performance
more than it is a factor which should somehow be corrected for in the indicator analysis itself.

Clearly, it is necessary to be aware of how the overall economy is performing, which is onereason that a number of economic factors are included.

Inflation should be removed from at least some of the measures so that it is possible toget a sense of real (inflation-adjusted) performance. In the recommended list, measure of real
expenditures per capita have been included as a check against growing governmental
commitments. Other inflation-adjusted factors could profitably be included but are not in the

recommended list to maintain a group of indicators that are of a manageable size.
V. DATA DISCUSSION

I A. Data Requirements

1. What types of data would be required to develop the "ideal" set of indicators for the

I Commission?

The sub-parts to this question list a number of different sources andptpes of data. Virtually all

I would be important in any ideal indicator set. Under ideal circumstances, data would be readily"available from various governments on a timely and consistent basis.

!
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2. What quantity of data would be required to 'develop the "ideal" set of indicators for the

Commission? I

Ideally, a data base containing a minimum of 10 years of data should be developed. This
would provide the degrees of freedom necessary for statistical analysis. It would also show •
the evolution Of government performance through a range of economic conditions. Focusing III

on a shorter time period, though certainly possible given realistic limitations on time and
resources, would be of more limited value because it encompasses a period Ofrelative •
growth in the State and would provide less insight into how government performs under a
range of conditions.

Data should be updated at least annually and as quickly as possible after the end of the U
normal government fiscal period. Clearly, the information will be of greatest use if it could
be assembled within three to six months after the end of a fiscal year. Currently, much of the
data available at the local level only becomes available after lags of 18 months, with a m
resulting sacrifice of analytical value. U

B.D_I_Sources •
U

1. Where did the researchers mentioned in the literature review, above, find their data?

That is a fairly wide ranging question given the number of studies reviewed. For the most part, II
however, the main sources were: (a) local fiscal data; and (b) information collected by the U

federal government. As a result, almost all of the analyses in the literature suffer from the
problem of lags in time between the end of a government or governments fiscal period and the •
ability of the analyst to acquire data.

In no case in the literature review did the researchers actually go to individual local govern- In
ments and collect their own data. Many of the studies acknowledge the limitations presented n
by the available data, but the point of the analyses is to attempt to draw inferences and

m

useful conclusions from the available data, not to specify impossibly high standards of
consistency and comparability. In most cases, the researchers simply lack the resources to •
make major improvements in the generally available information on their own and simply use
what is there to be used.

2. Did any of the researchers mentioned in the literature review pint out particular problems !
in using data from public and commercial sources?

Other than obvious problems like the lack of consistent responsibilities among govemments, •
the main data problem is timeliness of available information. Given that the purpose of many
of the analyses is to monitor credit condition or general fiscal health, there is a major problem
with examining information that is months or years old. Unfortunately, much of the analysis •
in the literature review is based on data with just this sort of problem. |

A second problem mentioned by analysts is the lack of detailed data on certain important I

fiscal issues. There is, for example, virtually no consistent aggregate information on unfunded •
pension liabilities of governmental units, although there appears to be broad agreement among m

analysts that that is a critical factor in determining the financial strength of a jurisdiction. Im

A third problem mention is the lack of consistency in data. This often is a problem when I
comparisons are being made of jurisdictions in more than one state. Some analysts attempt to
adjust for these differences, and an important vein of future research is likely to be efforts •
to define a "representative" set of fiscal measures with definitions that can cut across I
jurisdictions. However, it is also a problem in attempting to aggregate various types of
jurisdictions in the same state. Counties, cities, special districts, and the State simply do not

I
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I all maintain records in a consistent manner and differences in size and legal responsibilitiesis likely to preclude uniformity from ever being the rule.

i All of these problems would arise if the Commission attempted to develop and maintain itsown indicators system. The advantage that the Commission has is that California state and
local governments report an exceptionally large amount of information at the state level, and
while it is far from perfect, it could provide a very good beginning point for an indicator

I analysis.
3. Assuming that--as a by-product of Phase I of the project--it were possible for some entity

(other that the Commission) to create a database for the purpose of establishing referencegroups against which individual local entities could compare their own indicator values and,
assuming further, that the content of that database encompasses information on the entire
set of indicators from Phase I, would any of that data be useful in testing and/or using the

I Commission's model developedin Phase lI?
Yes, almost any of the data developed would be useful since the indicators in the two phases

I overlap to some degree. The problem I have in envisioning this--which is eluded to indirectlyin the sub-parts to the question--is who would gather this information to begin with if it were
not the Commission.

I 4. Are there sources--otherthanthose considered--forall of thedataexisting already or part
needed? If not, what are recommended options for obtaining that data?

I Most of the data needed for the recommended indicator set is available at some level ofconsistency from state arid federal sources, primarily from the Census Bureau and the
California Conlroller's office. Additional information might profitably be developed from

private sources, such as California Municipal Statistics. If these sources were inadequate,the best apparent alternative would be to negotiate with those collecting the data to
modify their current procedures. Absent that, it is possible that the Commission could

I seek authority to collect its own information. However, that would be an exceptionally
costly exercise, would inevitably be redundant of current efforts, and would produce its own
set of problems.

C. DataCollections
1. Are any of the data currently being collected by the Commission suitable for indicator

development?

I The information collected by CDAC at present would be a useful addition to any database
on state and local debt, but it lacks integration that would allow it to be put into a useful

analytical framework. Certainly, it is important to know how much debt was issued in a givenyear, but for the analysis contemplated in this study, new issues would have to be consolidated
with other sources of information to determine trends in total outstanding debt.

I 2. it could be what additional debt-related data should be collected?Assuming obtained, public

The main indicator that should be developed is the total level of debt outstanding broken

I down by level of government and type of debt. It would also be important to have data on debtservice requirements. All of the data elements listed in the sub-part to the question--short-term
•. debt, lease obligations, moral obligations,.unfunded.pension.liabilities,rare part of the indicators

I in the recommended indicator set in the report.
If this had to be a piecemeal effort, the focus should be on the overall level of debt by level of

i government since this is the central issue being analyzed. This is also the starting point for much
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of the analysis implied by the development of an indicator set like the one described in the
report. ! •

3. What data from outside sources will the Commission always have to depend on?

Economic and demographic, almost certainly. Given limitations on the resources of the l]
Corrimission, it may also be necessary to rely on outside sources for most of the other sources of
data as well. This dependence does not present a particular problem as long as the sources •
are more or less consisten{ over time, maintain and report their data on a regular (monthly, I
annual) basis, and are fully understood by CDAC analysts. In general, I favor the use of -
available data, with its obvious limitations since it is a more efficient use of public funds

suitable for the level of analysis that would be possible with any aggregate !and is probably
indicator set for the State as a whole. I

The major problems with Census Bureau data are timeliness and coverage. The information
available from this source lags the end of state and local government fiscal years by 18 months,
which reduces the usefulness of the data as an "early warning" system to a large degree.
Moreover, the data developed by the Census for local governments is based on sample informa- •
tion. Since it is taken in part from the Controller's data in California, this is less of a problem |
than in other states, but it clearly lacks statistical precision. However, it is the best available
source for some types of information and is the only available source for developing interstate

comparisons. I
VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR APPLICATIONS

A. Indicatorsfor theEvaluationof TotalOutstandingStateandLocal PublicDebt I

1. Should the Commission wait with any application, such as the development of aManual,

untila fullsetof"ideal"indicatorscanbedeveloped? I

The decision togo forward--or to not go forward--with the development of a set of indicators is
probably best determined by an assessment of the Commission's desired role in assessing debt l
position and providing information to policy makers and by the availability of resources to •
conduct data collection and on-going analysis. If the Commission delays action until the "ideal"
indicator set can be developed, no indicator set will ever be developed because the ideal set of •
data will never be available. I

2. Given current data restrictions, would it be useful and feasible for the Commission to develop

and applya selectnumberof indicators;i.e., a subsetof the "ideal" set? I

Given the availability of resources--which could pose a major obstacle--this would be a highly
desirable step. Clearly, the consistent and routine aggregation and analysis of information on •
government debt position would be a useful step for the State. The existence of a pure, ideal set I
of indicators is irrelevant to the usefulness of this function; however, it would pose a number of
costs, and given the inherent weakness of aggregate statewide data, Commission resources

mightbestbespentelsewhere. !

3. If the feasibility of developing a Manual is indicated by the findings of this study, what should be

includedinthedefinitionoftotaldebt?

Total debt should be defined to include all debt obligations of government in their many forms,
including self-supporting debt. As the indicator set outlined in the study makes clear, however, ,,

this total should be subdivided into segments for analytical purposes. The various types of debt I
should not be treated equally but for purposes of analysis, they should be collected for analysis.

!
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I The reasons for this.is comprehensiveness. It is never possible to predict where future policyissues will arise; thus, it is best to maintain a complete set of information on all forms of debt--

given the option.

I B. SetofIndicatorsfromPhaseIR¢gortJing thg

1. Are there sufficient similarities between the indicators recommended for inclusion in a future state

I Manual and those included in the local Handbook to suggest that the Commission develop"reference groups" that may be used by local users of the Handbook.for comparison purpt?ses?

I This would be a useful development if it were feasible--a sort of state specific set of medians likethose produced nationally by Moody's. However, this would appear to be a later stage of the
development of CDAC's state and local indicators. This information would be useful to the
Commission to the degree that it attempts to analyze sub-state data.

! •2. Are there other reasons why the Commission should develop "reference groups" for local
Handbook users.

I The most obvious reason for developing reference groups is the lack of concrete standards with
which governments can compare their situations. Like interstate comparisons, the development
of reference groups, while far from perfect, would provide a framework into which local

I decisionmakers couldfit their Without this sort of framework,the Handbook
own experience.

probably would be much more limited in its usefulness.

I A sub-part of this question asks about voluntary submission of data. In general, the voluntarysubmission of data would not be expected to accomplish the Commission's goals. CDAC
sets very high standards for data. That much is clear by the concerns about the Controller's data,

i which appears very good in comparison with local data available in most states. Data gatheredthrough voluntary submission would almost certainly be less rigorous and more uncertain than
the Controller's data. Even with cooperation from major local government fiscal management
groups, a process founded on voluntary information would be highly unlikely to survive for

I more than one or two cycles of information gathering.
3. Assuming that the Commission were able to collection additional data, should the Commission

I develop and maintain a database in relation to the "reference groups" for local users of theHandbook or are there reasons that would suggest that another agency or professional group
should assume this task?

I Given the availability of resources to perform this service, CDAC should maintain the databaseand furnish reference group information in conjunction with its training on the use fo the
Handbook. Certainly, this database should, to the degree possible, be developed from existing

I sources. In this way, it would largely be a matter of gathering (by computer tape) availableinformation from the Controller and other sources and manipulating it to meet the Commission's
particular needs.

I Such a database might reasonably be viewed suspicion by governments, possibly
with local

fearing state interference with their debt issuance powers. However, if the Commission worked
through local government fiscal groups and clearly stated its purpose as supporting the use of the

I Handbook, there is no reason that the process could not work. Again, a major limitation wouldbe in terms of the resources that such an effort would require.

!
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONSFORFUTURERESEARCH •

II
A. IndicaTorsfor th_ Evaluation of Total Outstanding State and Local Public Debt

1. Should the Commission do or commission additional research related to state indicators? n

The list of indicators in the report appears to represent a sound basis for creating a statewide
indicator system. It is not clear that additional research would significantly improve this basic •
list. Given the resources and the decision of the Commission to continue with this process, II
the reasonable next step would be to attempt to assemble all or part of the recommended •
indicators. This would probably be a better learning process than further research.

The policy implication of this recommendation is that the Commission would commit to the n
creation of a state level data base for creating the indicators. Clearly, this would require a

beingSUbstantialundertaken.C°mmitmentof time and resources and should be carefully weighed prior to U

2. Should the Commission do or commission addition work related to data requirements for state •
indicator development? |
It is clear from this study that all desirable data are not available for the creation of an "ideal"
indicator set. However, the available sources of information are generally well known. The
major recommendation from the report is to possibly sample Controller data to check on its
validity and to exanaine the information available from private sources--notably California
Municipal Statistics. These could be performed separately or as part of an effort to create a •
state level indicator data base. i

B. Regarding the Set of Indicators from Phase I, i
1. Should the Commission do or commission additional research related to local indicators? i

The Phase I portion of the project appears to have defined a reasonable set of indicators for use •
in the Handbook. For any subsequent phases of this process, this list could be combined with i
or supplemented with indicators from the current study. There does not appear to be a compelling
reason to do further research in this area at this time.

!2. Should the Commission do or commission additional research related to data requirements for
local indicator development?

• IThe answer to this question is essentially the same as the answer to question A.2.

!
!
!
!
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